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Mr. Walte-
Mr. DeL--.a~
Mr. CoveIr....
Mr. Calhan-.......

Mr. calnhi ....... ..

Mr. n~o*"

Mr. Taw,

Minmi Be'3.s~--
Min Gaudi

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM, BLACK NATIONALIST - ATE GROUPS *

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE - BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP).

RELIABLE SOURCE, SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, ADVISED ON MAY

TWO SEVENTY, THAT BPP HEADQUARTERS, WAS TRYING

40 GET IN TOUCH VITH IN PARIS, IN ORDER TO ASK

HER IF SHE HAD WRITTEN A LETTER TO ABOUT

ELDRIDGE CLEAVER. WAS UNABLE TO REACH T HOTEL

MADISON, PARIS, WHERE SHE WAS EXPECTED THE NEXT DAY.

ON SUNDAY, MY THREE LASTCO CONTACTED

WHO INSTRUCTED HER TO

CALLg WHERE THEY WERE "WAITING FOR

HER CALL* CONVERSATION WiTH
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- IS UNKNOWN.
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Dt:4/241/70
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0: DIRE~CTORl, FB1 (100-448006)

FBQM: SAC# MIAMI (157-2414) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST -HlATE GROUPS'
(BAMM)
RNI

j ~ ir Bureau, 2/25/70, captioned,

Utami has previously furnished the Miami PD
considerable -.Jnn-ogicc.ning possible suspects in the
wstAis ,r f E±n JWo -1969. Includd ~i n +he

&wjI U1 vu rJ 'ux

1969, he hei~
a trial for
Ident if lecjI
lncldinldng

~9v 0 Mi,
mureralong Wi

males, possibl
the murder of3
shooting,

-the MIiamai. area cuin~rg iov. a~f
her o kangaroosol" type trials, including~

Several individuals have been/
ipif nrrsent durinp. this trial. (7I

a,,dtncor twORThef1e~igro

W ~reportedly orderedlid nor a e part in the actedl

,Of ueetA
'9 former

During Nov. and Dec., 1969, !id a number
-accordirvi- to

,eu some oi inese meeuns ieiGu
was using the symbol of the BloclCUP PefIr
rt, rob and steal from local merchant
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MM 157-2414

their ret
During the trial

ea* .* ll- then
initI

* Te poce b
investigated by

ield TrlaL
i a blanket placed
four or five shots and fia yaS

sJ incident was never reported
nd the matter was not

Ot *etes.

Rhorvt 1w fnlTnwnoa4,- *h. 4w rpturn,.furin St-fl*+a,.a bmu..&.
IJ - i

Info re this matter was-Txur"mr RTe"tome
*M.Un y eriff's Office and they were iccessful ir

obtaining warrants for the arrest of Vn din
Unlawful flight was requested and botr *
the FBI in early April, 1970, at Ft, Wayne, Ind. As of
the present date neither of these ipdividuals have been
returned to Miami, Fla, to stand trial.

ana Iext m ar . Er ampa, *a., were uney remained zor
about ten days. It was at this time that kidnaping
investigation was instituted by the Miami Office and
the victim.elcated in Aftnta, Ga.

I present
where . u s in known an o a . torities have
not charged and, therefore, UFAP process has not

i'Miami,
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MM 157-2414

on4 pt

Twyaml on 71". This followed the arrest of a
member by the Miami PD on a minor trAffic charge..
authorities have been unable to corroborate this ntfo
in order to charge

char
PD.
invokemenWt
Homi ide Unit,
for

"Mil

is currently out on bond on three
robbery, filed by the Hialeah, Fla.

is aware of some of
nd has been in conta *

m1W , in an effort to make a "deal"

**S

The Miami Office continues to follow closely
*- info furnished to the local police departments to insure

that they continue their interest in their investigations
re the black millfaison
with mirmi
PD, w o saIware o e aonan e poen danger

/ that exists w .*ck militants. Through Miami
' contact with he has been able to initiate a
* conference wi 1w. State Attorney's Office to

review all of the above info. At the present time the
la. State Attorney's Office is directing a letter to

attorneysecifically requesting him to set forth
n will furnish relative to the murder

of acts of violence by militants,
IncuagLre abings. The torney's Office
and the Miami PD feel that if will furnish all
info he knows relative to the aoveconsiderati
be given to granting him immunity. In the event

. attorney failed to furnish the info reques e,
nd all individuals identified in.this letter,

OtioTer individuals who have knowledge of black
militant activities in Miami since Nov., 1969, will be
subpoenaed before a State Grand Jury.
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MM 157-2414

Miami believes that a State Grand Jury
investigation of the black militants woul very
significant in deterring add breaking up activities
in Miami as well as obtaining criminal ctiS against a
number of the black militants,

Miami will continue to follow this matter closely
and keep the Bureau advised of all developments.
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE
5/5/70
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Frodkcs. 2 Director, FBI (100-448006)--/761

COUNTkRINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGNCE - BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

Reurairtels 4/16/70 and 4/28/70; and Bureau
airtel 4/23/70.

Bureau authority is granted for the anonymous
sending of newspaper article enclosed in resirtel 4/28/70
to individuals determined to be sources of funds for the
Black Panther Party in Los Angeles.

Take every precaution in material and manner utilized-
to insure that such action cannot be traced to the Bureau.
Exercise appropriate discretion and judgment in your selection
of individuals to whom the article is sent. ReBusirtel
instructed a list be maintained of individuals to whom the
approved article described in reairtel 4/16/70 was sent for
possible future use in sending follow-up material of a similar
nature or for other counterintelligence purposes. Include
pertinent individuals on that list in your distribution to
create the concern of a continuing effort.

Be alert for positive results and promptly advise
the Bureau of same.

****- JFM:drl

# .A . (5) SEE NOTE PAGE TWO

MAY 5 1970 1
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Airtel to Los Angeles
Re: Counterinteligence Program

Black Nationalist Hate Groups
100-448006

NOTE:

The Bureau previously approved th anonymous
sending of a newspaper article entitled "Pahther Record
Ignored by Fund Raisers" to individuals determined to be
sources of BPP funds taking them to task foF not looking
into Panther criminal violence. It was fel that this
approach should neutralize possible support for the
Panthers through the identification with th BPP suggested
by the personal mailing approach. Los Angeles suggests as
a follow-up like use of a newspaper article which is an
unsigned editorial from the April 27, 1970, Pacific Coast
Edition of "The Wall Street Journal." Entitled "Simply

Incredible," it wonders how the student strikers at Yale
University including Yale Chaplain William Sloane Coffin
could contend for no New Haven Panther trial in view of
evidence introduced at the bail hearings. It also describes
as incredible how people were killing in one Panther case
to believe the set bail was too high, yet when it was
lowered and posted, the Panther defendant promptly jumped
it. Since most of the funds contributed have been earmarked
for bail bonds, the article should be a timely item of
concern.

-2*
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FBI

Date: 4/28/70

somit the foilowb in (Type is plaissest or codel

AIRTEL
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AIR MAIL - REGISTERED

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

PROM: SAC, LOS ANGELES (157-4054) (F)

RE: COUINTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS..
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE -BLACK
PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

Re Los Angeles airtel to Bureau dated 4/16/70.

Enclosed for the Bureau and San Francisco is one
copy each of an unsigned editorial from page 14, Volume LXXXII,
Number 81, the April 27, 1970, Pacific Coast Edition of
"The Wall Street Journal" entitled "Simply Incredible".

Bureau permission is requested in the anonymous
sending of the enclosed self-explanatory article to Individual
determined to be sources of funds for the Black Panther Party
in Los Angeles. If approved, appropriate steps will be taken
by the Los Angeles Division to insure the concealment of thb
Bureau's involvement in the effort.

REC-28
Bureau (AM-RM) (Encl.-1)
San Francisco (AM-RM) (Info)(Encl.-1)

2 - Angeles
RWH/g
(6) .

6MAY,1 1970
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Students at Yale University have
been' striking in "support" of Bobby
&ale and other Black Panthers on
trial in New Haven for kidnapping and
murder;.

As the strike gathered steam last
week, bail hearings preceding the trial
afforded the first public glimpse of the
chief prosecution witness, George
Sams Jr., who has already entered a
plea of guilty to second-degree murder
in the case. He testified he was present
during these episodes: Panther mem-
ber Alex Rackley was accused of being
a police informer. Mr. Seale, chairman
of the Black Panther Party, visited a
New Haven apartment where Mr.
Rackley was tied spread-eagled on a
bed. Appropos of the Panther slogan
"off the pigs," that is, "kill the po-
lice," there followed an exchange:

Seale: "Are you the pig?"
Rackley: "No, sir, chairman, I am

not the pig."
Seale: "What you do with a pig? A

pig is a pig. Off the [obscenity]."
Whereupon, according to the testi-

mony, three of the defendants took Mr.
Rackley to a river in Middlefield,
Conn., and shot him. "We were told not
to come back unless he was dead," the
witness testified. A second Panther
named as a gunman has also entered a
plea of guilty to second-degree murder
and is expected to testify later.

Now, none of this necessarily
means Mr. Seale and the others are
guilty. They are entitled to the same
Initial presumption of Innocence as
other defendants facing other charges,
'and they have skillful attorneys to
rebut the accusations. The whole pur.

pose of the trial Is to determine
whether such testimony is true.

What the strikers at Yale are con-
tending, though, is that there should
not be a trial at all. In the face of such
detailed eye-witness testimony, Mr.
Scal, and others should simply be
turned loose. As Yale Chaplain Wil-
liam Sloane Coffin put it in inciting the
strikers, "Tell the nation some of as
feel this whole trial was a dreadful
mistake."

Even the simply incredible, we sup-
pose, should no longer be shocking
when it comes to what a good many
people will believe about the Panthers.
They were willing to believe there was
a national conspiracy of "genocide"
against the Panthers because of
charges that 28 of them have been
killed by police; though when asked to
name names, Panther attorney
Charles Garry came up with only 12
even he asserted were killed by police,
and in most of these cases be did not
deny the Panthers were themselves

rmed and firing. In another Panther
case in New York, people were willing
to believe bail of $50,000 to $100,000 per
defendant was outrageously high:
though when one of the original defend-
ants posted bail of $5000 he promptly
jumped It.

Still, the notion that the Government
is somehow guilty of political persecu.
tion when it brings to trial kidnapping
and murder charges backed by eyewit.
ness testimony is something else. The
question Is how far they will have to go
before the Yale students, Rev. Coffin
and the rest of the Panther apologists
forfeit all claim to the attention of any
serious-minded man.

Simply Incredible I
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Transmit the following In

Via -A T]3=-T,

t
FB I

- '- Date: ' W427/70.

(Type in paiuUUext or code)

REGISTERED MAIL
(Priority)
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TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-44800%w)

SAC, LOS ANGELES (157-4o 5 4 ) (P)
C;
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE- BLACK PANTHER PARTY

Re San Francisco airtel to the Bureau dated 4/23/70,
entitled, "BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP), LOS ANGELES DIVISION,
RM-BPP."

U

sLav4L owe you a. xavor. o-
last week and ran into Jean S
with baby. I thought she and

-Bureau (ufM)
- San Francisco (Info) (Rmf

2 - Los Angeles

RWH/fs
(6)

* 1

eberg, who was heavy
Romaine had gotten

tv MAY rA 1970

RACIA/&I&stbf

Sent _ Per
L U. a. oomsrr Nearn OFmes s1m o0- sW o(ist

~~~1

* ~
' .

N

*.) ::

4**,

% 1

*1

***.

Approved:

Bureau permission is requested to publicize the
N SEBERG, well-known movie 8s *k
Black Panther Part.% (BPP)
advisingHollywood Gossip-Columnists n

the Los ngeles area of the situation. It is felt that
the possible publication of SEBERG's plight could cause
her embarrassment and serve to cheapen her image with the
general public.

It is proposed that the following letter from a
fictitious person be sent to local columnists: .

"I was just thinking about you and remembered
I 4 ill f S I- Din

SpeLiL!1CO .2 Arg

-- 7"R

i



1 4r

LA 15-4054 .' 4''''

* oethrsageeof ided the child :

belonged tofthBlc

Panthers, one The dear girl'.

is getting aroun

Anyway,"I thought ou' might get*'a s coop ''

on the, others. Be go d and I l e o o n

-. 4 . .4. "L111ov , . . ' 4

usalprcatinswoldbetaenb' the.Lo
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SAC, Los Angc

.5- .

{~JTTi~IN ENVi op'

-%.es (157 4054)K-..:- -. 5/6/70
-. _NMI_ _ _W_

Director, FBI (l0448006)-/ 6
COUNTRINTELLIGENC PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE* BLACK PANTHiR PARTY

I-.

4?

Reurairtel 4/27/70.

Reairtel requests Bureau autority to forward a
letter from a fictitious person to Hollywood, California,

.gossip columnists to publicize the re nc of JeanXScberg,
well own white movie actress, by BP'

to possibly cause er embarrassment.
an tarnis er image with the general public. Information
from % indicated that Soberg was four months
pregnant *y

To protect the sensitive source of information
from possible compromise and to insure the success of your
plan, Bureau feels it would be better to wait approimately
two additional months until Seberg*s pregnancy would be
obvious to everyone. If deemed warranted, submit your
recommendation at that time.

1 - San Francisco
4.4

* **,.. . 4*' 4... ~.*
* 4.~--, -. .... ~&

.-

JFM:drl *\

(5) :

NOTE:

Jean Seberg has been a financial supporter of the
BPP nd should be neutralised.- Her current pregnancy by

DT*oIo while still married affords an opportunity for such
l --__ fort. The plan suggested by Los Angeles appears to have

Bi----merit except for the timing since th sensitive source
Callah---might be compromised if implemented premattrely. A copy is
Conrad.......
red designated to San Francisco since its sensitive source
Co"o coverage is involved.

Towel MAY 8
Gedy MAIL ROOM IETYPE UNITrJ
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UNITED STATES GO MENT

Memora dum
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM : SAC, PHILADEU

SUBJECr: CfWfT TWR.T

(100-44i8006)

ri.P"W Vf PRW.RAU

DATE:

BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RM

Re Philadelphia let dated 12/18/69.

I. RACIAL INTELLIGENC.

Philadelphia has instructed informants to be alert
for situations that vould lend themselves to counter-
intelligence. There are only three black groups in the
Philadelphia area that are active, Black Panther Party,

a Black Economic Development Conference, and Republic of
New Africa.

[i. OPERATIONS BEING ASKED*

No operations are in effect at the present time.

IiIr TANGIBLE RESULTS.

ggggg vas forwarded to-Pennsylvania
m1ped prevent violence and end the sit-in.

eau (100-48006) 1
2-Philadelphia (157,-2371)

BiC/kr

jMAY1119 U.S. Savings Belad:
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IT 157-2371

rough Information furnished by
was arrested twice in Washin
aded has folded because of t

WF
arrests.
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a Fm r"(a wG) 1A Or4,UNITED STATES GO MENT

Memorandum
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 4/30/70

FROM : SAC, ST. LOUIS (157-5818) P

sUsBjrc: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 9VA
BLACKNATIONALTST -.- ATE-GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK LIBERATORS)

Re Bureau letter to St. Louis, -/18/70.

St. Louis has thoro. .. dered the matter outlined
in referenced communication. as both the intelligence
and the background to prepare **51A- ionary and write suitable
letters. However, at the present time, he cannot logically do so
under the title of the Black Liberators. The demise of the Black
Liberators is well known to * n-.-

/ including such travelers as
Any attempt*y I * nto* 11 -

** ow under the Black Liberator byline for trans- . f
mission to other U. S. extremist groups could result in suspicion
and possible disclosure.

The informant canof course, continue to receive all
mail sent to the Black Liberators and to acknowledge the receipt
of same to foreign groups or individuals.

4 St. Louis is of the opinion that informant's productivity
" in this matter can be greatly expanded, along the suggestions set

fort ureau letter ew York 70 * owned

L M vsed of recommendations by separate communication.

(2- Bureau (RM) ri .-.. / *F'
2 - Ste Louis /

e JAF:jus .
4 )d MAY 4 1970

MAIM 170 Ev By f.s. saviigs mBondsRet&erlyas d F selavins as
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FEDERAL 3LAEAU OF iNVESTiGAIoN
WASHINGTON, D, C, 20535

Tot FBI, Jackson (157-11882)

U

May 19g 1970 1
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t file.

LECRDED..

IPLIC41E YELLOW.

V
NATIONAL COMWITTEE 'TO
COIIAT FASCISM, 'e
CLEVELANDg KISS.

00: JACKSON T

Lab. N

x aminatiofl requested by: Jackson

Airtel 4/10/70

xawmnation requeateds Document -- FingerprInt

I Q(1 and Q2 will be%. returned to Jacki
f the reque~tt e-d latent fingerprint exailatJ

'qi and Q2 were compared In the appi
She Nntional Smurity File, but no Identifi

4.o copies are being added at this time t Uial

.,j)e nclossirr~n (2) (V L'ib rnprmrt)

-AJackson (157-10244) Encloquro (Lob report)
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*
REPORT
of th

LABORATORT.---

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535

To: PBI, Jackson (157-11882) D*e: May 1, 1970
FBI File No. j6t90=

Re: BLACK PANThER PARTY Leb. No. D-70 04 15 029 aX
NATIONAL COMMITTEE TO
COMBAT FASCISM,
CLEVELAND, MISS.
RM

Specimens received 4/15/70

Q1 Envelope postmarked "CLBVELAND US. APR 7 1970 AM 38732"
bearing hand printed address "JACKSON DAILYN EWS JACKSON,
MISS."

Q2 Piece of brown paper bearing hand printing beginning
"POWER TO..." on one side and the word "PIGS" on reverse
side

Result of examination:

Q1 and Q2 were compared in the appropriate sections of
the Anonymous Letter File, but no identification was effected.
No photographic copies of Q1 and Q2 are being added to that file
at this time.

An examination of the paper and envelope comprising
Q1 and Q2 failed to reveal anything of value which might aid In
determining their source.

Q1 and Q2 w-re photographod and are temporarily retained.

oi
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4-24-70

CABLEGRAM URGENT

TO LEGAT PARIS (157-67)

FROM DIRECTOR FBI (100-448000)' -17(o3

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM, BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE
GROUPS, RACIAL INTELLIGENCE - BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

REBUAIRTEL APRIL TEN LAST AND BUCAB APRIL SIXTEEN LAST.

BLACK PANTHER PARTY HAS BEEN

RELEASED FROM JAIL IN NEW HAVEN AND HAS RETURNED TO THE SAN

FRANCISCO AREA. RELIABLE SAN FRANCISCO SOURCE ADVISED

- 'LANS TO TRAVEL TO ALGIERS, ALGERIA, AROUND APRIL

TWENTY FIVE NEXT TO VISIT WITH ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, PLANS

TO RETURN TO PARIS FOLLOWING HER MEETING WITH CLEAVER. DATE OF

RETURN UNKNOWN.

LEGAT, PARIS, UHENS KNOWN TO BE IN OR HAS JUST

PASSED THROUGH PARIS FOLLOWING HER VISIT WITH CLEAVER$ MAIL THE

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE LETTER FURNISHED TO YOU BY REAIRTEL. ANY

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION DEVELOPED REGARDING RAVEL

PLANS WILL BE FURNISHED TO YOU. COPY MAILED TO BAN FRANCISCO

FOR INFORMATION. 1

1 - SAN FRANCISCO (157-601) *.

- Foreign son qne through for tkeview)' *
Makf

"'sp ABF:a ,
5c5 NOrE PAGE TWO

f ell
cde

Tele. oomb.. -...

Cnd - . MAIL RD0M M TLETYPE UNIT*
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(00
CABLEGRAM TO PARIS
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS
100-448006 * 1*
NOTE:

I

Legat, Paris, was instructed by resirtel to mail
ana roved counterintelligence letter when

Black Panther Party (BPP) representative,
~~' is following one . wT. aver In Algiers.

The letter has been signed and is addressed t
at BPP Headquarters. It of a counterintelligo w
to disrupt BPP leadership. By referenced cablegram Paris was
inst ed to hold in abeyance the mailing of the letter since

had been jailed for contempt of court.

*2



dipl

.*.

* .* *. * ,.1 .. *6 -

TO DIRECTOR ,*.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO .

* 5 .4,,.* ~' %. . .. - * ;

0:e *

* 6 -se. *

I -* *

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAMp BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE 
GROUPS

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE-BLACK PANTHER PARTY (PP).

. - -RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED THAT ._*

CONTACTED BPP NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS

FROM PARIS, FRANCE, APRIL TWENTYTWO, REPORTING SUCCESSFUL EFFORTS

AT CONFERENCE IN GERMANY TO ORGANIZE BPP SOLIDARITY 
DAYS IN

* EUROPE, APRIL TWENTYNINE, THIRTY AND MAY ONE NEXT.

. ALSO COMPLAINED OF PROBLEMS IN PARIS BEING

CAUSED AT THIS TIME B

. IN RELATION TO BPP ACTIVITIES.

IN VIEW OF THIS PROBLEM AND TO COORDINATE OTHER

MATTERS, PLANS TO GOTO ALGERIA ABOUT WEEKEND OF APRIL

* TWENTYFIVE TO SEE ELDRIDGE CLEAVER. SHE PLANS TO CONTACT BPP

HEADQUARTERS SUNDAY, APRIL TWENTYFIVE NEXTAND 
ALSO INDICATED

END PAGE ONE
- - - - --- **.Ulm- 
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RESFTEL MARCH THIRTY LAST.

BUREAU WILL BE ADVISED OF INFORMATION REGARDING- EPARTURE FROM ALGERIA IF OBTAINED AND IT IS RECOMMENDED

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE LETTER PREVIOUSLY PREPARED BE FORWARDED

FROM PARIS AFTER HER ARRIVAL IN PARIS. LHM FOLLOWS.

END

PC. MR.TRAINOR
ROOM 836 9&

U *~. ,d~..* - - -. -..
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AGE TWO

HE WILL' RETURN TO PARIS FOLLOWING DISCUSSIONS WITH CLEAVER.
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MI 157-459

subs ad sed that he had described the stran

advised tha
had contact e Uni e eservation Des regaroiag
a ticket reservation.

had cease* cooper ing w tu-very**n **theew
movement and had become very difficult to work with.
indicated she was too busy to participate in a demonstraMton
being planned for 4/15/70 protesting welfare cuts In the
Wisconsin and United States budgets.

advised that
adI. --- n aroun* [ wausee a 1

. s earned, according to the source, that
out of the city attending to some "business. u i7er,
appears that everyone around headquarters was "up tight"
and that no one knew whereas; however, it was possible
she had travelled to the We ast.

dvised tha
had reapp * waueean* was ma. ing plans to a en
the trial of BOBBY SEALE in Chicago.

W.L new dae set or trial. Further 2 ad
dgibon two wee' icko e from the party, a
ervvwere bothering an d developed a

omach condition which was caus ng much trouble.
Source state ppeared to be u and shakey and it
appeared that orden of party activities, with no real
results to show for them, had caused nervous condition.

dvfearc o air ne t cket purc ases an
rtions failed disclose that ad travelled to .

San Francisco unde own name.

2

i

I



MI 157-459

AN FRANCISCO:

Lead

AT SAN FRANCISCO CALIF.

Thr
determine It.
was in contact

ntact with informants and sources,
ravelled to San Francisco or otherwise

Lth BPP national headquarters.

-4. *1
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) D

mo : (' \SAC* SEATTLE (100-29488)(P)

sMJaEr: RACIAL MATTERS
(,COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (VISUAL AIDS)

V
No items of interest to captioned

have occurred in the Seattle area since the
submission.

ATE: 4/24/70

program I
last

Newspaper clippings of a series of bombings
occurring in the Central or ghetto area of Seattle,
April 19, 1970, have previously been submitted.

Seattle Division remains alert for events
items lending opportunities to obtain visual aid
examples of militancy and will submit such items as
received.

74 APR 29 1970(2, Bureau (RH)
2 - Seattle
CRS:bfy
(4) 0-

or

6OMAY 12190a~ ekZi~-tuP~ri a~
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CODX

CABLEGRAM

TO LMGT PARIS

rawu DIRECTOR FBI
COUrIINTLLIGIXNCIJ'RO0G*V

.3CK* ATIONALIST d- SATZ QROU".*
MLACK-PANTHER'PART! '(RPP)
RACIAL MAflUS

BAN FRANCIOCO SOURCE ADVISED [8 IN PARIS,

FRANCE, AS OF APRIL TWIT! lVENONE MINE SBEN ZERO, VOLLINO

VISIT WITH ELDEIDG CLAVER IN ALGERIAo IZGTp ARIS, KIL

CoCwmNTEiNTLLiGEzNCE LuITIRTOrn IN DIRKELIT.

CALIFORNIA, AS PREVIOUSLY INSTRUCED.ADVISE WHENNAILED.

COP! FURISHED SANKFRNCISCO OT AIR NAILS

U

U

Legatq PAR, under instruct
counterintelligence letter to
California. Letter designed t
soA. kuld be sent from PAR when4
ma "Is there following a visit

Pelta

C.livum -
vo.a Lv
UND5Eh
Tw.PA
Homs

Cmdv --- AI

VIA rU.fiY "

E~iCI PI E D

I0APR~~

UL wIOwtflTELECTYPE UNIT

if . . .* . . .

I'
.1

4/27/70

r /

A - -

IL~. (IJ
..1 )1 m San Franc1~o

ASP: tdp Li
(6 - ioeg-lastfnit (route through for review)

1N OTE: Lasol

7
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4-28-70

SAC, Los Angeles (157-4054)

Director, FBI (100-448006)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCEPROGRAM---
ilACKNATIONALIST - HATE .PR0UPS

CIAL INTELLIGENCE
BPP

ReSFairtel 4-23-70 captioned "Black Panther Party (BPP),
14e Angeles Division, RM - BPP."

p±c ~ ynwrty 
irth of a child fathered by

icated she was four months pregnant
ra exploitable under captioned matter.

Submit your recommendations concerning above situation
for a possible counterintelligence effort against all three
individuals and the BPP.

JFM:aba /
NOTE:

(4)\'i'

I
I

supported
the least.

his ~Ior a wISoalso of the BPP.Mc
ion in a counterintell
cause embarrassment t

.are

gha** andliz
:ence *

ol disru pton nthe BPP leadero'hlp lau ~rRUTTl7
04-C -with

- all-b-.0, C~ OM M F I 10 APP g 9 T

~ 9'? MA VELj979HC

kho has financially
be neutralzlj....
BPP 1eadeo
arredto

ng of the a ve
can neutralize
k and ite, and

ag 6 actions

Airte

Li, To:

From:

I
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F BI 1

Date: 4-17-70

Transmit the following I

Via AIRTEL

(Priority)
------------------------------------------------

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: LEGAT, PARIS (157-67)(P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS

'RACIAL INTELLIGENCE - BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

ReBuairtel 4-10-70 and Bucab 4-16-70.

"f instructions in reBucab, the ailing of the

. letter tofrom Paris will be held in abeyance until

further no ice.

U

Q -- U Per

have promised to keep us advised in

visits Paris.

7- _$Ieciol Agent in ChM g
A
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UNITED STATES GPRNMENT

Memorandum

SAC, JACKSON (100-980) (P)

SUBJECTS
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALISTS - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE -
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

Re Jackson letter to Bureau, 3/27/70.

In referenced letter Jackson set out a lead to
obtain information regarding an article in the Cleveland,
Miss., weekly newspaper concerning the Black Panther Party
(BPP) group, which article was prompted by a series of
articles published in the Jackson Daily.News during the
period 3/23 - 26/70.

On 4/3/70, it was determined that CLIFF LANGFORD,
Editor of the Bolivar Commercial, Cleveland, Miss., published
a very brief paragraph regarding the Black Panther group
in Cleveland, which paragraph was part of a lengthy editorial
on numerous different unrelated subjects.

~t

This editorial said in part, "Our friend, JIMMY-
WARD, Editor of the Jackson Daily News, has this week placed
the spotlight of publicity on the activities of an organization
calling themselves Black Panthers. This group of revolutionaries
is active in Cleveland in a small way but they have stayed within
the law." The article went on to say words to the effect
that law enforcement authorities were encouraged to use
forces available to counter this "bunch of communist indoctrinated
revolutionaries who peddle filth". /. .

It is noted theasof 4/23/70, the National
Committee to Combat Fascism Group in Cleveland, Miss.,

A$ = WWWW

2-Bureau (RM)
2-Jackson
TF/wgj
(4)

~I~Bi~j US. Savings Bendc Regulaly en the Payvroll Savings Plan

16 APR 27 1970

DATE: 4/23/70



p
JN 100-980

is still inactive and has not had any open activities since
the articles appeared in the Jackson Daily News and Cleve-
land, Miss., newspaper during the week of 3/23/70.

I

U
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Airtel

To: SAC, Los An g a1s(157-4054)

From: Director, FBI (100-448006)-//

COUNTER INTELLIGENCE POGAM

BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE - BLACK RPARTE(BPP)

ReLAartel 4/16/70.

Bureau authority is granted for the anonymous

sending of newspaper article enclosed in reairtel to

individuals determined to be sources of funds for the Black

Panther Party in Los Angeles.

Take every precaution In material and manner

utilized to insure that such action cannot be traced to the

Bureau. Exercise appropriate discretion and judgment in

your selection of individuals to whom the article is sent.

Indiscriminate mailing to known hard-core radical types may

reveal the effort for what it Is and defeat its purpose.

Maintain a list of individuals to whom the article is sent for

possible future use In sending follow-up material of a similar

nature or for other counterintelligence purposes.

Advise the Bureau of results. If Information'

received indicates technique may be successful, it could

possibly be used in other locations, in its present form or

with variations.

=2

31970
M-FlJ

" *-
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Airtel to Los Angeles
Re: Counterintelligence Program

Black Nationalist Hate Groups
100-448006

NOTE:

The elimination of Panther outside sources of funds
is an important counterintelligence objective which is
recognized in suggested use of newspaper article enclosure
of reairtel. The article from an undetermined source, but-with
Washington dateline, written by Robert Allen and John Goldsmith,
is entitled "Panther Record Ignored by Fund Raisers." It
takes to task various typesof individuals involved in
socialite affairs to raise funds for the Panthers without
taking into account the unchallengeable police records
throughout the country which reveal "a blood-smear ,
crime-drenched account of virtually every category of major
offenses committed by Black Panthers." The article then
proceeds to list names, crimes and facts concerning the
Panthers to strongly recommend its use for the requested
purpose. To the person financially supporting the Panthers,

1 It should afford food for thought and neutralization of all
possible support for the Panthers through the identification
with the DPP suggested by the personal mailing approach.

p..

:1
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I
FBI

Date: 4/16/o

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plawext or codel

AIR MAIL (ERGIMMrMB)

TO:

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FI (ioo-448006)

SAC, LOS ANGELES (157-4054) (P)
C'

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST HATE GROUPS..
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE - BLACK
PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

Enclosed -for the Bureau is one copy of
a newspaper article from an undetermined source
entitled, "Panther Record Ignored by Fund Raiers,"
written by ROBERT ALLEN and JOHN GOLDSMITH.

Bureau permission is requested in the
anonymous sending of the enclosed self-explanatory
article to individuals determined to be sources of
funds for the Black Panther party in Los Angeles.
If approved appropriate steps will be taken by the
Los Angeles Division to insure the concealment of the
Bureau's involvement in the effort.

- -

SAPR~2%ll

(Ace

SeilAge arge
Sent M Per

IL SODWMlr PsW= WVaRa0 s @0-* 590-4fill

FO-36 (Rev. S-2 fes41
d,~
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I
I
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IV

Approved:

.09000=0

1

Bureau (Encl. 1)
LosAngeles
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WASIfliGTON T'he're Is gri6Jy irony
he~zid those ccr.;uJy pul)l~cizedI

Socialit. affairs ton"ise "defense" funds
for the Black Pansthers

Y.hlle the "bcautlful people," jct-
setters. show bNi esocalities and
other seir.ic blc'c~iig-earts and do-

;.ooderii gsther In svvn apartmentsi
and ornate salous to shbyerligly
dejilore 20d dccryry l,2ck I'ajther
accounts or Poilie "brutality" and

"i11leknce." the Pai1:c.ln'ealc police
records throughout the conry reveal
a very dlfl'creal bMary.
11t is a blood-smear, crime-drenched

account of vwruaally every category of
major offenses committed by Black

*fl~s jf(:~.I~tlj'COf~icial police
ro-cords dtX.- U11,ii ast year more than

3W~ Black Pan: he'rs were arrested for
torni. Ui p--zds of 354 serious

eTrhoes - ih"Lilngrdc r, ar-med
ruiba . rape, au:o ard various dflicr
q~cf*, -tan1 . Wd,,,s, pu satchin;g.
rarcties viclalloni, riotiutg, Illegal

povst-Aoa a! .. rdics and oier
wtoora and defiance o1 the Selective

&Srrice Act.
JNore MIai 1103 rtun. of vaios ad

uuc ~ a~scL*c" frni el;Panthers;

The.;z tark- &i rrdutabic facts are
un-ver nmentioned atltMe socialite mney.

:...gW31iiuw. IThere is much gushyj
L.andwrngir. ard indignant wailing

litter claimed ixhce abuses, but never
'I word about Black Panther.
"W~pedations and crimninzlity.

DFCASSAULT
Nor Is anylhijoZ ever said about the

m~idespread F.;cvalence of crirninaLs
Among the 134ck Panthers, and the open I

advocacy Ly Pz"tither leaders and their
'4fici al public;: ion of a Ittacking poi cc.

"0"1f the Plns" (:Jc20ing kill Mh
p.oll;;) IU an open l'actier battle crv.
Si"- , Do Parther.' Inception JIn qo'74

thr'v have kMllAdrive policemen and,,
t~ure342 others In.- unprovoked

CIUl:L INCREASES
'The l1'94pwlicc records show float

10CM1C."Blac Thuothcrs ccngrC4;,1t-.
ihev wrere In the 1rciroz:. of crime and

Dy-Fm

* Fallou ing are Illustrative Ins~;nccs
thrncrglat thec on-tiry:

New Har'en, Conn. - 14 Black
"P'AnZhrS nCeLrding 2 luveniles, were

*arresimi for the murder of Alex
*llacklicy. a Block Pautlicr [rom New :
York City. 1J:%mUzt~~ton disclosed MA~
be 'Was killed keeciume he was
axspeecA of lwrlnZ a pollev Inforawr.

N~EWARKI. N.J. - Dnald Gregory
aen~ _ 'v___ ,thrj member,h67

up a bank. 11s accomplice Ol the
bank president who resisted the rob-
bers. Weez..s was captured by police

atrbeing wounded.
Also In Newarkt, sir Block Panthems

were arrested for povAWsson of a staon
car,

:hnadelrhia - Ilic rd Schell BMack
rJ'nilwr raijtum, was arrested by federal
a ccnIs fur p',,eismtn or an U-14 carbine
slolen from Ine government. -

4SaltiMor- -JirnMv /Janar Foxworth
arrested for pa lon O ad7e1 -
caliber pistol.

'WEAPONS CHARGES
* Chicisgo -. JoW~phGray_.. n4..Donald
Smiley, bo,*h Fia2ck _NrAntrs, were
arrested fur shootirig at a Negro Wallking
toward a Chic26.o llou*g AuthoritY
project Each was found to be arMed
with a pistol. Also in Chicag-o, four Black:
PanUwcrs wei-e arrested by federal
authontics on charges of buying machine
tufts.

* 1Sa(U.~-Wllc Braider Jr. Clack
pan'lMer lieutenant of edueation,

Mutual Saving~s Bank.
Ever nc. Ore. -rewiard Dougl2S

Anderso.A Jr., BeP Int& ata.

dangecrons weapon.
* Sacameno, (aly. -Black P13%~ r

IitckyPy j :--s ~Charged WliYr-bsir"1
Cal's Umtelw
.San -Francisco - candLfirw'oks,

P.lkckPanther. official, was arested for1
firing a riflefrom the window of hiS
apartment. TwVo weapons and a quantiy
of ammunition were confiscate fromI
Aim. m- NM C

Yx nocI- ")OhnPleb sMc
JJn= wS~ngbetftjnh i~a.:

stolar. ear. one of them fhvc-a shati"wm
at the police, but after a chase amd.
gun battle, they were Captrd f
them Wounded. Under qutioin Z
admnlcd curnmitling armed uIy
at a drive-in resAaurant, ad lnn

ito attack Nlegro security o~st
obtain guns.

Als hILus Angeles, lac1k. nawei
-1o411Leounar Clark was arrested I"r
bur ary. i1 eotber sian Panthers
were arrested for rubbecry. racy were
armead with a revolver, an automaik
Pistol and a ae-ofI carbine.4A
xtiouth later, three Othier Panthers wr *t
arrested for robbing a seluseL

On another occasion, Black pantherC
Elmer Gerard .Pratt ad.Ti ke

pimsnnf a bmb Agle o
HnDhuVgo - IMack Pantther Abrahamn

_RLM,,%t'was arrested fur burlary. . Ten
da*s ldarbe was again arrCAWedfor
the same nffen'~e. 7"e following month,
six Blackc Pantliers werearnested for
PCOm'SLion Of Illegal WCapOLm and stolen
propery. Police seized three dwigwis
and one rifle.

CRIMINAL IRACKGROtJN1MS
Anoiner izidi;pulabie nTality weve

mnen~ioacd In tMe socialites, Lund-raisirg
soirees is that Black Panther ranks are
filled %titn boodluns and ugs witb to;g.;
criminal recrds.

7nillaolue- amreisoe revealig,

JarleApone Jr.- T~,"-lj Mn-

-p 7** r . 1 A R

I C,'

V
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.001yCo033-4 was anret"dfor
sau:an d robcry.

In ?r'y'b,
J.-rvwme Lu 9= 24 hs ve~arrestls,

ti~i~wasanUrobbery Pad
narcotics vIo~tains And Black Pan.

tha'IiLln± has a long arrest
recr4 for araud robher, breaking

aud trates-i" k alIn, arcolies
11olatinns and Assaulazz a police or.4

CM ic r. ieor
'rh*e. A1 n IHampton, field drctrof0
I's 'CHP.Rgo fllck Panthers, recently,'.-fled )n a Vu:n battle *rnih police, bar

a. long criminal record. including aresls.,
PTfr robbery, aggravated assault and mnob;

adi',n.
Jknver. Nob. -Panlser mmbr

Ge .- :,;rI 7. ,%vhas been armesed'
* 2L;a~e~ iis.. ~st10 years on charges)

cis robbe'rv, :arceny, burglary, Lssaults,
and narcoliitevuls u.~.

Tommuy i-E. hore, of the San DiegoJ6
Ifvr ,lias sevoril burglary Cl

I.LLIOT... And James Tbornas Jo1ison
'ye a~k~!ini So~n Deofrp~es

a *;r oler which had been taken In
nburpa-.

A~I"-'.CJQSON POLICE I
'if, 1C", E~cIZ Panthers engaged in

arl 'a 13 lipjnr(A'okeJaltacks coz poice
auiii sicatly r.;-i.d arrest.

0-.-I .iack Panther propantnnda line
:q that itty reon to armed force 10

-1ecnd" ftic .*nNe-s.in nn Inrtance dnes,
1'record ir that ouL The reOrdI

u .~ S:Inql*I'UL lucy openly call for ."Off
ir ;l' - nrinin-Ykill (hee police.

3Aih 1:r.l un Mr£iac~k Panthers'
**'~.'~ s:icir ncieti'in. From the

* ~ylrfthcy baive advocaed rmc.4

atlackq.Oon pwilIcL . And ibcy have doiwe* ,~ 81tes ud*~3'have beeni named. and a; thc-n 1 wtre
*that, as follows: 0*ot nvovedin shootin; ancient with

* Jn Ne York Cty,;tw polic 'plee. Thei deaths wcre due to the
h slnp,d to give assistance to an ap- oloni:

preit1y d,'aiiled car parhod bakhc * Fur wekilled by nmtMb of 'g
an express.way. Two Negroes, sub- rival black cxreinst organization; two
tequently identifled asC1& tnW were slain by private citizens; oec was'

* y~en an (13~t Isi~rd found in an allay with bullet Woas trm

* - Iailn motr th'it UC ~ AngeleS Black Pa'nther; onie was killed:
* e suddenly openOd tir*l k 0 by his wife; another by felOW Black6j

polie wth pisol.Onepoliem ' :@Panthers: and the loth died of bar-.,
wa oudd WtheWep4br I bitiu'ate intoxication.

fl water a J!_e~ycr-lt girl told pellce fThat's the ordid crime and ourdier-
she bad acconpatied Mtw Psn~l=S riden record Of the recipients of the
to rent a car that was to kbe ~ dewey-eyed sympathy and esy-comne

In CUI~ u ths dI~lcrae aabuh. 'dollArs Of the socialite hlecdlnghearts!
Black Panthers set NP a loudspeaker 1. andje- tdo..oodersA. J

In front of their headquarters fr. San'--~.*---.'
F rancirtco. The loudspeaker was niazmed4
by clajvnd-. roois, who =rgod the:
crowd to bring guns to "kaii the pfg".5

*whenever a polica car passed by. fhc.
Panthcxs &.o had a mobile loudspeaker
over which the crowd was urged to "ki;
the pigs.,, Police finally arrested tho
operators of these loudspeak~ers. DroO~s
wearirig a gun in hib belt, ran into
FiiuLhcr Lheadquarters, where police were
met ,'ilh a rifle pointed at him. Tear1

,gas was Used to effect the rest 1 ad
two rifles. two shotguns and two pistols.
plus ammunition was confiscated.

IURDEII CONSPIRACY
Five Panthers wecre arrested In 1.0%

Aneelcs tor conspiring to uiurdcr ai
police officer. The Panthers fied into-
their headquarters, said whea po'sice'
followed they were met by Moin w;an.
W~asingrton who aimed a piWto at tICOm.,
I )I-ii dr-sarred, ator which police'
seized two revolvers an automatic and.
one rillc, all loaded and cocked on a*
nearby table.

*)nanaDiego, PAuthes ICon:i0
Freemaima&d MakrttLfq Mxwcil.

a savcd-off rift through a polle
aulbulanecI
.Tle cilzim of Panther :ttornyi

VCaJc&.Garry that 28 1Panthiers- bavs
ViiiicUms of provoked and cold.

bloodc'd Pollein=order" Is a eompjicle
fabrication. 'roe actual facts dost

* spport this contcit1.a.

1**
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UNITED STATES ERNMENT

Memorandum : Ib*;T#:SO'Bishop- Mr. 0. C. Suren
,-1-Mr. G. C. Moore

TO Mr. W. C. Sullivan

FROM: G. C. oor.I

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - UTZ GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(STOKELY CARMICBAEL)

DATE: 4/15/70

1-

1 -

Cfrs

peg., -

U.

/ 71/A
To recommend that attached news media item be

furnished to a cooperative news media source on a confidential
basis. The item relates to open criticism by black extremist
Stokely Carmichael of the Black Panther Party (BPP) organiza.-.
tion and ideology.

Carmichael was formerly Prime Minister of the BP.
In that capacity he was a leading spokesman for the BPP and
it was largely through his public statements that the BPP
enjoyed such widespread success during its efforts to
recruit new members and expand Its chapters across the Nation.

Carmichael publicly ,resigned from the BPP in
July, 1969, primarily because he felt that the BPP should
remain an exclusively black organization whereas other
leaders of the group favored cooperation with white radical
groups.

Carmichael departed from the U.S. in December,
1968, and resided in Africa until his return to the U.S,
on 3/18/70 for a brief stay. During his stay he has made
a nOmber of public appearances at universities and on *
television programs. It was during an appearance on 4/10/70
at the New Bethel Baptist Church in Washington, D. C, that
he expressed his criticism of the BPP.

ACTION:
," * That the attached item be furnished to a cooperative

-news media source on a confidential basis. It is felt that
publication of Carachael's utterances against the BPP may be
used in generating additional mutual animosity between him and
the Panthers to the benefit of the Bureau. *--- *-a- demand

vi , ~
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1 ( 1.C. 9. Dteach
'ROUTE IN JN*'VELOPE *I-k:*W:C.Sivan

I- Mr. 0. C. Moore
April 16,

1-
1 -

STOKELY CARMCHRL 
1 -

Vociferous Stokely Carmichael, perennial exponent
of black extremism, left the United States to December,
1968, and since that time has been studying Pan-African
ideology at the feet of deposed Ghanaian leader Swame
Nkrumah. Pan-Africanism stresses the unification of
blacks and the establishment of a land base in Africa from
which to mount black revolution against white society.
The Pan*African movement under Nkrumah's leadership, and
with Carmichael's most eloquent backing, does not allow
for participation in any form by the hated white whether
he be radical or racially moderate.

Indeed, Carmichael, as the foremost exponent
of the black power movement, publicly resigned from his
position of Prime Minister of the Black Panther Party in
July, 1969, over the Black Panther Party's decision to
enter into a coalition with elements of the radical white
New Left movement.

At a public appearance at the New Bethel Baptist
Church, Ninth and 8 Street, Northwest, Washington, D. C., on
the evening of April 10, 1970, Carmichael launched a vindic-
tive attack on the Black Panther Party organization and
its black-and-white-revolution-together ideology. Carmichael
labeled the Black Panther Party's $A4Mogy false and stated
it is his view blacks are unable to understand or relate
to it. As if fearful of what might ensue, Carmichael
called for the cessation of Black Panther Party attacks
on him, and in defense of his own position, stated that if
the Black Panther Party organization does not want to join
bim, they should refrain Iroa attacks on his ideology.
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Stokely Carmichael

NOTE:

See memorandum G. C. Moore to Mr. W. C. Sullivan
dated April 15, 1970, captioned "Counterintolligence
Program, Black Nationalist - Kate Oroups, Racial Intelligence
(Stokely Carmichael)," prepared by PEN:Jlm.
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OTI'E IN ENVELOPE
SAC, New York (100-1611ll(l. 4/20/70

Director, FBI (100-448006) i 1

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 1
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RI - BLACK PANTER PARTY (BPP)

ReNYairtel 4/14/70.

New York Office is authorized to proceed with the
counterintelligence proposal set forth In referenced airtel.

In undertaking the above, New York should Insure
that stationery and mailing procedures utilized are such
that this operation may not be traced to the Bureau.

The Bureau should be advised of positive results
obtained through this measure.

PEN: aeb 1
(7)

NOTE:

Authority Is being granted New York Office to implement
- the anonymous mailing of a letter and an article from the 3/21/70

ssue of "The Black Panther" to known individuals in the New York
rea who have supported or shown sympathy to black extremist
rganizations and who are additionally acknowledged to be

gS nterested in combating anti-Semitism and supporters of Israel
o < 'nd its international affairs. The bases for the letter are a

cent television appearance by black extremist Stokely Carmichael
o admitted before a national television audience the white man
most admires is AdcLph Hitler and an anti-Semitic, pro-Arab
ticle which appeared in the 3/21/70 issue of "The Black Panther,"

official news organ of the extremist BPP. A copy of the latter
article which was not furnished by New York is attached for
.iDformation.

lIhen
Felle . ...

D*Lieerb .. .....

C gsper ..... .
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Date: 4/14/70

ransmit the following in .
(Type is plaissest or codel

AIRTEL
(Pnovity) A

TO: DIRECTOR, pFBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (1oo-16114o) (P)
O

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NAtIlONALIST-HATEGROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE ' "
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

On 4/13/70, STOKELY CARMICHAEL, appeared as a
guest on the DAVID FROST Show on Channel 5 television, NyC.

During the course of the ensuing interview conducte
by FROST, CARMICHAEL stated in effect that he thought
"ADOLPH HITLER" was a great personage in history..

The YO feels that the above described situation
presents an opportunity to engage in a counterintelligence
operation which it is hoped would discredit and disrupt
the operations of individual Black Nationalists and Black
Nationalist groups.

The following proposal is submitted to the Bureau:

That a letter should be sent to those individuals
Q in NYC who have shown in the past that they are supporters of

or at least sympathetic to Black Nationalists as individuals
as well as the alms and goals of organizations such as the
BPP.

It should be noted that the individuals to be
selected would also be those who would have shown a strong
interest in combating anti-Semitism as well as indicating
a qort for the State of Zerae in its international affairs.

Bureau (Encls.2) .(1M) f/rt.,'t ooC'
-New York (#43) EN 5 RE,.

Approved: Sent M Peir diP .
Special Agent in or

* . . .

* * * . .. J
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* gr loo-16114o

Enclosed is a copy of said letter along with a xe ox
copy of the "New York Times' article which would accompany this
letter.*:

The article from the BPP newspaper of March 21, 1970,
page 24, has not been included as an attachment to this airtel

. due to its size but if Bureau approval is granted for this
proposal, it can readily be reduced to a size suitable for
mailing by the ETO.

NYO will take no affirmative action with respect to
the above proposal without specific Bureau authority.

401
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Dear:

I am taking the liberty of corresponding with you,
fpr the purpose of expressing my outrage at your apparent
support of supposed "Black Nationalists" and the groups thej
represent such as the "Black Panther Party".

If it is not obvious to you at this time that you
are giving aid and comfort to the most blatant and sinister
advocates of anti-Semitism then you are callous to current
events and unconcerned about the fate of world Jewry.

In order to make you more aware of what these "Black
Fascists" think I have enclosed an article from the April 14,
1970 issue of "The New York Times".

As you can read the white man who Stokely Carmichael
admires the most is none other than "Adolph Hitler', the author
of the Holocast which resulted in the extermination of six million
Jews.

I have also enclosed an article from the March 21,
1970 issue of "The Black PantheF, the official newspaper of
that "Jack-booted gang of Black Storm Troopers" who extort
and threaten us constantly in our everyday lives.

This article clearly smacks of pro-Arab, pro-Nassar
propaganda as well as showing graphically what your "darling,
oppressed, politically and economically disenfranchised
SchwartzerE' really think of our beloved homeland Israel.

I think you are showing signs of suffering from the
effects of the "Power to the people syndrom". You support a pack
of neo-Nazi and fascists because of their glib slogans and
ability to arouse your concern for the disadvantaged and distressed.

Do not let the facts of history elude you - there was
a few short years ago another uniformed mob in another country
that also shouted "Power to the people". We did not listen then.
We must listen now.

A concerned and loyal Jew
.'og&. -

I.
I. I.
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ee Hitler as 'Greatest I

By FEW VERRE~M
J Stokely Carmichael said ladt was te on t. *

MigJht that, i"udsirig his genius Carmichael, but 5a
objectdveiy.' Adolph Hitler was and Jeering from
bii, nominee for -the greatest audience Intenrupy
white msan." At th same time watd, then canth
Mr. Carmichael asserted tiiatWhen you talk about

* rom a moral viewpoint, Wbat you don't put ethics
Hitler did -was wrong, was or moral Judnel
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* an the black man you mst would say he wN
admire In the woild. I nevertheless.

U stw Diackts 1lieAdmInt eess les
When Mr. Frost

Among the blacks, Mr. Car. that Mir. Carmichael
michael named the late Patrice Wen facetious in t
Lumuniba, former leader of the about Hitler. Mr.
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Newton. a founder of the Black ou say be's w
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SIso 34 miuthi genius objectively.

4As for is white li st, Ut. admit t"a the m
Carmichael %al&. "I couldn't say genius. He forced
*who was my hero. But Of You world to fight hin
could ask me who I think was fighting America,
the greatest whileUmIa, per- Britain, ussla.it, l
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IAl Fab,'oenot
intend to push the
Jevt info the sea

TilE iFFERING and frustra-
tion of the Palestinian people over
the years gave rise to a new truly
popular dynamic Palestinian Lib-
eration Movement. This under-
ground Movement expressed the
people's belief that there can be
no resolution other than throuCh
their own concerted efforts. The
Movement was started in 1956 by
young Palestinians during the tm-
porary o.cupation of the Gaza Strip
by lsiaeli forces.

Th.e .Movvemoun I!composed of
two bodies - a political bureau
knmwn as "At lFat'h", and "At
Assifa", her military wing.

"At Fat'b" consist, of all Pal-
estlimlan elements and political-
Interest groups. it strives to me-
ilize and synthesihe their poten-

tials. All her menemloais must le
able to face militaryduty, and have
genuine faith In the struggle for
indrssendpnce, no matter how long
it may take.T hey rmst e aillisg
to bacrifre their lives f- their
Co.t i st Fr Si*a lt.

Members pass thra's.h Orict
perosof nwflitay trah i1,::!. 1TWsy

are riven protiction in thre c. .i1
aasa:
1. Gtimeretl nee rstat protcc-
tust. The merntwrs' rf '-aotad lpt

Vikets, to vrule.* eth c'inI'ent,
are rs.iranteed an'i coe oily b,
rearined by a high wlita.r; court.

2. Polikticj. Tie imr.*tt u nt 1:*k'-,
p i .. iunal care aI I1i'%as ...- uLettr.
atij, avuld ntel arl-.: tIvid'*.;
lw:t rs t defed (!:*.u ihei sty
coil.*(.

3. Ercounic As R : n
of 1:,;- - i1m1eat 1. ;l . ti , "Al
I at lo" * .- care o-' i'st faUir-
110' :a * .iacnl <t !!. or.*; of
Its renrt. I -.

!14* I1 .'. of 'RAI :*. 1.1i"hi tn I;

c .Iv t1. g..*'it10o..t. 4'::
Igl'lin*ilU5tMu: sowiwt th A ra

*aaq* timed! *rftm "A A '&*;1.2"

-r *

-- - .- . -.---.--. . -- C

passhai w s ;it.*:sapsq *******Iinson-

estine. ItsWTI-i s communique1
was released on January Ist,
195, since then, nearly 160 bulle-
tins have been issued. -Raids that
cut Israeli communication lines,
sabotaged their Industries, andde-
stroyed strategic allitary In-
sta stations (from paramilitary kib-
butzim, railway, to electric power
plants) have all been reported by
these news communiques.

The purpose of "A Assita" Is
to destroy the economic, military,
social, and political structure of
"Israel", as well as bring world
attention to the right of the dis.
possessed, uprooted and displaced
Palestinian people.

The basic strategy of the Move*
ment Is:
I. There should be an awareness
of the Palestinian Problem on the
regional, national and international
levels.

II. There should be an adoption
of the following credos In the con-
te: t of a revolutionary framework:

a.) The commando as the nu-
cleus of the Libet ation Movement;

b.) The unification of efforts to-
wards establishing a supporting
front;

Ili It should beunderstood that the
fight aCatnst Israel Is waged on
the grounds that Israel is an ag-
.rtLsive, expanding toe an!*-..
Israel is a confirmed tool of Im-
perialism in the Middle East.

"Al Farb" has and will always
Insist that the military wing "Al
Assifa", Is not operating aga'ist
any particular faith. Palestine has
consisted for centuries of Aral*,
belonging to the Mloslem, Chs is-
tIln, Jewish and otfier faiths. liar-
mny has always prevailed be-
. .n thse rows.,(qgae*:e

*: S.,rerjvvjq. al-4 v.

I

..
'* *. .

* £
I.

s; .* t h Is..... brael has so 1.1
been the cause of persecution at-'
aggression against over one andm
a half million refugees. It has left
them to destitution and miseryamd
until these refugees are back i
should be understood that the Pal-
esttaasn ' will sacrifice until
victory.

"The Black Panther"

.3/21/70
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Paris, was under Instructions to mal a lete to

part of counter c Ipan to dirupt the ByP and was.
.~.- to be miled whensn Paris following a trip to

Alera. In view of rrest, the proposal should be
*d *,~ 'held In abeyance.,
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Memorandum
DECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 4/14/70

SAC, BALTD4ORE (157-2520) P

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Baltimore letter to Bureau, 3/6/70.

1. Operations Under Consideration

The Black Panther Party (BPP) of Baltimore has
headquarters at 1248 N. Gay Street Baltimor6 Mar land
his roervJ-bir r-nted by

0-NK a~ er Cpr .-71

The Soul School continues to operate at 522 N.
Fremont Street, Baltimore, Maryland, however, classes are
held on an irregular basis and attendance has been small.

2. Operations Being Effected

No operations of the Soul School or the BPP are
being effected at this time.

The Baltimore Division placed a telephone call'to
BPP Headquarters i n which a complaint
was made against regarding his
living with a whi ewo1-n. eaW7a-Tico BPP Headquarters
was further advised that several of the BPP members in Baltimore
had been run out of the "pad" so thatin could live alone
with this white woman

3. Tangible Results

by=

Bur
1 - Bal
(TED:k

tele hone call ref erred to above was made on 2/13/70,
WBaltimore Division, who advised

eau (REGISTERED MAIL) /-"-
timore
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Committee (SNC"C) and is considered to
be the so-called black power leader
in the Areican con~.fiity in Paris.
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BPC -
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS .

Eldridge Cleaver is the Minister of
Information of the BPP and is a fugitive
from justice in the State of California
who is presently in self-imposed exile
in Algiers, Algeria.

Iso advised tha ad furh rreported
the Dani go 'ent had confise a.- which Iad
obtained from meeting in Denmark and was geTAng an
attorney to loo into this situation and ans to call a press
conference regarding it. inindicated that would
be remaining in Stockholm, we en and could be reaced if
desired at telephone number 548928; however, that i planned
to leave for Germany in about two days.

Characterizations of the BPP and
SNCC are attached.

3





A source advised the Student National Coordinating
Comimittce (SNCC), formerly known as the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committoo, is a nonmembership organization
founded in 1960, during the civil rights movement in the Sou .

Under the leadership of STOKELY CARMICHAEL, who I-
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-5193)

BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)
G'AND JURY PROCEEDINGS

Enclosed are five copies c
Memorandum ca tioned ve setting
by requestedI

2 - Bureau (Ends 5) (RM)
2 - San Francisco
LSB/j ln
(4)

;4PR29 1910

- d *d

of Letterhead
g forth investigation
by Department.
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UN -) STATES DEPARTMENT OF *IICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Redy,Plesse Refror0
File No.

San Francisco, California

April 13, 1970

BLACK PAITIP.PARTY (BPP)

A characterization of the Black Panther Party
(BPP) is appended hereto.

On April 1, 1970 Mr. Victor Woerheidc of the
United States Department of Justice telephonically
contacted the San Francisco Office of the federal
Bureau of Investiration and pointed out that "Time"
Magazine in its issue of April 6, 1970 published an
interview of Bobby Seale, National Chaiman of the
BPP by Wallace Terry. 1r. Woerheidc requested that
visitors record at the San Francisco County Jail be
reviewed to determine whether Terry had conducted
his interview at that locality.

April 7, 1970 a!rilco arnM

QA avised as io0IQTj

The County Jail maintains a record of regular
visitors and attorneys who contact inmates but the
records do not include contacts made of inmates by
any representatives of the press, radio or television.

In the case of Bobby Seale, pointed out
that Scale-was contacted almost dailyEVyt ie media
representatives of the press often accompanied d

this document contains neither recommnendationnor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.





. BLACK PANTHER PARTY, aka
Black Panther Party for
Self Defense

According to its official newspaper, the Black Panther
Party (BPP) was started during December, 1966, in Oakland,
California, to organize black people so they can take control
of the life, politics, and the destiny of the black community.
It was organized by Bobby George Seale, BPP Chairman, and
Huey P. -Newton, BPP Minister of Defense. Newton is presently
serving a sentence of 2 to 15 years on a conviction of manslaughter
in connection with the killing of an Oakland police officer.

The official newspaper, "The Black Panther," which
further describes itself as the "Black Community News Service,"
states that the BPP advocates the use of guns and guerrilla
tactics in its revolutionary program to end oppression of the
black people. Residents of the black community are urged to
arm themselves against the police who are consistently referred
to in the publication as "pigs" who should be killed.

"The Black Panther" issue of September 7, 1968, contains
an editorial by BPP Minister'of Education, George Mason Murray,
which ends with the following:

"Black men. Black people, colored persons of America,
revolt everywhere! Arm yourselves. The only culture worth
keeping is a revolutionary culture. Change. Freedom everywhere.
Dynamite! Black Power. Use the gun. Kill the pigs everywhere."

Included in the introduction to an article appearing
in the October 5, 1968, edition of "The Black Panther" is the

. statement, "...we will not dissent from American Government.
We will overthrow it.".

* Issues of "The Black Panther" regularly contain quotations
from the writings of Chairman MAO Tee-tung of the People's
Republic of China and feature MAO's statement that "political
power grows out of the barrel of a gun."

The national headquarters of the BPP is located at
3106 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, California,. Branches have
)een established at various locations throughout the United
States.

APPENDIX '



ROUTE N ENVELOP'

Mr. W. C. Sullivan 4/10/70

.1
4

0. C. Moore

. BLACK PANTHER PARTY
JACKSON DIVISION

.00 RACIAL MATTERS

This Is to advise of further results of
counterintelligence action against the Black Ppnther Party (BPP)
which has resulted in the closing of the chapter in
Cleveland, Mississippi.

My memorandum 4/8/70 noted that a chapter of the
National Committe to Combat Fascism (NCCF), the name now used
by the DPP for new chapters, was started in Cleveland,
Mississippi, in 2/70. Jackson Division furnished public source
data on the BPP on a confidential basis to a trusted newspaper
source. This resulted In a series of four articles on the
extremist nature of this group.

When the articles appeared, the NCCF group in
Cleveland removed all signs from its headquarters. Then the
group was evicted from their headquarters and now it has
disbanded.

* ACTION:

For information.

105-105706 Sub 54

133APP J1970

q .0- -- - -

-. MA 4. 1970 Iii

LL.

I - Mr. C. D. DoLonch
1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan
1 - Mr. T. E. Bishop
1L H oore1"-
1 -

11L 100-448000 (Couinorintelligenco)
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fEERAL BilREAl 0 fWSTIGAIIN Mr. Tr#Gvr _
NR028 NY CODE COMMUNICATIONS SECTION Mr. W 'I'Iq

1140 PM URGENT 4*-1-70 RPM APR 11970
Mr. '

TO DIRECTOR (100-448006) 1)ir
TELETYPE Mr.

ATT DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION Air.tI
Air. auicl

WASHINGTON FIELD

SAN FRANCISCO (157-601) Mr.

FROM NEW YORK (100-161140) IP Mi sd

Mr. Trans.r

LIOVNTERI KTELLIGENCF PROGRAM-BLACK NATIONALISTS-HATE

-Mr..W+-e

GROUPS;- RACIAL INTELLIGENCE-SLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)a o%

ON APRIL ONE INSTANT, A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION, INS9 TWO ZERO VEST BROADWAY, NYC, ADVISED -

THAT HE COULD LOCATE NO DOCUMENTS OR PAPERS WHICH WOULD BEAR THE

SIGNATURE OF PP NATIONAL FIGURE.* -

THE INS REPRESENTATIVE ADVISED THAT THE AFOREMENTIONED

DOCUMENTS OR PAPERS COULD BE LOCATED AT INS HEADQUARTERS, VDC pVu"IIARMINISTRATIVEi1:
RESFTEL TO BUREAUr MARCH THREE ZEROT*LAST*

NYO WILL REMAIN ALERT FOR ANY INTERNATIONAL MOVES

BY AS WELL AS FOR ANY CONTACTS SHE MAY HAVE WITH

ELORIGE CLEAVER OR S AE E I F

INS SOURCE MENTIONED is

THE INS NYC .SE TA IV A TH T E OR E

END

RYWG C4 APLA101970R

I
*DCV ICM6-
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UNITED STAiTES GCRNMENT

Memorandum
J I

4,

Mr. W. C. Sullivan D)AT:April 9, 1970
1 - Mr. DeLoach

G. C. Moorel& 1 - Mr. Sullivan
I - Mr. G. C. Moore
1- Foreign Liaison

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 1 -
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS I -0-
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE - BLACK PANTHER PAR ' :-/

U

Enclosures* ' -0

100-448006

1 - 105-165706 (BPP)

ABF:bjr.V*L

97MAY 44 o

This is to recommend the approval of a counter-
intelligence proposal in the form of a letter to be mailed
from Paris to a BPP national leader in California aimed at
further disruption of the BPP.

We previously sent an anonymous letter to BPP
official Eldridge Cleaver in Algiers indicating that BPP
leaders in California were undercutting him. The letter,

h anon yous a ear d to have been itten by BPP
and it was

maile Ineary rc , , rom anaawher
was at the time. The letter had excellent resu ts, caus ng
Cleaver to expel five international representatives of the
BPP and created distrust in him of BPP leaders.

San Francisco has vx**osed a follow-up letter
to be sent from Europe to '
in-California. The letter bears the typed si nature

aking it an apparent letter from to
In the letter, onfidentially tells
at Cleaver has apparent y lost his mind; that

e caused of writing a disruptive letter
did notwtIe;and that he no longer trusts BPP leaders

inalifornia. The letter has been typed on stationery from
a Paris hotel discreetly obtained by the*Legal Attache, Paris,
and it contains several minor typing mistakes so as not to
appear professionally done. Ef 1' .' '**oot ..

SOuES e?.-

a APR 17 17*

ON UD OVER.

TO

SUBJECT:
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Memorandum for Mr. W. C. Sullivan
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE - BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

Tobe completely effective, the letter must be
mailed in Paris at a time when mis there following
a visit to Algiers. makes regular trips to Algiers,
all of them by way of Paris, making Paris the logical city
from which to mail the letter at the opportune time. This
matter will be closely followed until the letter is, in fact,
mailed to insure that the situation does not change in such
a manner that the letter would be out of date or is apparent
as an obvious hoax.

ACTION:

If you approve, the attached airtel to Legal Attache,
Paris, enclosing the counterintelligence letter will be sent
instructing Legat, Paris, to hold the letter and mail it on a
timely basis in line with the above and in such a manner that
it cannot be traced to the Bureau.

W-2 *



C 'IfiJCArIONS sEMrOrJ
4-&MA1 0'0

NA 609 SF ENCODE.- -A=

8-09 NR 909 SF ENCODE.
I -

PM PST NIT N30/70 WEH

TO DIR TOR (100-448006)

NE YORK

WASHINGTON FIELD --- VIA WASHINGTON---

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-601) /7P/

4

V.n
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM, BLACK NATIONALIST *-HATE GROUPS,

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE - BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP).

SUGGESTED TEXT OF LETTER TO BE SENT TO

11 S IF WRITTEN BY
1I~*
A -)

"DEAR

wI HAVE JUST FINISHED TALKING WITH THE RAGEIN

ALGIERS. YOU KNOW I AM A MOST DEVOTED PARTY MEMBER

AND THAT ALL OF MY ENERGIES ARE DIRECTED TO PARTY BUSINESS.

.YOU ARE AWARE OF THE RESULTS I HAVE OBTAINED. BECAUSE OF THIS

I FEEL THAT I MUST CONFIDE IN YOU AT THIS TIME.

"YOU KNOW THAT I HAVE BEEN A STRONG SUPPORTER OF

THE RAGE IN REPRESENTING HIM AND THE PARTY.1bMY.TRAVELS. I

WAS ALWAYS STRONGLY IMPRESSED WITH HIS INTELLECT AND HIS KEEN

END OF PAGE ONE.
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PAGE TWO.

SF 157-601.

INSIGHT WITH RESPECT TO PROBLEMS AFFECTING THE BLACK PEOPLE.

IT THEREFORE, CAUSES ME GREAT DISTRESS TO HAVE TO BRING THIS

TO YOUR ATTENTION NOW, WHEN YOU ARE SO BUSY WITH THE STRUGGLE

OF OUR PEOPLE.

I THINK THE RAGE HAS TRIPPED OUT. PERHAPS HE

HAS BEEN WORKING TOO HARD. WHILE I WAS THERE, INSTEAD OF OUR

NORMAL DISCUSSIONS ABOUT PARTY BUSINESS ON THE INTERNATIONAL

SCENE, HE WAS IN A VERY DIFFERENT SORT OF MOOD. INSTEAD OF

DISCUSSING THE AFFAIRS OF THE PARTY, HE ACCUSED HE OF BEING

DISLOYAL TO YOU AND OF ATTEMPTING TO FURTHER MYSELF IN HIS EYES

ONLY AND OF CAUSING DISSENSION WITHIN .THE PARTY HE

SAID THAT I HAD WRITTEN HIM A LETTER FROM CANADA DURING MY

BRIEF VISIT IN MARCH BEFORE COMING TO HEADQUARTERS BEFORE

I HAD TO LEAVE THE COUNTRY. I WAS SUPPOSED TO HAVE CRITICIZED

YOU AND THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE AND IMPLIED THAT YOU THOUGHT THAT

HE WAS TOO FAR OUT OF TOUCH WITH THINGS TO KNOW WHAT WAS GOING

END OF PAGE TWO.
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PAGE THREE.

SF 157-6010

ON IN BABYLON, AND THAT YOU WERE THE BEST JUDGE OF THAT. HE

ALSO SAID I INFORMED HIM THAT YOU WERE USING HIM AS A FIGURE

IMAGE ONLY TO OBTAIN MONEY FROM HIM IN VIEW OF HIS IMPORTANCE

FROM A PUBLIC STANDPOINT WHEN YOU AND THE PARTY DID NOT

ACTUALLY NEED ANY MONEY AT THIS TIME. HE ALSO SEEMS TO THINK

YOU CRITICIZED HIS ABILITY AND IMPLIED THAT HIS RECENT WRITINGS

AND POLICY STATEMENTS WERE SOMEWHAT RIDICULOUS. I HAVE NOTED

FROM THE PAPER THAT YOU HAVE USED HIS MATERIAL, BUT THIS HAS

APPARENTLY NOT IMPRESSED HIM.

"I CAN ONLY THINK THAT HIS RECENT OUTBURST WHEN HE

EXPELLED ALMOST ALL OF HIS STAFF HAS DISTORTED HIS VIEWPOINT.

AS-YOU KNOW, WE LOST SOME DEVOTED PEOPLE BECAUSE OF THAT ACTION

ON HIS PART. HE CLAIMS THIS WAS BECAUSE THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE

REFUSED TO ACT. I HAVE NO IDEA WHAT THE BROTHER WAS

TALKING ABOUT. I DID NOT SEND HIM ANY LETTER. I WAS ONLY IN

CANADA BRIEFLY AND WHILE THERE WAS WITH GENET AND PERSITZ ALL

END OF PAGE THREE.
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PAGE SEVEN.

SF 157-601.

LETTERS CONTAINING PROPOSED TEXT ON HOTEL STATIONERY FROM ABOVE

CITIES READY TO BE MAILED FROM ONE OF THESE CITIES AT

APPROPRIATE TIME. TIMING IS IMPORTANT AND LETTER MUST BE

READY TO GO AS SOON AS IT IS LEARNED HAS BEEN TO ALGIERS.

NEW YORK AND WASHINGTON FIELD, IMMEDIATELY OBTAIN

AND FORWARD TO LABORATORY SPECIMENS 0 IGNATURE

OBTAINED FROM IM OR VISA SECTION RECORDS.

NEW YORK BE ALERT TO ANY INTERNATIONAL MOVES BY

NEW YORK ALERT SOURCES FOR ANY INFORMATION AS TO

INTER-RELATION BETWEEN CLEAVER, D

BUREAU REQUEST LEGATS AND CIA TO ADVISE US IMMEDIATELY

OF ANY TRAVEL BY

ALL LEADS SHOULD BE COVERED AT ONCE SO PLAN MAY BE

ACTIVATED AT A MOMENT'S NOTICE.

END.

REM FBI WASH DC

CLR
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UNITED STATES Ki/ERNMENT

Memorandum
TO :-

FROM

SUBJEcT:

DIRECTORs FBI (100-448006)

SAC, BUFFALO (157-746)(P)

COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

ReBulet, 2/17/70, and Bulet, 2/5/70.

Anonymous letter to the following individuals
was prepared and posted on 3/30/70:

.a,.

coming
To date there have been ho concrete results

to the attention of this division.

Buffalo will continue to follow this matter.

- Bureau (RM)
. - San Francisco (157-2588)(RM)

2 - Buffolo

03Ii / I.. I.
/.

.9APR11ii ir

per

.1rS, 11107I

Bv ~U.S. Ssar sBen&gd xd w Pplv~ ntvmParll Seevilp PBon

DATE: 4/10/70
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Airtel

To: Legat, Paris (157-67) (Enclosure)
SAC, San Franciaco (157-601)

From: Director, FBI (100-448006)
0

4/10/70

1 Mr. DeLo h
1 - Mr. Sullivan
I- Mr G C Moore

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE - BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

*artS

iomd

.1huve

* awl

1

1'- Foreign Liaison Unit (Rqu et otgh for review)1 - 105-165706 (BFF) -***wg

ABF: rAT 4t 1  AGB TWO.~4SWIM
Al (.1 0

Rel-egat, Paris, airtel 4/2/70. Enclosed for
Le Paris is a letter addressed to BPP

erkeley, California.

For the information of Legat, Paris, an anonymous
letter was sent to BPP official and fugitive from justice
Eldridge Cleaver in Algiers during early March 1970 which /
Cleaver has acceted as an actual letter from

willo is known to you. The
r dcatews at eaver is being undercut by BPP

leaders in California and it had an excellent effect, causing
Cleaver to expel five BPP international representatives and
to become distrustful of BPP leaders.

The enclosed letter is a follow-up letter composed
by San Francaco and prepared by the Bureau to further
disrupt BPP activities. It is designed to be mailed at a
time wheinis in or has ust passed through Paris
immediatelyfollowing one of rips to Algiers. The

I)or

&Vim
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Airtel to Legat, Paris et al
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS.
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE - BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

enclosed letter should be held by you until such an occasion
arises at which time you are authorized to immediately mail
it in Paris in such a manner that it cannot be traced to the
Bureau. Immediately advise by airtel when the letter has
been mailed. You should maintain contact with local sources
in Paris in order to be promptly advised when is in
or passing through Paris following a. trip to Algiers.

The Bureau and San Francisco will be closely following
this matter until the letter is mailed to insure that the
situation does not change, making the letter out of date or
an obvious hoax.

San Francisco should closely follow this matter on
a daily basis to insure that the counterintelligence letter
continues to be pertinent and timely and immediately furnish
to the Bureau for transmittal to Legat, Paris, any information
developed regarding travel plans of through Paris.

NOTE:

See memorandum G. C. Moore to Mr. 1. C. Sullivan,
dated 4/9/70. captioned as above, prepared by ABF:bjr.

Attached to the yellow file copy of this airtel
is a copy of the counterintelligence letter and a sheet of
the stationery that was used in preparing same.

W2-



you know' am a most devoted Fert, - i and that all of'
my energies r irected to PartJ businesss : v are aware of the
results I have stained. Because of tis .4el that I must con-
fide in you at this time.

You know that I have been a strong supporter of the Rage
in representing him and the Party in my travels. I was always

. strongly impressed with his intellot and his keen insight with
respect to problems affecting the black people. It therefo0
causes me great distress to have to bring this to your attention
now, when you are so busy with the struggle of our people.

Ii tink the Rae;e has tripped out. Ferhaps he has
been work! l; ",'oo hard. Whilp I was there, instead of our normal.
disousatons about part business on the international scene, he
was in a very different sort of mood. Instead of discussing the
affairs of the arty, he accused me of being disloyal to you and
of attemptia; to fubther myself his eyes only and of causing
dissension within the party. he said that I had written
him a letter from Canada duriagas rief wialt in Mareh .before

. oominrg to headquarters before I had to leave the counLry. I ws
supposed to have criticized you and the Central Committee and
Implied that you thought that he won too frr out of touch with
things to know whnt *:as foing on in Basbylon, and thot you were
the best judte of th:t. He also said 1 informed him that you
were using him as a figure image only to obtain money from him
in view of hia importance from a pui.l1 stntdooint when you and
the Party did not act -aIl need any money at thin time. He also

seems to think you criticized his ability and implied that his
* recent writings and nolicy statements were somewhat ridiculous.

I have noted from the naper that you hnve used his material, but
this hea spare tly not imprensed him.

I can only L'ink that his recent outburst when he expelled
almost all of his staff has distorted his viewnoint. As you
know, we lost some devoted people Loasuse of that action on his
part. He claims this was boosise the Central Comtaittee refused
to act. David, I have no idea what the brother was talking aLout.
I did not send him any letter. I was only in Canada briefly and
while there was with uenet and Persltz all of the t1me, except

for a brief period with 4asal who wos there when I arrived.
I had to leave Algiers because of other comuittments

and we did not have the situation sooletely out, Lut he r*Sused
to scent my deniaLt and Is convinced 1 cont him this lotte to

rarort on you. I expect that his strong dea res to raturn to
[tebylo. reslt from a hope in his mind to replace you in the
pu 11 eye as the current part; figurehead. I think that same-
t:ing Is really wron; with him and that his thinking is so
clouded at this time he could be a danger to you aind the party.
You may have detected some undercurrent in your oontects with
him and I think you should conside' carefully his recent atti-
tudes and thereafter discusa this situation with the Central
Committee and possibly with finey to get their oplan6n as to what
the future of the part, will be with Eldrid-e in such a tra e of
slad. fe has really been gone so long that he seems out touch

with reality and you should know this.
I trust you v'll not disclose my confidence in our

examination of this situatioh. I only wish I could tet inlo
lebylon to discuss this with you In peran. I do feel that it
was necessary that I inform you s- you are the only logioal
person to make dealsions in babylon.

U
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If I the chance T will sound 4 :ut further
reserd'n. his -- nkinj, Lut I My not see .s again in the
imruod1ate future. lie mray even expel -e St his Trame of mind
continues and all of the gvoundwork prepared by me in Europe
and Scandinavia would be lost.

I think it is neoersary that you take some Lmmediale.
adtlon before this becomes more serious.

Power to the people,

U
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M 0il.: SAC, JACKSON (1-57-1102) (P)

III BACK PAiNITHER11P. a T,)Y - '. /4.....
)-4'A:ION. COadilTEi '0o-

. 0021A34sTVASC1814,
CLEVELAND, MISS. -

(00: JACK"0j0)

Enc) osed hcraulth, for r th Dureau (by regitered
nal.I) is one white enilope. porte-mrked 417/70 et Clevelodd,
Mi.sii-*aspi, ad" ressedl to "Jackson,% Daily NwJcsn

i."with retlurn addron "NCCF, Cleveland, Mis "; and
Sne three inch by seven inch piecC o brownr rairui pays ii
bearin the2 w words oi one oildo "pi.gan" arnd on the revercr1
side "Powcr to black people through revolution".

Xerux copiers of Lhis envolope end mi.s.ila paper
are also attached to each copy of .thJ.s airtzl.

Duzeau (Ere. 1) (RM1) / *-.

(1 - 100-448006) -
4 - Jackson (2 - 157-11802) 7 APRDED

(1 - 157-10244) (1 - 10-:*80)
TFl:cc2

Apprc~vc:d,-Sent .- - .. M Per
S- c lote~u Agout in Chiarge.

A
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.JN I1*31082

DA (G!COu4t)i):
*ii~...

A htctionti Courn tt41-c- to cpousat rascisra (I41").Wa
sc tip in Clevclaro , isoiippi, iLn o'rly Febuay,, 1970',

after Lour individdualsn from LI~stc to-ncotzftcted D3.n.:k
Pon thoe: Party.h~cwxo in Scn1n wcluvco, California.
Tho 1NCCF at Clcv21vmid reciched 0 ~g~ n ciii*in
Clevcmd in early k?ich, 1970, whn iL' i j-mtjjj,rlmem1,crf:;. L,%n-dcrs of thc group ;.IV( e bc1

and
I

lted kIortiheia in Ideniic ion D~iviniozt
ii; fi~r~int.~

(7

I - - -- , - - rin

During the period N'avch 2~C 1970., the
Inko DiyP -7,Jackson, ioi i ,a cdaily nc.t-vripor

c irculatiud thveougho.ut VLn ciscippi, £nib .i 'ks'rvI tnI s0r
ar~ticles showing the Folack Panth'nr Party in .cro:'tory
lipht eand rentioninr' the 11 "F groll-;in cvnines, as
Thin verie assx.vsdunle by te______________bfiod
on public type infornic tion prov r. y~CI on?
J31 reau Arent& with the Bureaulu &uLt. ox. Y

_________M i.k3.7p

confi~en i yprovidcad the enclosed envelopte aud manila pz~qw
w..hich he acid w.as receivcd at the jaclk-on DaIy Niis ors thi

date, apparently from the I4CCF at Cleveland, Mlississtippi-,
although thae letter was anonymous*

EXA14T1AT1ON DESIRElD:

0 The Latent Fingerprint Section is req~uested1 to
attempt to develop latent fingerprint& of valve on eivlosed
enveoor and mnila paper; any letcnt prirnto dayloC4 are~
reqiiasted to bc col~mnrcd with fing-te. pr-ints. of W

A 0 a
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JN 157-11882

by the 16 fl8J1 ngerprl. n~e4
by~t~~ ~bhriff's Offi-ce

on 5/9/69 e~nd prints era believed to ba on record with
the FBI Identification Diviesion.

who b-io bea~ntfingoeifjii.nted on Plv~exv pr~cvlcous occ v.si.oi
by the Mmh~ Tennesee, Police Departments

J-~.

?1'

Rulcvilhev Wa'W"issippi.; it 1is ;nt
"n Ulf 1I ; l 1 & e b cr: n f in g e p ri ntV. dIboh-xt!ver . h 2 h ne b - ,;.n

arrested o~n sevcrz~l occaa-ions for irasffic violt-,tio in
varioL's arerns of ifississippi.

cis adivised taLthCi e 1ctor and tanle
y him and sevcrnI of bis stxiff wt:.b"crs

The enclosed envelope and ma-~nila paper &re requested
to be returned to the Jackson Division when extiminritiou is
completed.

0%3- *1;

- - - -.- - -.-- I . -- V-2

DISPOSITION OF E-VIDENiC,.-:
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SAC, Springfield

Director, 1I

COINTELPRO *NEW LEFT
Butile 100-449098
SIfile 106-2711

COINTELPRO - BLACK NATIONALIST AND HATE GROUPS
Wt,-1Ui.le 100-448000

SIfile 167-802

Rourlet 3/23/70.

w -

By relot It was suggested that Congressman Thomas F.
(a-11.)and his Administrative Assistact

ijjjjjiicould lend assistance Ia the above-captioned
p og*a 2*03muchas they were both strong advocates of law
enforcement and were considered conservative and reliable
and were also friendly with the Bureau. #

The Bureau agrees that these individuals could be
helpful by furnishing support as specific problems ariee.
It is not felt, however, that they should be deluged with
general material relating to the New Left movement or black
nationalists. Consideration Ohould be given as specific
Issues arise to furnishing these individuals with public source
material. On these occasions, however, they should be
advised of the Bureau's desire to remain completely anonymous
and under no circumstances should the Bureau's interest In
these matters by divulged.

Prior to furnishing Information to either of theme
individuals, Bureau authority should be secured. The reqpest
for such an authority should specifically point out the nature
of the information to be furnished.

RR: dlm/mbs
(0)

NOTE:

' By relet, SI pointed out Congressman Railaback and his
assistant were close friends of the Bureau, were reliable and
had taken strong stands on law and order. SI suggested the :- -

55 APRI8190

RONT INED PAGE TWO

muIMcATE YLO

1
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4~
Letter to Springfield
RE:- COINMTELPRO - EW LEST

ButIle 100-449898
* I

.1
COINTELPRO - BACK NATIONALIST AD RATE GROUPS . -

Butile 100-448006

NOTE CONTINUED:

Bureau consider dissemination of material relating to the
above subjects to Railaback and his assistant. 81 advised that
there is no unavorable information available concerning either
of these two men. Bureau has enjoyed cordial relationship with
Railaback, who is currently on the Director's Special
Correspondents List.

*2
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Director, FBI 3-23-70

SAC, Springfield (105-2711)

COINTELPRO
NEW LEFT MOVEMENT
51Io 105-2711

COINTELPRO
BLACK NATIONALIST AND HATE GROUPS
SI! le 157-802~ ~ ..---

In connection with the captioned matters, the Bureau
may desire to consider the dissemilnation of appropriate
material relative to these groups to U. S. Congressman
THOMIAS F. RAILSDACK, 19th Congressional District, Rock
Island, Illinois,

Congressman RAILSBACK has been a close friend of the
FBI at Rock Island, Illinois, a long-time admirer of tbo
Director, a- woll as a strong advocate of law enforcement
measure in Congreas favorable to law enforcement. ie_ is
considored a conservative and represents a strongly con-
sorvative constituency in the 10th Congressional District.

__to

Congressman ILSBACK at RCK -rsa'za, 1Mnois, is also
considered a close friend of the FBI, a conservative in
political philosophy and has spoken out locally in the
district against the new loft.

It is felt both RAILSIACK and would be excellent
outlets for material of this nature w1.c the Dureau any doom
appropriate for public o option. It is further believed
that both RAILSUACK and ould be contacted rognrding
this proposal and would or decline the offer without*
fear of breaching the confidence of the Bureau as the source
of this material,

lpringfield files contain no unfavorable information
or idbrmation making contact with the Congessman Inadvisable
in this regard.

- Bureau
S4 -Springfield (?: 105-2711)

157-802) CES/blw (6) 8MAk 27 97U
- -mmsemmw ww

- -s t. w 4-dowm -. a -... .. 10 ~- .. ,. ..

I
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M-*26 (Row. S-2264)J

Date: 4/15/70

Transit the loliowing in (Type in pltainsex or cel

Via AIRTEIL

I

'I

I
I

(Pneiody)
------------------------------------------------

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FRON: SAC, WFO (15 i*1 2 9 2 ) (RUC)

COUTERINTL (N(~PROQUM-
JA*JHIJONALI STS IAR7'imi.iP
RACIAL INTELLIGENCEZft BPP

/9 a r 7u,

Mr. 114~r.
Aft. $- ft
Mr. 41*.-1-

MS. I -il

Mr. Fullivon
Ifr. Tuvwi..

T. r.1.
(' fj' U

ReWFOtel 4/2/70.

On 4/3/70, INS Centra
py of 1-94 form in name of(
entry into U.S. 8/30/69 at

signature.

On 4/6/70, it was determined from U.S. Customs House,
VDC, their forms now utilized in making out customs declarations
no longer requires a signature.

In view of subjec
is suggested Bureau may desire to request e t
to attempt to locate foreign documents bearing a nature.

* Bureau . .6AR51,
I * Nev York (100-161140)(Info)(RM)
I - San Francisco (157w601)(Info)(RM)(AM) **----....
lftW-FO

SPR: tdl
(5)

AIRTEL

I A
~D. ~

Sent . M Per

-I-

--- - ." i IF - mmmmmmmi

0%

(,f"7 Age r in k;barge
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ROUTE IN' ENVELOPE
f

4/13/70

Airtel

To: SAC, Cleveland (157-1189)

From: Director, FBI (100-448006)

I -

5APR .3 1970

Au

I')

0COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM \
BLACK NATIONALIST - SATE GROUPS

Reurairtel 4/6/70 captioned "Black Panther Party,
National Committee to Combat Fascism (NCC), Cleveland Division,
BM," which reported friction continues to be prevalent among the
members of the NCCF in Cleveland with the black and white
membership fighting between themselves.

Insure you closely follow friction existing between
whites and blacks in the NCCF and that you endeavor to capitalize
on this situation by considering counterintelligence moves which
could neutralize Black Panther Party (EPP) activity in the
Cleveland area. You should not, however,.nitiate any action
of a counterintelligence nature without prior Bureau approval.

WHA:kle

NOTE:j
NCCF chapter has been organized during past several

months in Cleveland and membership is approximately evenly
divided between blacks and whites. NCCF chapters are virtually.
synonymous with BPP chapters.
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PD-*3 (Rev. 5.2-64) Mr. .

r I Mroh*
** .. I Mr. Bis~hop.*

- * I Mr. Casper
FBI I Mr. CallahanC Mr. Cosad.

Date: 4/2/70 Mr. Felt1---IN r. Wse
- CODE UIrx MeS

Transmit the ollowinn In g ggIgK ,
(Type in plaiSess or code)

TELETTPE NITEL s Srs**
Via I onan-

r.I Miss Holmes
.J..L.. Blas.Hnd:

TO:pi CTOR, FBI (100-448006), NEW YORK (100-151140) AND
/sPANFRANCISCO (157-601)

FROM: SAC, oWFO

-CONTEENELLIGENGREBQ=gAM.- LA A fQAJ]rW i -HATE

GROUPS ; RACIAL INTELLIGENCE - BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP).

ON APRIL ONE, LAST, CITED

. . STATES DEPARTMENT OF STATE (USDS), AN

* SDS, BOTH ADVISED A SEARCH THROUGH THEIR RESPECTIVE

FILES FAILED TO LOCATE PAPERS OR DOCUMENTS BEARING SIGNATURE OF

As
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0D*38 (Rev. S-2244)

Transmit thefoIlowing in

Via

~1

F:B1

Date:

(Type ia plaissext or code)

(Priorisy)

PAGE TWO
WFO

ADMINISTRATIVE

REFERENCED BUREAU TELETYPE MARCH 30, LAST, AND NEW YORK

TELETYPE APRIL ONE, LAST.

IF IGNATURE LOCATED IN INS FILE, PHOTOGRAPH (

SAME WILL BE PROMPTLY FURNISHED BUREAU.

(CJ ROOR3690
*~*iI .~'
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Sent M Per
* -

KI:

Approved:
Special Agent inCharge
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, ,.. OUTE IN EN 3PE -

4-3-70

jI
airtel

To: SAC, Omaha (157-272)

From: Director, FBI (100-448006)-

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

Reurairtel 3-25-70.

Provided ou have developed no information indicating
__________________was incarcerated during February, 1970,

and the ent icat on Division has no arrest record for
uring this pertinent time period, you are authorized

to prepare a typewritten letter on plain bond paper as enclosed
with reairtel. Take the usual security precautions to insure this
letter and mailing cannot be traced to the Bureau.

Advise the Bureau and San Francisco of any positive
results obtained by means of this letter. You are also authorized
to discreetly make anonymous local phone calls to the publishers
of "Black Realities," "Everyone Magazine," and "The * Star"
as well as to the individuals mentioned in reairtel

The context of these anonymous
ca s aould re ate t obtaining bail money under
false pretenses as you ave prev ously described. Use discretion
in making these calls to insure that they cannot be traced to the
Bureau.

T... Advise o ';.anymutive results obtained by means of
these anonymous ca sAPR.1970

Bsspe- - San Francisco . o0-0
Callahan i :. COMM-FBIit

ep~lod ICB:mbm
6) .. 4 SEE NOTE PAGE TWO

ioriii( *11%4
HolmesO.
Gesy........ MAIL R00M TELETYPE UNITr"_
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airtel to SAC, Omaha
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
100-448006

NOIrE: -

Omaha has advised recently
obtained bail money from the black commun ha under
false pretenses. It had been indicated as
incarcerated during 2/70, and donations were needed to in
his release. Omaha advised sources are not aware of
having been arrested during 2/70, that no arrest record has een
located and that a curren *** e en submitted to the
Identification Division. has been active in the
United Front Against Fascism (UFAF) and Omaha has advised this
group needed funds. The UFAF is the name of an organization
composed of black extremists which was formed after the
disbanding of the Omaha Black Panther Party Chapter.
is included on the Security Index.

Omaha, as a counterintelligence measure, has proposed
the preparation and mailing of an anonymous letter from a "form
supporter of the Black-Panther Party" to

California complaining
-4 violation against the people concerning ruse in
obtaining money under false pretenses from e common y.

Relating to this matter, Omaha also requested authority
to make anonymous calls to local Omaha publishers of "Black Realitf
a local Negro monthly publication, "Everyone Magazine," a monthly
Negro-publication, "The Omaha-Star." a weekly Ne ro news a er, as
as to id tiii i ii

AK
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rp-ast.ev. s5.443

FBI

Date: 3/25/74

Transmit the following in
(Type in plimiezt or code)

AIRTEJJ
____ ____ ____ ____ _ -(Priority)

-------------- ---------

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

IMr. WMo'hrs......
IMz or........
IMr. Coper.
IMr. Ceflabse....
IMr. cm~rad-......

mi .. ,.'.

Mr. Gatm,

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

SAC, OMAHA (157-272) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
DBLCKWATIONALIST -..BATEGROUPS-.
RACUAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

ureau authority is also requested to make anonymous
phone cal to the following Negro militants and Negro publica-
tions in t black community, stating the facts contained in
the Omaha rtel to the Bureau dated 3/5/70, captioned as above.
The follow local publications will be called:

Bureau (En . 1) (RM)
1- San Franci o (Enc. 2) (RM)
2 - Omaha , RIG.or '3V()
DMR:orb******

(5).- so APR 1970%JI
Vjtpprv

9..

Al) (Ar'~7_ p

sent M -per

Via,

I
i

I

S I

4~

/

Special Agent in Chum&e

/I~

73,

90

Re Bureau airtel to Omaha, 3/17/70.

Enclosed for the Bureau and San Francisco I e
*n. n- .. sent to

Berkelel for
so enc ose* co a cisco s one copy of Omaha airtel to

Bureau, 3/5/70.

Investigation by the Oma1 sion on 3/3/70 has
failed to find any record of being in either the
City Jail In Omaha or the& oun y Jail during the month,
of February. has advised that to the best of
his knowledge was not nf in any jail in the
Omaha area an esae that did not leave Omaha
during the month of February. a a has submitted a current /FD-9.

*



"Black Realities" a local Negro publication sponsored
by Wesley House, the Social Action Club of the
Methodist Church in Omaha. This is a monthly publica-
tion that is furnished free to the people of the North
Side. Omaha has opened a case on this publication.

"Everyone Magazine", a monthly Negro publication
published on Omaha's North Side.

"The Omaha Star", a weekly Negro newspaper published
on the Omaha North Side.

The following individuals will be called:

e of business,
is on the

it

t hisA



Mr.

I wish to report a violation against the people by the

leader of the United Front against Fascism in Omaha,

Nebrask a. claimed he was put in jail by

the Pigs on Feb. 11 and he got donations from the people

to get him out of jail. I gave two bucks. Last week while

in the Fig Department i overheard a Pig laughing and telling

another Pig(Black) how the Black Panther cheif

screwed the people on the North side. The Pig sai

was not in jail and he snowed the people getting the

donations for bail money. If that the kind of leaders you

want in the panthers I dont want to*join .

Power to the Pigs if that's how you treat us fellow brothers

and sister.

Right On Former supporter of the BPP

NI tj
hi

010





ID-26 Maw.. S-22-64) 1 ~C
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Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

FBI 3

Date: 3-26-70 I

I
IType in plaincs* or code)

AIRMAIL
P i it I.

rnorgyj
--------- ---------------------------

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006 Sub-13)

FROM: SAC, DENVER (157-199) (P) I .

0
SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

BLACKNATIONALIST - HATEGGROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPPt)

giA1C/

The following suggestion is being made as a counter-
.intelligence proposal:

The National Educational Television has filmed a
trial in Denver, Colorado, called "Trial - City and County
of Denver vs. LAUREN R. WATSON" (it should be noted only two
states in the United States allow the filming of an actual
trial and they are Colorado and Texas). The film is being

V shown nation-wide and is currently being shown in Denver and
the San Francisco area. The program is 90 minutes pet day
Ifor four days.

It is noted that LAUREN B. WATSON, the defendant,
is the former leader of the Black Panther Party in Denver
until his expulsion in August, 1969. The trial was filmed
by National Educational Television and is in regards to his
arrest by the Denver Police Department in the fall of 1968
on a traffic offense that ended in a resisting an officer
offense. The trial actually occurred one year ago and LAURENf
WATSON was acquitted. . - A

(~rBureau
2-San Francisco
2-Denver
FMV:cs (6)

PA 197

sent M PeApproved:
special gentin Charge 16
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Dal1

. elicit
that

to thl
Post.
Denve

57-199 ':

The filming of this trial received pub-
ty in Denver and probably San Francisco, stating
WATSON was a BPP member.

It is suggested that a letter be directed
e news media in the San Francisco area, the Denver.
in Denver, Colorado, and the Rocky Mountain News,
r, Colorado, stating as follows:

"To the Editor:

Much has been said regarding the filming
called 'Trial - City and County of Denver vs.
LAUREN R. WATSON' in which it has been said
that LAUREN R. WATSON is a member of the Black
Panther Party in Denver. As of August 15, 1969,
WATSON, the former Minister of Defense for the
Colorado Chapter of the Black Panther Party,
.was expelled for life. WATSON had committed the
following acts against the people in violation
of the Party's line:

1. Opportunism.
2. Individualism.
3. Subjectivism.
4. Failure to follow the policies, decisions,

and discipline of the National Central
Committee and the Central Staff of the
Colorado Chapter of the Black Panther
Party.

Since his expulsion, WATSON has worked for
the Pig Establishment East Side Establishment
Center in Denver and recently has been employed
for the Pig Model Cities Program in Denver as the
coordinator of the organization and development,
resident participation program, By'being employed
in the Model Cities Program, WATSON is in fact
working for the United States Government that has
oppressed the Negro people. WATSON does not have

ep

161 do



V1N 157-199

,the interest of the Negro people and is only for
himself. 4

Black Panther Party
Berkeley, California"

The above statement by the BPP as to
WATSON's expulsion is public knowledge as it was
printed in their newsletter in Denver dated 8/25/69,
and WATSON does have the above position with the
Model Cities.

There would be a two-fold purpose to this
letter:

1. It would point out to the public that
former BPP members are infiltrating programs sponsored
by the United States Government, as is the Model Cities
Program.

2. WATSON still has a following of militants
in Denver, mainly at the East Side Action Center and
this could possibly cause a rift with the current DPP
members in Denver.

If approved, it is suggested the letter be
made by the San Francisco Division and mailed from
Berkeley, California. If possible, it should be on
BPP letterhead stationary.

Comments of the Bureau and San Francisco are
suggestedbut it should be expedited since the film
concludes the final showing in Denver on March 26, 1970.
The letter should be submitted while the program is
still fresh in the minds of the people.

-3-
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UNITED STATES GO MENT

Memorandum
.I

ro DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DAT:4//70

FRO SAC, COLUMBIA (100-324) (Ps)

URMjECr: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACk NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS

* RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(MALCOLM X LIBERATION UNIVERSITY)

Re Bureau letters to Columbia, 12/18/69 and 2/11/70.

Swas furn is hed
e e rmanen Su-Cinteen

Investigations of the Committee on Government Operations,
United States Senate, and also a copy of the newspaper article
from the 1/20/70 edition of the "Morning Herald", a Durham,

- N. C. newspaper.

was extremely appreciative of both of
these items an e advised on 3/23/70 that he has made every
effort to bring this information* the attention * * : -
in the EnineonnI hireh.

also Inaicar-Tna rere-is a very strong possibility that
he will travel to New York City in the near future to appear
before the National Headquarters of the Episcopal Church to
bring to their attention the "naivety" that many officials
of the Episcopal Church seem to have in furnishing "milit fits"
money to operate schools such as the Malcolm X Liberati
University. -r'

('-Bureau (RM)
2-Charlotte (157-6109) (RM)dureau- C %)f* 2. /
I-Columbi±a

FHA:plw
(5)

ravinp Bondi Rigxlady on th 'Payroell .iSa isPla

A! t

A Blo U.S.
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UNITED STATES MENT

Memorandum
TO :DIREC R FBI (100-448006)

rom S 0 (157-1292)(P)

emapc: COINTELPRO BLACK NATIONALIST
HATE GROUPS
RACIAL MATTERS
(CENTER FOR BLACK EDUCATION)

DATE: 3/31170

~. I

Re WFO letters 2/4/70 and 2/18/70; Dulets 2/12/70
and 2/25/70.

Information regarding the Center For Black Education
(CBE) operating without an occupancy permit and in an area not
zoned to permit c communit center was confidentially
furnished to

On 3/9/70 was recontacted and advised-that
on 3/5/70 he direct two nspectors to inspect the property
at 1435-37 Fairmont Street, N.W. These inspectors were stopped
at the door of 1435 Fairmont Street, N.W., and refused entrance.
They advised the unidentified individual who refused them admit-
tance of the zoning and occupancy regulations of the District
of Columbia. The inspectors were in turn advised that the
appropriate permits would be obtained in the near future.

U

Ivised that he
CBE to obtain

would be alert for any
occupancy permits.

-Bureau
1-WFO

WFO following.
Er. 94

40 ag.."-

SZAPR IL 1910

RNW/lac
(3)

.,v

f.
'I'

Mm ' BaJU.S. Isaings Bonds Rglsj wthen Payroll Saings Plan

future attempt by t



~ROUTE 7

SAC# Clvoland 4-2-70

Directors FUI

B3LACKC PAJITIWJIPAflTY
CLIWIMAND DIVISION

Duf lie: 10-165700 Sub 11
MSle: 157e-707

CUTMflfTELLIGINCE PflORAM
I LACX-KAtxQNALIST-*iI--ATE-OlOUPS
B uf lie: l00-4400G
MYilie: 157-1189

Panhe ReSFaIrtels 3-20 and 3-26-70 captioned "BlackPanherParty, Cleveland Division, RU."

ReS~airtal 3-20-70 revealedl
Is a me~mber of the Cloveland Chapter
(rm,,4if'm 4n I'nomht nn ,4earn f)Irvi

twho
al

I

floferoncd '~i J cate Vol
has boon furnished b concerns
various £ndiiiiduals SDCthBP
Cloveland. 

This atrifr pit!

:10pt

SEE NOTE IPAGE TWO

iem- %v v f'O
401 HLG.-aOW--N
W APP207

4w-Nbs- amo

Q - _____ '

I .t*.

4-

K

(7)

97APR 17

During your Invextigation of Block Panther
Party (I3nP1?ntiyIldes In4g e-Cvoland area you should
idnti a n and advise the Dureauz

M" n~l "Iff lsoconsidor initiating
Invoctigations concerning euch of theso Individuals In
accordance with Section 122C. Manual of Instructions.

V6



You should closely analyze information furnish
by San Francisco and developed by your sourcesto dotormi
it BPP sponsored activities in your area may be disrupted
by counterintelligence actions based upon the current
strife existing between SPP oriented Individuals in your
area. You should not, however@ initiate any action under
tho Counterintelligence Program without prior Bureau appi

NOTE:

San Francisco has furnishod Cleveland with a gr
deal of data regarding strife between individuals aftilia
with DPP sponsored groups in Cleveland. It is believed
Cleveland should endeavor to take advantage of this strif
under the Counterintelligence Program.

od
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UNITED STATES G RNMENT

.Memorandum
TO DIRCOR# FBI (100-448006) DATE: 3/27/70

IR N ,0A JACKSON (100-980) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAMBLACK NATIONALISTS - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE (BPP)

Re Jackson letter to Bureau, 2/3/7p; Bureau
airtel to Jackson, 2/19/7o.

Enclosed for the Bureau are two copies of four
sets of articles appearing in the "Jackson Daily News",
Jackson, Mississippi, during the period 3/23/7n - 3/26/7.
One copy of these four sets is enclosed for San Francisco,
office of origin regarding the Black Panther Party (BPP).

Since the above references were prepared, a National
Committee to Combat Fascism (NCCF) began recruiting and
organizing efforts in the Cleveland, Miss., vicinity;
about ten individuals have been identified as affiliating .N
with this NCCF. Additionally, one Negro youth from
Greenville, Miss., contacted the national BPP headquarters
in San Francisco and requested information to set up an
NCCF at Greenville, Mississippi. Greenville and Cleveland,
Miss., are towns about 30 miles apart, about 100 miles
northwest of Jackson, Miss., in the Delta area, an area
with a high Negro concentration.

9:Bureau (Ence .B)I'(RAH)Z.t,:i - "*:. -- -
San Francisco (EiV4'.(Info) (RAM)

2 ackson 1"I A!'M1

VIE

. I r -- 177-

- -- - M %.f I - n
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ot reval our interest in this
matter. He was discre- y furnished public source information
concerning the Black Panther Party including a copy of
various editions of the BPP newspaper, on 3/10/7n.

Subsequently,

the enclosed four sets ofarticles -Xw ppare* a
series on page one of the "Jackson Daily News" on 3/23,
24, 25, and 26/70, respectively.

dvised that the "Jackson Daily News"
is the ony state-wide afternoon and evening newspaper
widely circulated in Mississippi. He said a significant
portion of the population of Cleveland, Miss., receives
the evening edition of this paper and he would send extra
bundles of this paper to the Cleveland area during the
course of the series he prepared.

On 3/25/7o, onfidentially advised Bureau
Agents he had receive a te ecall thtdntefrom..11....-.
the itrofa weekly newspaper

dvisedvie e was very
Impressed ith hs series on the BPP and he was going to
do an article in his weekly edition appearing on 3/26/7n
also showing the BPP in an unfavorable light; he said he
had contacted Cleveland Chief of Police and obtained
specific information regarding the NCCF at Cleveland,
He said he then went down to the location of the NCCF
headquarters in Cleveland and it appeared that they had
removed all their signs from this building and were "laying
low" due to the unfavorable publicity received by the
group in the Cleveland area from the "Jackson Daily News"
series,

e3es cTVr- -on .
t e y c son Daily News" is being discussed j
widely among New Left and militant Negro elements in
Jackson and vicinity; members of these elements have

-2-.



JN 100-98o

indicated they did not realize the BPP was so violence
prone and revolutionary minded until seeing the detailed
series on the BPP in the "Jackson Daily News".

Jackson is following this matter closely for
any additional results and will attempt to obtain and
forward the article from the Cleveland, Miss., weekly
newspaper regarding the BPP as discussed above.

*3-
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CROSS-ROADS
Oddly enouhi Newtons

now In Serving a sen
tence for the murder of an
Oakland, Calif., policeman.

The first page of the ar-
mament sheet carries this
demand for party members
from Newton:

"Every Black Panther
Party member MUST have
a functional piece and at
least one thousand rounds of
ammo. Every Panther in
training must acquire a
piece within their six
weeks' training period. All
Party members who do not
have a piece are on one
month's suspension, and
they must acquire a piece
or they will be EXPELLED

rom the party."

Newton'sradvice further
cares:
145 will stop al Jive, g

buck shot will down the cop.
38 will open prison gate, 357
will win as our heaven. If
you don't believe in lead,
You're already DEAD."

Four of the six-page pam-
phlet describe the murder-
aWs purpose of various types
of weapons, from handguns,
to shotguns, rifles, machine
guns, cannons and mortars.

An earlier column in this
series carried testmony by
Los Angeles Intelligence
Sergeant R ..LItsoms

hat through Interlocidng of-
ficers of various civil rights
groups. the Black Panthers
are partially financed
church groups, the fedz

government and Ford
Foundation. To what extent
this odd activity goes en
elsewhere In the nation Is
not known, but It sounds
like a perfect example of
well-meaning people trying
to fluance the destruction or
their country.

1he current (March 3)
Issue of Aiplinger's Wash-
ington Letter suggests bust-
ness establishments, espp>
daly those defense related,
check up on their building
security. The letter quotes
key government officials to
Washington as being fully
aware of what some radical
organizations In the nation

ar oand these offiicials
hint up havesome counter
plans.

There soon will be arrests
in various cities with law
enforcement officers nab-
bing fanatics who work In

homemade bomb factories,
making high explosives, the
letter says. "'hIs Is a dead
ly serious thing," the letter
says, reporting extremist
outfits are determnond to
create anarchy.

Leal, state and federal
authorities are aware of the
quiet attempt by the Black
Panthers to establish a
foothold in MWssissppL OW
cerned cities, especially
the Negro hadmfii ofitslsrpL n a
serious raptwe in the prog.
as of race relations in the
aste byh Int- enerau

I

I
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Monday. March SI, 170

WE ARE ADVOCATES F ithlLIot r WA . E DO NOT WAr WA
BUT WAR CAN ONLY BE ABOLISHED THROUGH WAR MOM~ ORDER TOME N V ?&~
THE SUN iT IS NECESSARY TO
TAKE UP 11 GUN."

Chairmi o 1a

.* 
, It

Daawhichtook up, two ful pages in the Septermt er 38. 1988, t ssal of "The Black PSather"

PANTHER PROPAGANDA POURS INTO STATE
-This Is a sample of the bo-called "non-violent" or ssip hog urn ciiisI h revle
anti-war propaganda being distributed by the Black Ceeadae fteIissip ~t.(e h
Panther Party--and/or Its affiliates in Mississippi "rsras ounI hsIsef eal ob
as the anti-white, anti-establishment, anti-law en- pesnd aersofrtcs)4."
forewrnefit band seeks to establish an anchor in Mis- 1





(Mount Clipping to Spese Beiow)

@frill the
-R OSS-
ROADS

//

with
Jimmy Word

Mississippians have been
reading - with considerable
concern, I suppose - about
the etremist outfit known
as the Black Panther Party'
and its shootouts with law.
ego~teent oticers in oth-
er sections of thr nation.
Perhaps Mississippians
were somewhat smug - or
at least relieved - in the
knowledge that this pack or
anarchists was operating
hundreds of miles away, en-
gaging in such crimes. as
plotting to bomb public pla-
ces, possessing Illegal. high.
powered arms with enou; h
ammunition to stage an in-
vasion of Baltimore. and
they have been booked on
.such simple, innocent little
non-violent bobbies as mur-
der, attempted murder and
arson. According to recent
testimony, they have a side-
line game known as black-
mail.

If It be true that you were
smug about the distance be-
Iwn you and this revolu
tionary batch or hate-filled
Runslingers, then go take a
I theower.IThe Black
Panthers are In Mississippi,
seeking to establish a
beachhead under an ino-
cent-sounding nom de plm
called the National Commit-
tee to Combat Facism. The
Black Panther re about as

on-FIBood saP a chicken
hawk ina aest of buddies.

- . .. .. d.. -

The Natao mm ee
to Combat Fa!i Is actve
in the V fi--v eCleveIand
area In the Mississippi Del-
ta. veddlina the party's

CROSS-
."ROADS

rera
en.
min
.ban(
em

newspaper, "The Black Continued From Page 1 met
Panther" at two bits a gone to poL The purpose of y
copy, a sheet that would this report is to do our part whamake the Peking Post blush to ethtMisspi f Iwith envy when it comes to toensure * t(Ttoiiit h
propagandizing revolution. doesn't g to pot with the

Usually outfits such as the Black Panther pack.
Black Panther Party are Some of the most Interest-
spawned in the dope-addled @Ing insight Into the Panthers
chettoes of big cities where
the annualbcrime rate ras revealed only last
erupts with the impact of uThursday when the Senate
.Vesuvius but causing more *International Security Sub.
damage and national con- .committee, headed by Sen.
cern - a development that !JaMeS 0. Eastland, re-
put law and order at the top n nt
or the list of priorities in 3etsimnbyIeli
the last presidential elec- gence Sergeant Robert J.
tion: and our overnment is Thoms of the Los Angeles
Spending untold millions of Police Department in which
dollars seeking a treatment, 16ashown interlocking
hopefully a cure. leadeship in 49 organiza-

While such groups as the tons with violent or subver..
;Black Panthers originate in ' aive connections in the LAs.
'those blackboard jungles of Angeles area controlled vast

he bigc cities. experience wealth supplied by various
would show that sooner or churches, the Federal Gov-
later this element will ml. ernment and the Ford
grate into the South to stir Foundation. The group in-
up hatred. grab off as great eludes the Black Panther
a slice of welfare check of a Party. Can you think of an
poor, rural family as they easier method of well.
can, and - under the name meaning people financing
of anti-Fascism, anti-war or their own destruction ?
pro-civil rights - gain a As to the "cell" or "chap.
foothold to exploit the poor ter".or whatever you would
and ignorant. But revolution call the budding Black Pan-
s their game. ther business in the Green-

Realizing this obvious ml. ville Cleveland area of the
gratory trend of such organ. Mississippi Delta, the Na-
Izations, we have been (as tional Committee to Combat
with some other outfits in Fascism Is, according to
the past) accumulating lit. various sources, a subordi-
erature. press clippings and nate or synomous unit of
gathering a file on the the Black Panther Party,
Black Panthers from a manned by young people in *
number of sources. Includ- their twenties, luring mem.
ing a patriot who frequently bership from the teen crowd
supplies material forwarded and seeking to pollute the
from the Newark. I.J., minds of even younger fel-
area. For. It seems, as lows In what is called their
Newark goes, so goes the Breakfast for Children
nation - sooner or later. Program.
Hopefully the trend doesn't But, brother, you ought to
continue. for Newark has see a sample of their color-

Seo4'laSSOADS, Pg. 5 6ng books and Christmas
~ cards distributed among

these Innocent children.
Perhps yo willsee a

sample, b in the
Jackson ews, Ia on-
1s10 With this series of

au a Welck PAnIb-

icd partially by on addi
tiomnion of well.-
ahig people (maybe
Iunsuspectingly)ad*kmail, shakedownsand

ever.
IB Condtos orrow)

(Indicate pages meMO Of
Newspaper, city end *late*)
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CODE 
4-1-70

CABLEGRAM URGE"T

TO LEGAT PARIS

FROM DIRECTOR FBI (100-448000)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM,
BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS,
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE - BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

LEGAT PARIS IS REQUESTED TO DISCREETLY OBTAIN APPROXIMATELY

TWELVE SHEETS OF STATIONARY AND ENVELOPES FROM A HOTEL IN PARIS

WHICH WOULD BE THE TYPE OF HOTEL WHERE $WOULD

STAY WHILE THERE. IS71

OF THE BPP WHO IS KNOWN TO YOU. FURNISH THE STATIONARY, UN-

FOLDED, BY AIRTEL UNDER THIS CAPTION S EXPEDITIOUSLY AS

POSSIBLE, COPY MAILED TO S-PRANCZSCQ-FOR- INFORMATION

1 - SAN FRANCISC9Ad7-60 )VIA TELETYPE
1 - Foreign Liaison Unit Route ,thrpugh for eyew) I
ABF:mbm (5 )-3 I '7Ir/E4s;(4f

NOTE: E1-CIPvr REFD
We previously mat T an anonymous letter, ostensibly from
n Canada where was then located, to Eldridge Cleaver

n wers informing him he was being undercut by BPP leader-
ship. Cleaver is BPP Minister of Information and fugitive from
justice who lives in Algiers where he controls BPP International
operations. The letter had excellent results cauping Cleaver to
expel members of the EPP International staff and arousedlistrust In
him of BPP n Francisco o poses a follow-up Letter

-be tt in San Francisco signed.- by Is ting Cleaver and fur-
ther ng the BPP. San Francise letter bepent

Camp--_-from one of four European cities since
coo" but Paris is the most logical' ckty. Au or y will be obtain d for

ron this proposal before the countew4.htelligence lettdO 1Ikd uK a at.

GIP. ,ss-.- 1 a

WINI

A 8 "7,mp UmTI

U
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Be has been extremely cooperative in the past regarding
matters of this nature and has respected the Bureau's confidence
as the source of material furnished him. Previous Cod ateftelligence
ac ected against the NOI in Florida with the assistance
of *as highly effective and it is felt that the public'
source concerning.BAMM, a recently established extremist
group, will impede the progrws being made by this group in the
Florida area.
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By EARLE JOSIAl g

(Associated ]Press W:cr)

MIAMI - A Black militant Tn
movement called B A A M,
whose leader warns "revolu- tried a small blue badge and The "Minister of Defense," SUN-SENT IN
Vlon Is coming soon in the wor--rI-AMM - as targh ooking-y-cth. Ft. Lauder
United Stats," has put down matching blue denim pants, Interrupted: "We are not here 2/1/70
roots in MiamL irinberfcket and b!i ac k to start riots. But it is high

mEacb of our present leather boots that reached time Black people get off theirmeembers owns at least two
weapons and is fully trained half' ay between the kne and rump and8 do something."
to service and operate various
weapons correctly," boasts
the young bushy-balted
leader.

The youthful members of
the Black Afro Militant Move-
ment vow they will put an end
to "all police harassment and
all forms of Black oppres.
sion.w4lis is an almost iden-
tical Philosophy of the revolu-
tionary Black Panther party,
founded I Oakland, Calif.,
three yWars ago.

BAMM headquarters Is
Icated pa the ground floor h a

tirtery apartment building
In the northwest section of
Miami. Members call the dis-
trict The Colony, because of
Its predominantly Black popu-
lation.

MOVE ON POLICE
.Mae of our first moves will

be to set up a police review
board and to put a stop to
police entering apartments
and homes in the colony with-
out proper warrants." said the
chairman who prefers to be
called by his new African
same - Ceteway.

"We do not claim to be
violent nor ann-vio!ent. We
will deal with circumfixnaces
as 0 - press thernue es,"
he sa. set

As e first stranger to be
allod In the group's secret
headquarters I had to be es-
crted by a member who.car.

ankle.
As we neared the entrance a

door was hurriedly pushed
' open and we slipped inside. At

the door a member kept sen-
try duty with a walkii-talkie
in his hands. He kept spying
through the shutters. eheiking
on everything that moO*d out-
side.

He was in continuous com-
munication with other mem-
bers who formed a security
network along the block lead-
ing to the headquarters.

Inside the dimly lit room
about a dozen members :
quietly with wary expressions
on their faces. Several old
couchl.s formed a semi.i:Ie
around the room. providing

enougli seats for two d.Zen
persons.

Cetewayo started off In rap-
id succession: "We are going
to take control of the entire
colony. We are going to put an
end to 'kangaroo' courts and
take full control of school cur-
riculum.

"We demand the redistrict-
ing of- areas *here Black
people live so as to permit the
establishment of direct politi-
cal representation and politi-
cal respcnsibihty for Black
people."

Three young girls sodded in
agreement. They wore dun-
garee slacks and bIac k
sweaters. Their hair was
clipped short, giving them an
authentic African personality.

"The law Is not going to
protect Black people, so we
will protect ourselves," Cete-
wayo added.

No weapons were displayed.
One of their most stringent

rules says: "'No member must
carry any weapon without
consent from the 'Minister of
Defense' or'his deputy. y

Although 'he movenice, was
formed just' three weeks i.,7o.
Cetewayo claims: "We vcan
mobilhze hundreds of Blacks
in a f'w hours."

EL
-dale,

a
I

b.

* -m

U.

'MINISTER OF DEFENSE'
As he continued, his volce

grew louder and loude r.
$"White merchants' exploita-
tion of Black people, must
ceaft orthw4ith, and 'e de-
manl that slum lords reduce
rene rates so as to allow Black
people to live within their
minimal budgets."
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SAvower %ar'xist Helps . 1" -

TRobber RemAis Exremi
mane." A former University Rumors that a group of

ly MAURICE IABELLE of Miami English graduate Black Panthers Jidecently The G U I
he chairman of a new Instructor (whose Identity is briefed school teachers dur. Coral Gabl
ck revolutionary organi. not ?i'iV established) is also I n g the recent Integration
on being formed in the a Inember, according to the switchover was branded as 3/5/70
mi area Is a convicted underground newspaper, "ridiculous," by John Tyler,
b.r awaiting trial on two "The Daily Planet" head of security for the Dade
ninil cases and another school system.
ler is a self-proclaimed The "Planet," Feb. 28 de.
rxist-Leninist who has voted an entire page to the Earl Josiah, a native of
ned with Fidel Castro new militant group. which it Trinidad writing for AP,
ce before the Red take. reported based at the Center wrote Jan. 16 that efforts by
r of Cuba for Dialogue. Featherstone and others to

form a Black Panther Party
anlel chenard, alias, "Ce- The writer, however, care. In Miami and Florida had

Bayok cA rM tan t NIM fully avoided Identifying the failed."

nt. IBlieved by m a- AMM leaders by their real
au- names, or their backgrounds, Said Josiah:

ritiel to be a Black Pan. e x c e p t for Featherstone, 'he articulate and cool-
r frcSgt group. is awaiting i whose travels in behalf of mannered black power advo.
il^*n charges of brchking communism were detailed. cate (Featherstone) said he
enterin3 and grand larce. The Center for Dilogue has traveled throughout Flor.

in Hiaeah.eC r Ida for several months hunt.
at 2175 NW 26th St., is un- Ing for prospective Panthers.

le also faces charges on der the Rev. Don Olson's su- He mentioned SL Petersburg,
ed rbbe In A rae pervision. and Jacksonville amonr the

lennard was reportedly
'placed on probation in 1934

following conviction for rob.
bery and breaking and enter-
ng, accordinS to the State

- Attorney's office.
But $te real leader of the

Black Inilitant group Is ap.
parentty a revolutionary by
the alias of N'Sira. whose
seal name is At Fe3thersto:,
whom the Associated Press
Identified as a "self-pro-
claimed" Marxist-Leninit on
Jan. 16.
Featherstone. a pilot who
has travelled extensively in
Cuba and other Communist
counries, Is a leader of' the
Afro rmerican Cultural oc-

et , a black revoluti-nafy
froht.

He was Identified as a
Blaq Panther recruiter by

AP, itithough the new group
clais It's not a Black Pan-
ther 6rganlation. *

A third member of BAMM
is an Lvidualidentified
Only by his alias of "N'Go-

The Lutheran minister has
been involved with the Com--
munist-front, Students for a
Democratic Society, the
Grape Boycott, the Socialist
Labor Party. homosexuals
seeking legalization of their
acts, drug addicts and racial
matters.

Featherstone has been at-
filiated with Rev. Olson for
a long time.

Although BAMM disasso-
dates itself from Black Pari-
thers, some programs ary
similar, according to thb
Planet story by Bob Kemper-
man,

A blood bank and a kitch-
en" for school children are
among the projects related to
both.

In San Francisco, children
receiving food at the Black
Panther "kitchens" also re-
ceived "caomic" books which
taught them to hate white
policemen and kill them.

Adults received manuals
for guegills warfare. Iti San
Francisco,, Sacred Heart
Catholic Church was the dis-
tributlag point for the
Maolst-Commealst batty liter-

DE
es , Fla.

cities combed for recruits. af-
ter coming to Florida from
Oakland, Calif."

Oakland Is bone base for
the Panthers.

5. Edgar Hoover, director
of the FBI, said that the
Black Panthers are part of a
New Left movement "which
continued to pose a serious
threat to the Internal secure.
ty of the United States and
was Involved in cor iderable
violence, sabotage and revo-
lutionary activity."

Hoover In 1969 placed
membership in 40 chapters at
between 500 and 1,200.
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Black Panther'
Leader Nabbed
-In TheGa blesr

BMLHehad been out on 1is1
By MAURICE LABELLE Own recognizance withoutt
The titular leader of the bond) and, according to the

Black Afro Militant Move. Metro Public Safety Depart.
ment (BAMNM) a Black Pan. meant Tuesday. was again re-
ther front group was arrested leased without bond on his
at Doctors' Hospital Monday own recognizance. He is rep.
by Coral Gables Police - the resented by a publicly-paid
day after a fund raising public defender.
event for the Panthers in Mi. Ills trial la udge Good-
am! Beach.HUtilIJugGod

Donald Angelo Dennard, Ian's court is s.et for Miy
24. alias *Cetewayo"* - a 125.
ZuI name - was employed ! Sunday. Dennard and 'Al
In the kitchen at Doctors' at
the time he was picked up by .'Featherston alias M'Sirl"

U W.. - a Black Panther recruiter and
self-described Communist,
appeared at the Miami Beach.
Cultural Center to raise mon-
,y for the legal defense of

. . u.the Panther . w.

-L

a
a

t:
si

- . Featherston, a pilot wn o.
* I as traveled extensively Jo1

pron Curtain countries In.*
luding Cuba. and Denns rd

/ : . r. u.s.. ..A sftramine it 7

S ,*' s--j of Rev. Von Olson's Center
fori Dialogue In Miami's
northwestt section.

U .. The Miami Beach Jewish
D NALD DENNARD Cultural Center has been a'

I t.fequent platform for social-
Sw MarOlde IBs a .s2t and communist speakVS6s
Low Merts* films and fund raising aced-

He w"a convicted previ-
ously on burglary charges According toJ~coringtoWCKT-TV.
and paroled. according to approximately -400 to 500
Criminal Court records Persons attended the Miami

State Attorney Richard
Gerstein's office stated that
Dennard, wanted In three
separate cases, failed to
show up In Criminal Court
Judge Blurray Goodman's
court March 12 on one case
of breaking and"iaiss etan
grand larceny. 

Beach event, Sponsored by
the newly created Cwmme...
ThTouth Workers Libera-
tion League -A~ a new orgati-
zation create by 'the Con-
m Unist to replace he :
W.E.B. DuBois Clubs. *

The W. E. a. Duflois Clubs
are bdingOa out by the
Communists since their &eXpo-
ure as Communist fronts by
the F.B.I. and other public
ild private investigative
jencies. #

, WCKT reported that they
had received some Icon-
plaints about the two Items.
they carried, one. Sunday
eight and a follow-up report
Monday about the YWLL-
BAMM Panther fund raising
meeting.

According to WCKT, a
hough the meeting was to

feature young Negro sing-
or, It turned out to bea tiapy
of revolutionary rhetoric.and
inging t raise funds far.
Panthers ciirgediIwlWdait*
ins several New York City
buildings. - -- .- .;

At the meeting, Dennard
denied that BAMM Iself was
a Black Panther organiza-.
tion..

Marty Goodman, was
identified, by WCKT-TV as
the spokesman for YWLL

The crpwd, many of whom
had been lured by the adver-
tising that the .event was a
cultural one, was told thit It
the Black Panthers are de-
itroyed, al other leftist revb-
lutionary organizations will
;also be. in danger.

Mamy 91 those who atkend-
-ed ware ,students from .the
University of Miaml; accord-
Jag tquthe televsionstaf&L.

I.

THE GU!DS (dsidlirk
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Shown At School

Parents Angered
By

By BEA
Two Black

heavily laced
"pig" police I
armed revolut
shown recently
west church a
two large cla
west High aga
Icy.

Several pare
tered objectio
authorities, 
flugh Atiswort
films were s
prior approval.

One teache
- which saw the

Weintraub, at
screening was
pate Incident.

Either Ails

tesat rweud
stu ent or st
fled as white,
the films to sct

But they sal
proved the s
class project fo

School Boar
all such fil
through a screw
view.

But Mrs. W
students were
Vance the na

*flim, and were
lion of leavingI

THlE Flth2I
duced by New
NewYork Cit,
custody of an
Maker named

Panther Film
A MOSS eld, 35, who has been arrest-
Panther films ed at least twice in New

with derision of Vork stemming from hisp I
and calling for ia antidraft demonstration.
ion have been
y In a south-. Iesfeld, dringonl
Ind In at least!blue bus with Vermont 11-
sses at South*pense tags, headquartered
inst school pol. timselfian -ff-campus

!University of 1Miami students
nts have regis. dormiory while In townvand
is with school ppparenly persuaded teen-
and principal an students to sponsor
h admitted the sheiwing of the film.

Mhown without uebS wt V ot
Bellia, a University of Mi
amitprofessor and unsuccess-

r of a class ful candidate for the Metro
a film, Frances Commission several years
h0 admeed the ago, could be contacted
h oan ifortou about other films Newse

produces.
Dethes later denied know-

worth north ig Herschfeid.althoughone
w of the olack Panther films

I MtnUfy the was shown at the First Uni-
udents, ldcnti. tarian Church where ethea

who brought Ia member.
hool.
Id teachers ap-. I.ITR TMEfirst Showing
howing as a eseof the films, -off thel

)r txta crasdi~a P"Prncipal Allsworth das.r extra crediL
d policy Is that tribute a memo to all teacb.
ims must go era about school policy. -
eening and re- But another film was

shown seve-ral days later
Veintraub said with Prior approval

told In ad. One of the classes in Hu.
ture off the Iauitiesbad 400 students.
given the op- One studentwho saw ne

the class. Of the films said:
* 'itlooked tome almos a

5 were though all the words were
vsreel Inc.,of dubbed In and tewhole film
y, and ore. In was cips from various mews

Itinerant fil.* Iin and done In reverse to
Jack llers1h appear as though tho

Werethrowing thiand
bethg People, instead of the
Other way aroun."

*One parent Paul Benm t,
wis objected to the showing
a* gained entrance to anr
ettler special showing at th
First Unitarian church where
it was shown to a youth.
group sitting on the floo
lI a small lounge.

**This film In my opinion
was definitely a staged pro-
duction. It used obscene ian.
guage, put down the United
States, also stomped all over
the flag and advocated the
killing of the police."

zThe Federal Bureau of in-
Ventigation has classifiedithe
Black Panthers as "a sercus
threat to the Internal securl-
ty'of the nation."

THE GUtDE,(o-ra< Aroft#
3-19-70
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Black Panther Fihn
Is Pui'e Propaganda

by PAT MURPHY (her moguls lobby Scale, were shown to back up
Huney Newton and D3dridge words of the narrators.

The Black Panther film aeu. . Armed revolution. burning,
brought into Dade County overthrow, kill the "piss"
and shown by a New York It pictured the Black Pan- the theme wasrepeatedova
anti-draft figure are well hers, outfitted in trk mill- and over.

*7, known to po. ty tunics and black berets
.. lice agencies, shouting and marching and

ieandea withndofifttlemjiand with little raisin; waved fists ki Red SAW One Of the Black Panther
trouble I Chinese fahion. leaders (it wasret dear
found a friend whom since the i at this
who set up a 'Tis" (for police) was point was concentrating an
a p e c I a 1lsprinkled in the dialogue, marching Uenes) summed up
screening for Seale, Newton and Cleaver theP s ' plas
me in his of- pictured the Panthers as the

. fice. only salvation for America, We're going to put to-
. The film I and mostly black America. #ether a black amy, and

M URPHY saw was pure Illustrations of black men we're going to march on this
propaganda, but of little ar- ard women with rifles slung nation, and we're going t
tistic quality. It was almost over their shoulders. or tell tbis nation, 'Stick 'em
amateur in composition. It brandish lit matches (a ]a up,1-- F-, this Is a hold-
consisted mostly of rambling Communist propaganda bill, up. and were going to take
interviews with Black Pan- boards seen in Cuba today) what's ours

*1

T- GU' V
3-19-70
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* AT THE UNIVERSLTY 01

BAMM COMES TO MIAMI

CONFRONTATION AT U.

PANTHER 71" TRIAL IN I
THE CBS SELLOUT

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
'*:CONSPIRACY LAWYER

AND MUCH MORE.....U.....
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PROGRESSIVE RADIO
IN S. FLA! MARCH 14

Progressve radio has finally
come to South Florida. March 1,
F.P. ridio nation WM1UH, 97.9.
tvill beg 124 hour a day

undtru AJ music. Tho station
located ii ra~nt Beach viAt carry
3 strong Crco s*lg7 16lit may
be pilcke up *in the! grter
Mia"'i a.a accordl4 to a
31tao11 C .951112,1.

WAIU 41 (he first rogressive
station in he Stut of Florida
and should be wI omed by
many n uov niMn edIAezers.
As for the q UMY f the stluons
sound, we w ha e to wait Until
Is goes on hA' before passing

T h.a new orcai'vstation
will have little If any

competition the time being,.
The only at stations playing,
heavy soun sfow are WCDR

FM iMis I1a. WGBS AM also
located I' l. WFODR. a
Station Wi I a azy fanmat plays
heavy to aids art of the day

Ind *sI I 1 9Pperiodically by
'~atLlcai reg! us P1091 21113
WGBS his a mid (Slit to 6 AM.
propesays show hosted by
Chinae VSUCL Dur\ sthe rest of
the day WGBS maintains a strict
middle of the toad formal.

we wish WMIUM lots of luck
inathe ruturg
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"V.. WE ARE THE COLONIZED PBOPLOF THE WORLD
LIVING IN COLONIB.S"

ir's Note:
the d ors of adenalsee p we Inai "p the genera population of the
sted States, the .ak Afrisea e. who he Mjst begun to recognre
SOee as *aeironathy mnsted ee ase they were so needy aeoriaed

mults tar three hnre mIrs upy a unique position. Eva since they
kidawepoe tn-their hulabdand hoded over here they hoe been

to ccer the white macults eand thus hove been forced o occUPY
pacewnt ol theat, i. rhe cry lowest social station reerved for human
ngs, Conveiently. they havm bee) frcwd to live without something that no

people on earth must d. without-a sense of history. fitesheRe seen to
k The birth certificate evnry black man in Aneric hears the Christian
*e Of whAtvr the swhte aaw owser passed on to his 17th of 18th century

1a0 regard whtseer for the man's actual African amwe. Black
'-.fv have isheied nor only thk but the physical proof of the

. 'p everperpetratedupes onepeople by another.

<:.4.3fl n.se a htory sAwly me thousand years olm Jws well oer fiv
uuand years Evea if you exainke nationalties, there has ever been.
ie inangrat who could only lay .clite to three or four hundred Veers of
tory. But this is the myth the *ite mn would have the black mn belie e.

ot he has no ethnic conneeion with the great civilirations that reow a the
nian continue. What hypocrisy Mf let back meen fght ad die " our
ni as Americans We appsed to, yet we do not even recognize their
,stenw in our history books. We lynch themt, br them from our prakssions
& businesses, ridicule thear and have our police turn dogs on them

rarntine the in ghetetoes and starve them and yet we are outraged when
ry begin to consolidate and turn amongst themselves for lers. The great

tibal Rifle Association gun lobby is strangely siletr when they seek to rm
vmresas we ourseles consider It our constitutional ripht to da.

* Black Mani history as a atsionality With a national heritage and identity
Wcely teIyears ot yet hat ea Vears har witnessed a fantastic

c 'ion of legal. judicial and police forces agalast them. Why?White
. he beginnings at Blrk Aasic and with it the Black Ma"ms

urgirjoI the myth of his own inferiority. This s what is frightening usu
't idtWhie Americas debt to the SAck Mais so staggering that have

"s -o refuse so aknowldge I. lasceadt we propose to hn that NE rept
reonuiblity ftr our rape

at do you wantr How can I help you~uch questions are lha edous, It'
n toe&r unrde mears e, Asr do i already.

By Bob Kemperman
(Staff Writer)

cry for black power and
a of 'urgency among blacks
at last retaliate against 200
s of appressi6n has reached
ni in the form of a new
nization known as the Black

%0;10: . 0 . t*o ... %.. ..

way towards BAMM or other
organizations (Which have sought
refuge in the Center. ,

Seminars and discussions
involving everything from
clergymen and police to
homosexuals, and troubled
teenagers. not to mention black
... '::.. .. .-. o... w% ..% 0 *%... -. a

as blacks and placed in Dade
County's *John Elliott Blood
Bank. BAMM hopes to build up
a supply "for black people and
their friends" to relieve them of
the high cost of blood
transfusions incurred during
medical treatment.

The kitchen is'based on the
Black Panther idea. It would
supply a free breakfast for
school children whose parents
can not provide It in the home$
and it would be available to any
child as long as the child lives in
the ghetto. *
* BAMM's "IS-point program"
outlining future goals goes much
further. Among demands are *an
and to exploitation throughout
the colony which is caused by
white merchants having
businesses in the colony," and
black control throughout the
entire black community.

BAMM members say that
harrassment by law enforcement
officials is a daily thing. Police
are apparently more concerned .

with BAMM's militant
tendencies towards fomenting a
black revolutionary conscience
than with children's kitchens
and black economic and political
control of the Ghetto.

BAMM's Chairman,
Cotewayo, regarded as perhaps
the most militant party member.,
was arrested and held in custody
for several days on charges
ranging from robbery to traffic
violations. He was later released
und es'.' personal recognizance
bond after BAMM engaged a
lawyer who agreed to work at a

no matter how many are;
arrested.

Whatever tenuous relations
BAMM hopes that this principle
will save the party from
destruction no matter how many
are arrested.

Whatever tenuous relations
BAMM had with the police prior
to the arrest seemed to crumble.

"I told them the next time
they come to visit BAMM, they
better have a warrant" said
M'Sira. "The moratorium Is
over!"

Framing the militant posture
is a set of rules and guidelines
for the group members calling
for caution and restraint. No
BAMM members are allowed to
carry weapons, for example.
without the approval of the
organization's Minister of
Defense or his deputy.

DAMM members are also
forbidden to have narcotics or
pot in their possession while
participating in BAMM activities.
and "acts of adventurism that
might bring jeopardy to the
organization" are prohibited as
well.

These are basic in the
preservation of the organization.
members' explain, a kind of
acquiescence to the
establishment in order to
accomplish ultimate black
independence.

One area where BAMM says it
will not go along even for the
sake of preservation is military
service.

"BAMM members will join
only the Black Liberation

moiOts,-he drifted from county
to country in an effort

*understand the relatio
between what was happen
there and the bla
revolutionary movement in t
U.S.

"We are the colonized peco
of the world, living in coloni
he said, "'and our emergence
being obstaculated in the sa
way as it is for our bla
brothers in Africa and the thi
world."

A large map of the Afr
Continent stands in a corner
BAMM's headquarters, and ea
member has taken what they
a true African name they
they can be proud of.

In 1958. M'Sira said he joint
Fidel Castro -In the Yucata
peninsula of Mexico and h.lp
to recruit and traH
revolutionaries, although he d
no fighting himself, during t
Cuban revolution. I
appreciation for his
*M'Sira said Castro invited
back to Cuba last year where
spent the month of Januar

* traveling more than 1,000
around the island.

"It's the best thing I've me
anywhere " said M'Sira, who h
visited nearly* 50 country
throughout the world includ
a three-year stay in Lati.
America. *

M'Sira aid he thought th
emphasis on humanity in Cub4
and concentration on *the
welfare of. those who had the
least before Castro's takeover
was a model for black revolution

- U



by the Center.
affiliated with any other . In an upstairs cornerroom in
movement In the country the Center, DAMM members talk
organized from within about the issue&

i's black colony. BAMM "The basi goal of this
to solve immediate black ,.. Organization," said M'Sira, Is the

sma and strike out at those' development of a black
old try to stop them. evolutionary conscience. And
Swill defend ourselves," that level of conscience will
BAUM's Minister of determine what we ca do and

mic Planning, who has when we can do It"
the African name of "This is a people's

i. revolutionary movement and it
do not consider myself a can only go as fast as the people
* 'n" continued the ae willing to go. DAMM is a
*-'Sir. "It's just vanguard to give guidance and

' he black people coordination to the movement."
.eltnded themselves." It is a slow process$ MSira

smced that this situation axplains and while DAMM
change, BAMM requires moves towards the ultimate

)f its members to have at "revolutionary concience" It
two weapons and know seeks to develop "down to earth
o use them. projecthat relate to the
t the militant posture Immediate neds of the people.

a reluctant one, and Now in the developmental
I members are guarded in stages ar a blood bank and a
discussion of details as to kitchene for school childro in

their committment to the ghetto. Blood contributions
icy might require them to ta Solidv fronwhitenAS well

low tce.
The incident outraged BAMM

members and added to a
life-long sense of frustration
with white authority.

"When you're black in
America, you're born In Jail,"
shouted one party member
known as N'Gomane. "They.
think they can- use the same
techniques they used in Chicago.
LA, and all over the country,
but it won't work"

Dressed in BAMM's uniform
of blue denim jacket, levis, and
black turtle-neck, N'Gomane
waved a finger at empty space.
slicing away at the white
establishment.

"They think they can clip the
head off the organization, but
they can clip as many heads as
they want... it won't do any
good."

A Central Committee
composed of about half the
group's members establishes a
centralized leadership. BAMM
hopes that this principle will
save the party fiom destruction

Armed Forces," according to the
rules, and M'Sira added that
members are supposed to refuse
Induction to the military,
although he said it ha never
come down to that so far.

M'Sira and the other BAMM
central committee mem6bs who
had gathered at the Center for
Dialogue -on the day. of
Cetewayo's arrest described
themselves as "school
dropouts." It was apparent that
much of the "dropping out" had
been done at the college level.
due to a sense of futility and
frustration with the white man's
educational system.

Oie femAle 8AMMS member
said she had taught freshmen
English class as a graduate
student at the University of
Miami. then rejected the Idea of
teaching because the white
system perpetuated a false
picture of the black man and
worked towards keeping him
oppressed.

M'Sirs talked of travels In
Africa, where for several

a-

In America.
. But, he siad. one basic.-
problem with BAMM or an
other black movement was Uii-
lack of discipline.

"We're the most undisciplined,
people In the world We have
only the feelings Inside, which
make us highly emotional"

BAMM's guidelines reflect the
necessity for discipline.

"No party member will
indulge in any activities alien to
BAMM's structure and purpose,
unless off duty and out of
uniform," one rule reads.

Other requirements state
BAMM members must be "acat.
and clean at all times" except
when this Is impossible because
of work situations. Members as
Instructed to "speak politely,"
not damage property, return
everything they borrow, never to
hit or swear at black people, and
"ant Ill-treat captives."

i will be as militant as the
on warrants," says 4'Sira,
it t2 is ihe oldest and

articulate of
k'l*2members.
e're not for suicide.
y's dying for the cause.
save to live for it. We have
P. Dead and jail don't

We've got to help black
stay out of jail and on

:et where they count.!'
a two nonthsold,BAMM
its headquarters in the
for .Tialoue Inc. at 26th.
and '22nd Ave., a neutral
for groupsand individuals

variety of views. Rev.
Oisbn, the Center's
ro Is quick to point out
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Three mainarules of discipline
In the DAMI4 code call for
members to obey orders In all
activities, not to take anything
from black people, and "turn In
everything captured from the
enemy."

"The enemy" might be
broadly defined as any person or
group which stands in the way
of BAMM's black revolutionary
movement, whether the obstacle
is part of the white
establishment or subversive
forces within the black colony
Itself.

BAMM members described
what the called the-
"kidnapping" of two female
party members who were beaten
and raped when DAMM was
being formed.

"A nigger playing like a black
man did It," said MSira.

a.. "Someone with Illusions of
* grandeur wanting to emphasize

the young dudes were up-tight
and wanted a fight."

Recent publicity has brought
both increased attention from
the police and the black
community where BAMM hopes
more people will become aware
of the party and join.

Miami way not be the Ideal
ground for recruiting black
militants, but WSira for one
likes the city because of its
physical proximity to Cuba. If it
comes down to it, he says, Cuba

b will serve as a refuge for black
political exiles such as Black

* Panther Eldridge Cleaver.
. It is a gateway to refuse not

. offered by very many places,"
M'Sia says, "and some of us
may have to go there asa matter
of survivaL"

RENT STRIKE
. IN HARLEM, FLA.
HARLEM, Fla. (LNS)- For.

years, when the big man with
the cigar drove up and honked,
the. tenants In this little
all-black sugar-harvesting
community know it was
rent-paying time.

Now, in the midst of a rent
.strike affecting half of Harlem's
2.000 residents, signs are going
up telling G. I1. Small the rent
collector: "No rent from this
house until further discussions
take place with flarlem Tenants
Association (IITA)."

The IHTA was formed when
-the local housing authority

raised the rents n '179 old
wooden buildings in which some
200 families, probably half of
them employees of the U'S'
Sugar Corp., live all or part of
the year.

Strikers are protesting a hike
in rents from between $5.00 and
$12.00 weekly to between $6.00
and $15.00 weekly. The
difference means a lot to the
sugar workers. Like the
grape-workers, who have been
striking for several years in
California and Arizona. they.
never had a union, and are
generally paid far less than the
minimutm wage. The IITA has
also attacked the U.S. Sugar
Corp., which owns the shacks.
The sugar company turned the
houses over to the local housing
authority in order to make use
of federal funds-*and to Increase
their rate of profit.

While the housing authority
. threatens evictions, strike leaders
pan a symbolic people'ss

* eviction" of G.11. Small, who has
spent the.last 35 years doing
Nothing but collecting rents.

i
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.Captain SiAN10AN iade available the existence of the~~
document and showed It to pertinent rpeetaie fthe

Security Office as ivell as' the *FBI,. . * ~-:*-

The existence of such a document ii the Seattle
area Is unknown$ although It would appear available to anyone
requesting Inserts, *.

LEADS *. .

- PI&iJADLPHIA .. ... .

.AT_]PHYI-DfEJLPUAPEtJ;NSYLVANIA, Will, contact Security .
Of f ieer a t F7-an MR if 6WaTter~ne If Instant document
is a legitimate military or ciViliah public.hdion available to
the general public, 4.'

~i FAT SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF'ORNIA. Informnationdopy Is
* being f ur n i'9he--85~W'r a'nc Dz'ai the-event a f ollIow-up is desired

.~. ~ with military intelligence sail Francisco, California, regarding v*
Identity of original source or general availability of doe-Liment
to militants in the San Francisco area,
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UNITED STATES OC MENT

Memorandum
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165706)

FROMAu 1 I"C. SPRINGFIEW (157-1053) (P)

* 31

a ts: 3/20/70 ,,

SUBJEcT:-BIACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)
SPRINGEIEL DIVISION

Re p)letto Albapy dited 2/27/70.7~~ ----

-- There are two Black Panther Party organizations
existing within the Springfield Division. One chapter
located at Peoria, Illinois, I now defunct. The other
chapter is located In East St. Louis, Illinois, and is-presently
in organizational stages. This chapter is operating under
the name "National Committee to Combat Fascism".

yYvl

sw"Mg wAI W w iV-

Bureau (105-165706)
4 - Springfield (157-1053)

VRT/Akl

i

-APR 1 6194 U.S. Saeriq:ngs rP,spldy -edsanlSadngstLan

.~f

*0.-
0

us

N'

'3

I

Counterintelligence operations in the Springfield
Division in this matter involve the furnishing of copies of
newspaper clippings, on a Confidential basis, showing the
JPP in an fa orable light prior to the appearance of

,,1v
cm us o07 b.cATU rn llinos-v iav rsiy t

"Macomb Daily Journal". However,a
ewivould not-acknowledge or give any pu ici y w soever

to appearance since even unfavorable publicity might
ten crease the popularity of his appearance and add to
contributions received I._

NOT 1W rJoolr.n.J
11 APR 15 010

I



ROUTELPE
1 *Wr. Deloach

,. c. s Ir. Slivan
1I* Wr. T.4 bishop

mr. W. C. ellita '4/E/70

a.C. nooe

SLACMPAtHER FARIT
JACSO DIVISION
RACAL hATTS

This s to advise of highly successful countarLntellitence
action against the Black anther I arty (Ail), which ba& resulted
In the neutralisation of a neW chapter.

A chapter of the stional Comittee tc Cbat Fascisk
(NCF the asne aov used by the E X1for nev chapters, aS
started La Cleveland, iaissippi, in late Februaryp 1970.
Jackson Division vas given ureau authority to furnish public
source data on the 1 to trusted navapaper source ona
ecmfidential basis. The sorce vrote a series of fcur article..
on the extreiat nature of the 1k, vith pictures of th groups
vicioius prpapada, appearing in the 'Jackson Daily Neast" the
only stateevide evening nwsapar in KisLissippl.

After the publiclty the CCF group to Cleveland resove4
all stans from Its headquarters and appocred tc be "1eyIng low"
becoase of the mfavora-b1e publicity. The editor ofa veskly
Aewspaper tz Cleveland told our news source he va ss oc, rpre.sd
vith the articles that be ts going todo& afollo.up story on the
3CCF to Cleveland. 1ae.rcants of the Jackson Office report the
series on the a1 's violent nature vas a shoc4 to Negro st~itaAts r
I the area and i bweag widely discussed.

ThUi shows the walke of timely cou te11igence actice
to neutralziag a ne Wi group before It La fi rly estabished.

for infortstioa.

100 40GCi CounterLntelligenee) -V $v..C-

7J U: esC"-- gyAPP 13907
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j-.'iarY recommended to- Urefusal to avc4 that co
L .hV* zhat the school putt,.-, lumbis put up bail for thel

V.1.00 I1.om !t-. $27-nillion 5Panthcrn.'-
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L t~'rn * '2r4Q-5rnahin 'over the Bulinesi S019411 lob-i..
.ertetLsc.-ral hours after the b y following' a rally for thesi.hearsity senate declined to - I~athers that waz addrcsscd icaoJ 5 A

* ~ ai~ilB L~tW)* * by Abbic Hoffman. one of the
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- UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : Lirector, FBI (100-448006) DAT: 2/27/70

FROM New Haven (157-785)

Rmjwmr: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

Enclosed to Bureau is copy of anonymous letter New-
Haven proposes to forward to BPP National Headquart rs,
San Francisco. One copy of leter also enclosed for
information of San Francisco and Boston Offices.

ter this alleges that
resently assgned New

ven ap er, is s maing i from BPP contributions and
having sex relations with white girls. The letter is written
in slang and with numerous grammatical errors purposely to
indicate the person writing same has no formal education.

~r)

AaBure* San
1-sost

Dig the threads -k at the clothing A .On your main man - i s wearing
When you blows in - onWE ng to town -

Vam t my bag - an informant I am not
But is raking the scratch - He is taking BPP money
And aTK*i1 with the gray girls - having sexual relation

' with white girls.
Dig it - listen .wiegr
We all is for one - BPP aem br)'re for BPP members, aka

'united'
But our man is a oreo - Black on the outside, white inside
He getting to be like a house nigger - Becoming - black that

is allowed to live-in as a white _srvant

au (Encl.) REC9 .6 .'.
Francisco (Bacl.) (info) ) /
on (End.) (info) a V V WO I

/

TDG/Inf

(5)r TOaq:Ba, pa4 e b ?~FU aig

(I

0

NtCLE
"F

.3
m

d

MAP

With regard to activities in New Haven, this Division
has not developed any information he is embezzling BPP money,
however, we have established he is having sex relations with
numerous females in the New Haven area, both black and white.
To help clarify terminology in this letter, the following
definitions are set forth:



ew

N
NE 157-785

.jf:
I,

cuase - Because
All he hits on is - has intercourse
gray leg - white girls
an who paying - BPP in paying for activities
He think we don't know what going down - we are aware of his

activities
But we think he is in some deep shit - His action will be

ugvdealt with
Hung up - girl In love withimut has gone unnoticed."

New Haven recommends approval of this letter and ultimate forwarding
of same to BPP headquarters, San Francisco, Calif. It is felt
this could cause dissent within ranks of BPP both in New Haven
and possibly Boston.

San Francisco advise concerning your feelings re above.

Awaiting further instructions from Bureau.

r~ ~
II.

- .2

-2 ..Iw

-24
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UNITED STATES 0 NMENT

Memorandum
TO :DIRECTOR,

FROM AN

00-448006) DATE; 3/18/70

FRANCISCO (157-601)

SUBJECT! COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - KATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

- I'
I

S

On the morning of 3/9/70, f the Anti-
Defamation League, San Francisco, CaIM*nI , *ntacted SAC
CHARLES W. BATES and stated he had learned that one of the
local lode * ** n GatLoed extended an invita-
tion for and o speak before the
Lodge on we W* e ay, 7 . said that
National Headquarters of the Anti-Defamation wwas upset
about this.

Public source information relating to
nd the BPP, including "The Black Panther" WI-*-*

sEE s was brought to attention. He subsequently
notified the office tha Gate Lodge had altered
heir arrangements for this speLe invitation to

as withdrawn but that s permitted
a ut his soDeech was cont 5i Wi y to the recent

case of the Chicago 7.

This is being furnished for the Bureau's
information.

I

BrEC 13
DET/jmp
(3)

#5 1 MAR 2 61970
Ob

2q- Bureau (RM)
SanFrancisco

---dum**... J) t~,

I
(



DATE: 3/13/70-

I.-)

Re1Ulairtel tJ; Albany 3/4/68 and Alexandria letter
to tile Dtireau 11/24/69.

continues to co-ordinate
C-806iaiipt o m ;itLer -for the Alexandria Divisi.on, There are
currently no operations under consideration or being effected
in captionz.0 pyogoram1 in view of the lack of Black Nationalist-
~1atCe roup v% Acivti~s in the l~urthern Virginia area,

Since referenced]Alexan'3ria letter, one Counter-
Ante)IM erC-C Trn sure hiss been effectedl by the Alexnndria
Divis~Jon. Vcferenrc-d AlexandIria letter reported the arrest
of for loitering m6 c~stibsqtient'SGE J
invastigsti due to his-emiployn~zot as a U.S. Pastva.

£113P =I-,._______ ' ell reviously identified as
in Arlington, Va., a suiary

rpct tin S bacen epxcd on and Alexandria is citing
Bureau approval to place him on Mei Agitator Index.
vas convicted on instant loitering charge and received a
suspended sentence for a one year period on condition that
he not get in any additional trotible during thst one year.

C:-P. 117-

On 115/7Oinin'!s fowad gut1ty 'of Using Abusive
M~rguage and fined. $350 plus cost concernincS an altercation
he was involved in atL the H~echt Comapany. On 1/19/70, Bureau
p.QX ~-& ranlcd t n~en~1advisje

__________________f theI 5 C0 1c ovi c tio n
in an effort to bring about. grounds for m dismissal
by the U.S. os -ie This information iwuhs confidentially
furnished t o who brought It to the attention vf tT3-

(j) Drean16 MIR 18 197n
2 Alexandria

A allm~

79 I

I
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JX 157-38

judge who originally.sentenced in the loitering charge.
Although the judge has not taken any action on it to date,

1so brought the second conviction to. the attention of
mentioning to him that

the second o sense occure while was in a Postal uniform.
As a result of this action, has men fired from the
Post Office for conduct unbecoming a Postal employee and
reflecting unfavorably upon the postal service during his
probation period.

Among developments of Bureau'interest during the
previous three-month period, it'is noted that there has been
minimal activity on the part of the Arlington County, Va.,
BUF. The BUF.has not had any further confrontations with the
Arlington County School Board and has apparently discontinued
its program to obtain "reparations" from area churches.
Arlington police officials advise that they have not had any
problems with the BUF in recent weeks and feel this is due
to the fact that Arlington BUF members are spending most of
their time in Washington. Alexandria police officials advise
that the incident which lead to racial demonstrations
aOS f11 as a S eali, The ir advise tha

a niy ton vroun. has recently
announced sDuring
recent vpeks main ro cct was som picketing of
the Diamond Cab Comjany who claimed'is discriynina-
tory in their hiring practices. Pol ce officials advise that.
since inhas announced his he has
ceased his militant activities and is even at-tempting to
obtain police votes by including demands for higher police
salaries and better working conditions as part of his plat-
form. . . . .

associates in militant activities, is currently under applca-
tion as a patrolman with the Metropolitan Police Department *In
Washington, D. C., and has been carefulin recent weeks not to

WI6-

[-I--

. (P.

A 0
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AX 157-38
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involve himself in controversial issues. With the exception
of spontaneous racial confrontations between unassociated
individuals of ghetto areas and police, there has not been
any racial activities in the Northern Virginia area of a
violent mgtor e. Neltier the HP of Albi .oi niorL te DicA
of Alexandria have shown a propensity towards violence, and
therefore, no counterintelligence action against these
groups is presently contemplated. Alexandria "has pending
casc for BUF and BACA, and their activities are being closely
followed. In the cvent any future counterintelligence action
is deemed necessary, Alexandria will submit appropriate
recommendations to the Bureau.

.. *
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e *
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IP 157-761

Indianapolis is strongly in favor of giving the inciden
national publicity if feasible and if the Bureau is aware off
some author of a syndicated news column who could publish
such an article. If not feasible, it is recommended that
Boston be allowed to publish their letter to the editor
locally and then that article be sent to Indianapolis so
that it could then be published in the local paper in
Indianapolis. Indianapolis is also of the opinion in
concurrence with Boston that an early handling of such a

* counterintelligence measure would be more effective.

)

- 'K.
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Airtel
[

To: SfC, Omah R 5272)

From: Dir actor, FBI (100-448006)

I

LOB: pim

Tom
rL4AM&

call'
Cod

M* n-~

MARKED 8

MAR 17 1970
1 COMM-FLISEE NOTE PAGE TWO / Ia:.

UmrC:D

4->~

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - BATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

Reurairtel 3-5-70.

Submit contents of proposed anonymous letter for
Bureau approval. A copy of your request for approval along
with a copy of your proposed anonymous letter should also be
furnished San Francisco.

Adv whatinvesti ation on have conducted to
ascertain I may have been incarcer-
ated outside"U5'ar F''5Ty, 1970. In this respect
advise if a current FD-9 has been submitted and if all
log sources have been contacted concerning an arrest
of

Furnish full identities of all local publications
and other individuals whom you request to make anonymous
phone calls to regarding this matter. Advise if calls to
Individuals are to be made to a residence or place of employment.
Advise, in more detail what views ou wish to relate in these
anonymous calls to and others mentioned In
reairtel. -





I * .1*

I.. II

FBI 1

Date: 3-5-7P/.

Transmit the following In Li I ! RII r ..
(Type in plasess or codel

AIRTEL 4C

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: 5AC, OMAHA (157-272) (P)

SUBJECT CO HUNTER INTELLI RQBYROGRARL...
BLAcx.TIONLIST - HATE GRouJs
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

Re Omaha letter to Bureau dated 2-27-70 an
Bureau letter dated 12-10-69.

As.pointed out in previous communication, 06aha
is planning on some type of Counter Intelligence Program
to-disrupt the sale of "The Black Panther Party" newspaper.
This will be done by possibly affecting counter intelligence
measures at the distuptt d*>ofotht.distribution of this
paper.

The National Committee to Confront Fascism (NCF)
which was formerly the United Front Against Fascism (UFAF),Newsletter of 2-17-70 "Frimadem 01 Any Mea WeceflA2A=&"
Issue 15, had an article which reads as follows-.

"Our department Chairman, ED POINDEXTER, wishes t 7
to extend his sincere thanks to the people in the Black
Colony for their generous donations to get him out of jail
on Wednesday."

'The donations were a sure indication of the
support the UFAF is getting from the people. So right on!
People..."

3 Bureau (Registered Mail)
2-0maba (Registered Mail)
DH:pag.Approved-Sea/ --- Per

Approved: sent__ _____per__



*r*

O 1.57-272

Investigation Omaha Division has failed t
find any records of being in either the city or *
county jail in Omaha * nW er month of.0 It is
believed that the money collected by nd the UFAF,
was done under false pretenses. It i7FYeI!'7yaha that
the UFAF needed money and this was the ruse that they used
in order to get donations from the Black Community.

Bureau authority is requested to write an anonymous
letter to Black Panther Party Headquarters stating the
above facts; also authority is requested to make anonymous
phone calls to Negro ilitant, -nd local
Negro ihtas and certain peo*w * *=. Community
stating the above facts.

at intelligence is aimed against
ao order to secu e i position in

Y T hrty. is carried
on the Omaha agitator index an carried on
the security index.

'.4,.

I
0 lp
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j, St. Louis (157-5818)
Director, FBI (100-448006)

CO UNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK LIBERATORS)

rrch 18, 9

1 -

/4,

This situation is capable3I1
exp oitnIrom a counterUnt-e igence standpoint. It should
be possible to increase the amount of data received by infor-
mant in this way.

St. Louis should advise the Bureau whether this -
informant could write domestic and foreign groups to be placed
on their mailing lists. The Bureau could furnish addresses of
organizations of interest. Advise whether informant has, or
could obtain, stationery of the Black Liberators, or whether

could have same printed.

Advise whether informant has the background to

se as the author of letters prepared by your office or
:st Bureau.

St. Louis should seriously consider the best ways
to exploit this situation and advise the Bureau of its views.

TJD:ekv
0 .1" .. 5).....

wdwo
Iees.............

Ugh,___. I
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AC, Milwaukee (157-459) 3-18-70

'REC 27
dDirector, FBI (100-448006) .COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

BLACK NATIONALIST - mATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (rPP)

Rerartel 3-12-70.

You are authorized to prepare typewritten letter
on plain bond paper as enclosed with reairtel. It is
suggested you include several alsspellings to make the
letter appear more authentic.

Your letter and envelope, properly addressed,
should be furnished San Francisco and arrangements made
for it to be mailed anonymously at Berkeley, California.
Take the usual security precautions to Insure mailiag
cannot be traced to the Bureau.

Advise the Bureau and Ban Francisco of any
positive results obtained by means of this letter.

1o- Ban Francisco (157-601)

......... L GB: ab
(6)

W " NOTE:

a Reatrtel advise

or theenam t of Wisconsin
Committee to Combat Fascism. recently trave
C * I**tl = ed th ro ire

*/ so o0r** * *d efforts to stimulate
v... interest in the black community ve been mainly in the

publishing of community newsletters. 

Bishp -7*f
Cese.........
C.u"* - NOTE CONTINUED PAGE

Glie
c..*2
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VD*FSfRi~. 6-22-64)

Transmit th# following in,
0 .

Via AIRTEr

FBI

Date: 3/12/70

(Type in plainsest ofcodt)
I

AIR MAIL - REGISTERED
(Psierisy-

TO

PROM

: 1IRLBOTORO FBI (100-1448006)

:SACt MiLWAUKE (154-459) -P

SUBJECT 4.COUNTERINTLLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALISTS-RATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIG&NCE
BLACK PARITHER PARTY (BPP)

t1 Approved:
Special Agent in Charge
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9MAR. '137I
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Sent
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is currently attempting.
*q *= itle Wisconsin Comalzt6pr to Combat Fascism.
organisation consists of no more tha blacks who attend*
meetings and otherwise participate. efforts to stimulate
interest in the Black community cons a mainly in the
publishing of comunity newsletters deryin rest of the
Milwaukee 3 and other political prisoners. recently
traveled to California to determine aght be
re-obtained and after meeting with had told
the members of Hilwaukee group ate pleasure
and was satisifw with ies in Milwaukee. It was
subsequently learned t indicated that he would be
more disposed to ranting a carter if Milwaukee had 30 to
40 members. now eagerly looks forward to obbining mo
members and a elt attempts should be made to undermiind
morale.

I

(2-bureau (Eno1 1) (RAM)
1-San Francisco (157-601) (ncl 1) (Info) (RAlt)
1-Milwaukee
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]ROUTE IN ENVELOPE
SAC, New Haven (157-785) 3-13-70

REC 9 Director, 7BI (100-448006),-- /7 1

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

Reurlet dated 2-27-70.

Enclosed herewith is the anonymous letter which
you submitted for approval by relet. Bureau authority is
granted for your office to mail it surreptitiously to the
Black Panther Party (BPP) headquarters. Your office,
the Boston Division, and San Francisco Division, should
remain alert for any positive results derived from this
operation and pertinent information should be immediately
furnished the Bureau.

Enclosure

1-Boston
1-San Francisco

GES:djw
(7) .. _ , ' 4'

OTEf

75.9

E * An.Banonymous letter to furnished PP national
1d~iheadquarters containin datao

*a. s .,,.

In an attempt to undermine this individual'sleadership
The BPP strength prl in New Haven!has gained
greatly because of influence and it**is felt

:that every effort 91o uldW laken to undermine the confidence '

which the national headquarters has in his leadership.'
-- e data concerning the funds'has' not been verified however

b bother informxt1pn.is.t kj

RVI. JA~C ~ J ~ ,~J ~

0,juIIu~mEmf. A -1*a* ~.4i
___ --. -28,4 _

547ELCYPE UNITE= i.'4 f1 .i* '

V,04974a. Maio



GSA fPMR (. (Cp) M.,dA
UNITED STATES GF RNMENT

Memorandum
TO : Director, FBI (100-448006)

FROM New Haven (157-785)

SusJEcT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

DATE: 2/27/70.

U

TLG/lrf-

(5) T* iIaiV ed r~r~e teFww 'en

CO
-I-

I

1'

VINCI)

I

Enclosed to Bureau is copy of anonymous letter New
Haven proposes to forward to BPP National Headquarters,
San Francisco. One copy of leter also enclosed for
information of San Francisco and Boston Offices.

As * ca-*W th--alleges that
resently assigne New

v*n e from BPP contributions and
having sex relations with white girls. The letter is written
in slang and with numerous grammatical errors purposely to
indicate the person writing same has no formal education.

With regard to inctivities in New Haven, this Division
has not developed any formation he is embezzling BPP money,
however, we have established be is having sex relations with
numerous females in the New Haven area, both black and white.
To help clarify terminology in this letter, the following
definitions are set forth:

Dig the threads - at the clothing
On your main man - s wearing
When you blows in - o ng to town
Va p t my bag - an informant I am not
But is raking the scratch - He is taking BPP money

, 9 And a 4 with-the gray girls - having sexual relation
with white girls

Dig it - listen.4 %'0
We all is for one - BPP sembg) are for BPP members, aka

'united'
But our man is a oreo - Black on the outside, white inside
He getting to be like a house nigger - Becoming - black that

is allowed to live-in as a white: vant

Bureau (Encl.) REC 9 ' '/ /7 0 - /
San Francisco (Encl.) (info) )

1-Boston (End.) (info) 9 MAR A0 170I-f aN Unum"

0

I
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NH 157-785

'A.
case - Because
All he hits on is - has intercourse
gray leg - white girls
an who paying - BPP in paying for activities
He think we don't know what going down - we are aware of his

activities
But we think be is in some deep shit - His action will be

dealt with
Hung up - girl in love with m ut has gone unnoticed."

New Haven recommends approval of this letter and ultimate forwarding
of same to BPP headquarters, San Francisco, Calif. It is felt
this could cause dissent within ranks of BPP both in New Haven
and possibly Boston.

San Francisco advise concerning your feelings re above.

Awaiting further instructions from Bureau.

*2-



MAL OUt NE 0 ges

UNITED STATES Go[ NMENT

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOP. 100-448006)

FOM AN FRANCISCO (157-601)

SUBJECT- COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

DATE: 3/18/70

i

On the morning of 3/9/70, *f the Anti-
Defamation League, San Francisco, Ca orntI, *tacted SAC
CHARLES W. DATES and stated he had learned that one of the
local lod esthe Golden Ga Lode had extended an invita-
tion for and o speak before the
Lodge on We d'. said that
National Headquarters of the Anti-Defamation was upset
about this.

Public source information relating to
nd the BPP, including. The Black Panther" ew**

se , was brought to attention. He subsequently
notified the office thae -H*** Gate Lodge had altered

eir a.angements for this spee b and th e invitation to
as withdrawn but that a permitted

o sP- *ut his speech was conf yo the recent
case of the Chicago 7.

This is being furnished for the Bureau's
information.

2i- Bureau (RM)
- San Francisco REC. 13

DET/jup
(3)

1MAN 2 o 1910

lb .) 137C
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'TO : DHISCFOIZA 71'li (100-40006C')

MRO'O SpiA A!,EIPRiIA (157-30))

stV"T:COq'ofh'"NJTqLLIGENCE F J'R3M
IILkCX N/ATI.OiluNL1ST. -HATE GROUPS

I, CA

Rei3.irtel to Albany 3/4f'68 and
to tV~ic "Orezu 11/24/69.

DATE: 3 /1 3 / 7 01,

Alexandria letter

continues to co-ordinate
[,*I':,'LLer for the Alexondria Division. There are

currently no ope-rations under consideration or being effec'ted
in caption=c pr:ooram in view of the lack of Black Rationalist-
HtieI.C Gro.11) activities in the kNrt)hern Virginia area.

Since referenced Alexanlria letter, one counter-
,Inte1.5 ee-n: ier cxsure lipsbooen effectecl by the Alxnndria
DMW s)"on. 1,'fc-)ciired Alexan'Jria letter reported the arrest
of for loiterincy and subsequent' SGE
investi zition Ye clue tohi cpoynt as a U.S. Postsl.\
OPm1 ova .ha eerCPreviously identified as

Min -p Mp Arlington, Va.,s a sumii'ery
revicort.has cen pr.epfired on and~ Alexandria i~s o lting
Bureau copproval to place him on the Agitator Index,
vias ccarvicted on instant loiter inZ charge and. receive a~
suspenc' sctenecfor a one year periodic on condition that
he not get In arny additional trnuible during that one year.,

On I /570 mzis fo nd agff-ttv of Using AbusiveL-
L.qnguage and fined. $350 plus cost concerning an altercation
tie was Involved iniat the 'Hecht Company. On 1/19/70 ureau

al asvrnted to conC-i _______vis

of the 1J 3 77viction
in ant effort to bring~ about grounds fo~ dismissal

-by t h-,-U aS.C. This information ias confidently ally
*furnished t w who brought it to the attention of tmohedmm

16 MAR i1 97
* ~ Durcou

2 Alexandria

(4)
21-1 -f- ---- AZ-AM WDF ---

P-
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AX 157-38

*~ I
judge who originally sentenced M on the loitering charge.
AlthouIoh the judge has not taken any action on it to date,

also brought the second viction to the attention of
mentioning to him that

the second o tense occur while was'in a Postal uniform.
As a result of this action aas been fired from the
Post Office for conduct unbecoming a Postal employee and
reflecting unfavorably upon the postal service during his
probation period.

Among developments of Bureau*interest during the
previous three-month period, it is noted that there has been
imininal activity on the part of the Arlington County, Va.,
BUF. The BUF.has not had any further confrontations with the
Arlington County School Board and has apparently discontinued
its proram to obtain "reparations" from area churches.

SArlington police officials advise that they have not had any
problems; with the BUP in recent weeks and feel this is due
to the fact that Arlington BUF meinbcrs are spending most of
their time in Unashington. Alexandria police officials advise
that the neident which lead to racial demonstrations

0 Ia.falI las be)co-me a dead issue. They advise that

emmnunity action rousD has recently
announced hi During*
recent weks m roct was so picketing of
the Diamond Cab Company who claimed is discrimina-
tory I ing practices. Police officials advise that.
since as announced his he has
ceased is militant activities andis even a temptsingto
obtain police votes by including demands for higher police
salaries and better working conditions as part of his plat-
fnrm.

pas
associates in militant activities, s currently under appf ca-
tion as a patrolman with the Metropolitan Police Department in

. . Washington, D. C., and has been carefulin recent weeks not to



AX 157-38

involve himself in controversial issues. With the except Ion
of spontaneous racial confrontations between unassociated
individuals of ghetto areas and police, there has not been
any racial activities in the Northern Virginia area of a
violent uinture. Neitler the 1P of Allingto'i nior Lie BACA
of Alexandria have shown a propensity towards violence, and
therefore, no counterintelligence action against these
groups is presently contemplated. Alexandria'has pending
cases for BUF and BACA, and their activities are being closely
followecd. In the event any future counterintelligence action
is deemed necessary, Alexandria will submit appropriate
recommendations to the Bureau.

*1
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FBI

Date: 3/9/70

Transmit the following an

AIRTEL

I
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(Type in plaestof Code) I

jPrieasy)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, INDIANAPOLIS (157-761) r,

COVNTERIWTELLIGNCE MATTERS
BLACK PANTHER PARTY

Re Boston airtel to Director, 3/3/70. 7
For information copies are being furnished San Francisco,

as Office of Origin and copy for Boston and New York.

In referenced letter, Boston Division suggested that a
letter which they enclosed possibly be used as a counter-
intelligence measure against the Black Panther Party (BPP).
Boston proposed that this letter might be given nationwide
publicity as a possible follow-up to a recent syndicated
newspaper column by WILLIAM F. BUCKLEY. The Indianapolis
Division is in support of such a measure, giving the letter
nationwide publicity through some author of a syndicated news
column if possible.

The alternative method suggested by Boston, of submitting
a letter to the editor of the local Indianapolis newspaper
and Boston newspaper, would only be feasible for Boston,
inasmuch as no individuals from Indianapolis were known to be
in attendance o uld have knowledge of the speech made by

"_ _ = _ n 2/27/70 at Concord, Massachusetts. If

e a :tk wre first published in Boston, it would be
possible to have a reprint of that article published in
Indianapolis, however. a

(2 - Bureau (M)
- San Francisco (RU)

2 - Boston (RM)
1 - New York (Info) (RM)
2 - Indianapolis
LLG/jbb
(9)

rec.261 e1 L/ q 62
10-A n- -7

I MMKJ] auV

Sent M Per
Ia.. . . .I. oUw w ner e * - s ..

Via.

I
K/

*17f '1

I

A ol.

A;pt
I A ciat 4eut in Charge



IP 157-761

Indianapolis is strongly in favor of giving the incident
national publicity if feasible and if the Bureau is aware of4
some author of a syndicated news column who could publish
such an article. If not feasible, it is recommended that
Boston be allowed to publish their letter to the editor
locally and then that article be sent to Indianapolis so
that it could then be published in the local paper in
Indianapolis. Indianapolis is also of the opinion in
concurrence with Doston that an early handling of such a
counterintelligence measure would be more effective.

2
a
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3-17-70

Airtel

To: SfC, Oma hq d5j272)

From: Dir actor, FBI (100-448006) /1/6
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

Reurairtel 3-5-70.

Submit contents of proposed anonymous letter for
- Bureau approval. A copy of your request for approval along

with a copy of your proposed anonymous letter should also be
furnished San Francisco.

Adt investi atioou have conducted to
ascertain if may have been Incarcer-
ated outside nirzngfFe Gary, 1970. In this respect
advise if a current FD-9 has been submitted and if all
log jgg*t es have been contacted concerning an arrest

. of

Furnish full Identities of all local publications
and other individuals whom you request to make anonymous
phone calls to regarding this matter. Advise If calls to
individuals are to be made to a residence or place of employment.
Advise, in more de11 wh a ou wish to relate in these
anonymous calls to and others mentioned in
resirtel.

LGB:plmAILED 6

TolonMAR I17 1970 -
c..e...... .SEE NOTE PAGE TWO .

Ceape ...... (
Cellata......
Cued---

Gd.
Re
Sollives.. ....

Tod* *'ARL TM urnrIR

I



Airtel to SAC, Omaha
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS
100-448006

NOTE:

Omaha, in remirtel, recommended an anonymous letter
be sent to DPP National Headquarters all nth the United
Front Against Fascism (UFAF) and one obtained
donations from the Om ommunTE-U'H0 I'11se pretenses.
It had been indicated was incarcerated during February,
1970, and donations were neede o gain his release. Omaha
advised the UFAF nee*L* **-and an article appeared In a UFAF
newsletter quoting as thanking the people of the
black community for their generous donations in getting him
out of jail.

Omaha advised no record has been located indicating
to have been incarcerated in the Omaha city of county

ao ur Februr 1970. In view of this Omaha feels the
UFAF and sed this sea ruse for obtaining funds needed
and requessa rty as a counterintelligence measure to
write an anonymous letter to BPP Na onal Headcnarters as well
as to make anonymous phone calls t "0 certain
other unidentified indivuduals and ocao pu ications In
the black community of Omaha.

The UFAF is a name of an organization composed of
black extremists whi 8 z f ed after the disbanding of the
Omaha BPP chapter, is included on the Securit Index
and has been active nrteU in Omaha. is
included on the Agitator Index.
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Date: 3-5-7pv t)

Transmit the following (TInspanei rcd) ~~t(Type is plaissext or code) P

Via AIRTEL

(P iru-y) T.'I'- I-- .--D,--,j@$: 'a *

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, OMAHA (157-272) (P)

SUBJECT COUNTER 1NTELLI PRG1Q OGRAM--.
BLACATIW ALIST - BATE GROUPS..
RACIAL JINrELLIGENCzE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

Re Omaha letter to Bureau dated 2-27-70 an
Bureau letter dated 12-10-69.

As pointed out in previous communication, 06aaha
is planning on some type of Counter Intelligence Program
to disrupt the sale of "The Black Panther Party" newspaper.

N ~ This will be done by possibly affecting counter intelligence
measures at the dist pttb8ofth6'.distribution of this
paper.

The National Committee to Confront Fascism (NCCF),
* which was formerly the United Front Against Fascism (UFAF),
- newsletter of 2-17-70 "FTreedfmtRvAzyMean NeUwaary."

Issue 15, had an article which reads as follows. -

"Our department Chairman, ED POINDEXTER, wishes
to extend his sincere thanks to the people in the Black
Colony for their generous donations to get him out of jail
on Wednesday."

"The donations were a sure indication of the
support the UFAF is getting from the people. So right on!
People..."

(aBureau (Registered Mail)
2-Omaba (Registered Mail)
Dn:pag mo lsyrf(4)L'C 25

Approved: sent. M Per
Special Agent in Charge
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0 157-272

.Investigat n b Omaha Division has failed to
find any records of being in either the city or
county jail in Omahamonthmof *t. It is
believed that the money collected by nd the UFAF,
was done under false pretenses. It 1#0- y"Omaha that
the UFAF needed money and this was the ruse that they used
in order to get donations from the Black Community.

Bureau authority is requested to write an anonymous
letter to Black Panther Party Headquarters stating the
above facts; also authority is re uestet mae anonymous
phone calls to Negro Militant, ndiocal
Negro wifi 6jans and certain peoCCommunity
stating the above facts.

T above coter intelligence is aimed against
rtorder to secu e is position in

one Omh a ito p arty.n carried
on the Omaha agitator index an carried on
the security index,

2
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SAC, St. Louis (157-5818)' larch 18, 1970

.>2/

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK LIBERATORS)

bis situation Ia capW=* *f
plo ta on rom a coun er nte igence standpoint. It should

be possible to increase the amount of data received by infor-
mant in this way.

St. Louis should advise the Bureau whether this
informant could write domestic and foreign groups to be placed
on their mailing lists. The Bureau could furnish addresses of
organizations of interest. Advise whether informant has, or
could obtain, stationery of the Black Liberators, or whether
c could have same printed.

Advise whether informant has the background to
ite intelligent letters to other groups or could logically
se as the author of letters prepared by your office or

c t e Bureau.

St. Louis should seriously consider the best ways
to exploit this situation and advise the Bureau of its views.

TJD :ek 4 )~-(5)

Collabm

Tels*A 
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Letter to SAC, St. Louis
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM, BLACK LIBERATORS
100-"48006

NOTE:

This informant has received information of
value relating to foreign influences on the black
extremist movement and ye are looking toward expanding
the amount of data he receives.



SAC,-Milwaukee (157e459)
REC 2

Director, FBI (100-448006)

-i

3*18-70

?7~

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS
RACIAL 1NTELLIGENCE

lACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

Reurairtel 3-12-70.

You are authorized to prepare typewritten letter
on plain bond paper as enclosed with reairtel. It is
suggested you include several alsspellings to make the
letter appear more authentic.

Your letter and envelope, properly addressed,
should be furnished San Francisco and arrangements made
for it to be mailed anonymously at Berkeley, California.
Take the usual security precautions to Insure sailing
cannot be traced to the Bureau.

Advise the Bureau and San Francisco of any
positive results obtained by means of this letter.

1 - San Francisco (157-601)

* LGB:mba
(6)

-NOTE:

O

2

I

I

I....... Committee soComnat racism. rece*
ourl 4 VU S4d wit

ro nMNet ton

Econs t in theablckcmu an forts to stimulate
/.%InterestIn the black communiyhave been mainly in the

WI"* publishing of community newsletters.

c*llhm*- NOTE CONTINUED PAGE TW

Gde
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* . ARR.251970.omdy MAR.LRDOM TE.LETrYPE UNIT



Letter to SAC, Milwuakee
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

NOTE CONTINUED:

Milwaukee advised it has been determined
would be more in favor of granting another Chapter in
Milwaukee if it had 30 or 40 members and i endeavoring
to obtain these members.

Milwaukee, as a counterintelligence measure, has
pro he preparation and mailing of an anonymous letter
to Milwaukee. This letter is to be ailed in

6 e lifornia. The letter relates to that
eels the newsletters be ublishe " ilwaukee
s, that feels group is

composed of only to H o'our "rea r and that he
will not grant a BPP Chapter to Milwaukee even if they
obtain 300 members.

This should be an excellent disruption technique.

-24w
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Date: 3/12/70
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Transmit t4 following in

Via AIRTE

(Type in paises wv cade)

AIR HAIL -REGISTE4RM
fPriodiy) -V

I
A~--0-s-DIRETOR--0---------------------------

TO2 DIREOTORs FBI (100-448006)

U

FROM : SAC, MILWAUKEE (157-459)-P

SUBJECT .CONTERINTSLLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALISTS-KATE GROUPS
RACIAL IlTLILIGIENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

is currently attempt
*- *a"e toWisconsin Commftt6p to Combat Fascism.
organization consists of no more thae blacks who attend
meetings and otherwise participate. efforts to stimulate
interest in the Black community cons a mainly in the
publishing of community newsletters decryin h rest of the
Milwaukee 3 and other political prisoners. gentlyy
traveled to California to determine * r might be
re-obtained and after.meeting with had told
the mombero of ?Hilwaukee group e h*dexpressed pleasure
and was satisiiwith ies in Milwaukcee. It was
subsequently learned tha indicated that he would be
more disposedto ranting a rter if Milwaukee had 30 to
40 members. now eagerly looks forward to ouaining mo
members and 0 elt attempts should be made to undermin
morale.

2-bureau (Eno1 1) (RAM)
1l-San Francisco (157-601) (Ano1 1) (Info) (RAlf)
1-milwaukcee
JPG:sbl
(4) EC27.14

A . H0INGLOSUR.
SNARg40

Sent
Special Agent in Charge wa

ft-skai. 6~v -22.4-1

I

V7/1
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*b.6 (new. 5-22-64)
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FBII

Date:

Transmit th following in
(Type i lam~seor code) 4

I
e

I
(Priority);

- L -.

MI 157-459

A recommendation is, therefore, being made to have a
copy of the enclo d letter mailed at lifornia,

Milwaukee recomends this letter by typewritten on
plain bond paper without the watermark ?in order to best
achieve the desired results.

-2-

Approved: sent U4 Per
s. I mm1vWMOTu'r n.CFM i 9Wsu-eos* 1191as

p. - - . 0*

Via

Special Agent in Charge



Sister,

It is not a pleasant task to write this letter,

however, in view of what is happening here at Berkeley I

feel I must. I admire your sincerity and dedication to

the cause and that causes me to tell you that despite

David's outward show of affection and pleasure at what

you are doing, he has let it be known here that he has

heard that your WCCF consists of no more than three or

. four "real losers". He, in fact, stated he wodt give a

BPP charter to Milwaukee if they get 300 members. Somehow

or other he has found out that the newaldters you have

been printing are useless and not being read by anyone.

Since I'm beginning to doubt David's sincerity, I am letting

you know how he feels.

Perhaps same day I might be able
to reveal who I am
A sister in the Cause
Power to the People
Power to the Black People

t*/O
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REROUTE 1 INrTiOPE,

SAC, Boston (157-531)

REC-47 a811 1
Director, 781 100-448006)

3-13-70

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - KATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY

Reurairtel dated 3-3-70.

Tour interest and efforts in regards to your
submission of an operation directed against the Black
Panthor Party (BPP) In 'Boston revealed a great deal of
thought and preparation. However, your suggestion Is
not beina provedsince-it has been de t  Inc t

Lim n fact an ifi 6 Ik

GES:djw J >
(8)

10NOTE:

The Boston Division submitted a suggestion that
data be furnished syndicated column .LL.liam F Buckley,

,ah------ regarding a speech made by
wAr on 2-27-70, showing how theFla
r'se----- who give-them support without their sanction. An alternative

4,'*.. suggestion was that this same information be submitted
in by anonymous letter to a logal newspaper. This suggestion
R.--m is not being approved for the reasons set forth above.

A 31970 ,* .
----- WAIL tOOtl ' TLnPE UnT

i

I 
, 

e

I - - - -- .- I

Hes asI Ion
w aE1 group RORN roa lona headquarters and
it would appear that the BPP members at Concord,
Massachusetts, who interrupted his speech were not
made aware of this association. While it is believed
that the BPP handling of this matter certainly displays
its ineptness, the approval of your suggestion could
possibly result in a follow-up release by the BPP which
could gain the group additional favorable publicity.

1-Indianapolis
1-New York
1-SanFrancisco

---- .- N-r - M.-S. 9 v -16 %PWU 0
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-. Dote: 3-3-70

'rasimit the following In (Ty)pe ia yearless dor o-4des e
AIRTELi

.10 rri) I

TO : Diconl, (1O0-R48006)

FRo : sc, = B3sToN (157-531)

SUB JECT: COUNTE'WRIlTTEIM LIGEr1CE MATTERS
BLACK PAN-7THRPARITY

.i closed herewith for the Bureau, San Francisco,
Indianapolis and Vew York is one copy of a proposed
letter.

ad v

A

The enclosed item is being submitted in
connection .ith captioned program. ureauwas

Y advised of the talk oy
in Concor .teletype to

urea, Optioned, RM-BPP",
00: Indianapolis, -

) .a
For additional information, three of the'

five Boston Bieck Trttrser Party (BJ:P) members who
int?;,rruPtcd t~a - 0. vereidetifited

it is noted a Negroi is the subject of
n active invcsti.rsatio *Wanapolis and received a

doctorate in Enrliish from the University of Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois.

The indivi who introduced and who
. 2 BDureau (Enc. 1 24)' . J.of2-San Francisco Enc. 1) (RI)O /.

2-Indianapolis (Enc. 1 RM) _ _ _ _-_

- -cw tiok nc .1 nto) (1 AR
,2-)Boston A 4'.,q -- ~w

ApprovedT.I:tI LL'* Sent M '
(9) Special meat in c//re



Bs 157-531
t*I.

Boston is in possession of a pamphlet obtained
at the above meeting, which describes the Concord Fair
Practices Cormittee as having been organized in 1950 to
assist victims of discrin1nntion and to help combat
conditions which give rise to discrimination.

Another obtained pamphlet advertises the talk
by and describes him as a Black Panther as tell
ar 101ca3. strategist and educational consultant to
the Block Panther Party.

-o Boston area.paper has made mention of the
above 2-27-70, affairiin Concord.

It is suggested this enclosed item may be given
nationwide publicity as a possible follow-up to a recent
syndicated newspaper column by IILLIAM F. DUC:LEY entitled,
"Invite A Pant.her to a Party" in which BUCKLEY referred
to a party run by LECIIARD BERU3TEI U, former !!ew York
Philharmonic Orchestra leader, at which

_1111111111111111111111 
as an invited gues1.

As an alternative to above, the Bureau in
requested to consider granting permission to the Boston .
and Indianapolis offices to submit enclosed item to a "Letters
to the Editor" column of a local paper, indicatiuG same
was authored by an anonymous concerned citizen.

Boston is of the opinion that an early handling
of this matter wooild be effective.

-2-

. .* *
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Persons who are giving consideration to following
a recent trend of inviting a Panther to amparty should be
.sure and check the guest's credentials to insure that he is
abona-fide Panther. if this little item is not taken
care of the host may be in for an uproarious time,

On last Friday evening in Concord, a4ssachusettsj
the Concord Fair Practices Coomm.] tta P.ropnroudof its
liberal stand on issues, scheduled the
recipient of a doctoratefrom the UniverTYZyU1,i cago,
to speak on the lack Panthers. Advance advertising
de:crtlhcd him as as Black Panther and a professor at abseh
College, Indiana, as well as the head of the Black Student
Union Advisory Council at the college.

in his talk to the 95# white Concord
group, .revc.-.a. .mself as an adept apologist for the
Black Panther Party relating how the Panthers around the
country have been beleaguered by local and federal.
authorities and at the tame time glossing over the crimes
participated in by Panthers.

With bhetoric end his remarks critical of
the Fovernment, speech was interrupted
several times by applaue %r the audience. One
interruption he didn't count on, however, occurred 45 minutc.s
into his talk when five members of the Eoston Black Panther
Party invaded the hall and approached the podium from t1.o
different directions.

The audience of more than 300 was fear-str ken
4U rl st terrified individual in the hall. was

'ho was now confronted by the very individual
Sepraises he wa* previously singin Ts*-ePnthers

told the audience that they checked on found he
was not a Panther and said he was a fr- U pi.

N noticeably less self-assured than minutes earlier,
audited to the invaders that he was not a member of the
Panthers but stated he loved them. He dropped a few names
of Indiana Panthers but the roston group was apparently
not impressed. The tension was not'relieved until a
member of the host committee took the blame for the error
in the advance publicity.

Before the Eoston group departed they rejected
an Invitation to participate in the remainder of the program
but revealed an additional concern involving the Tmioney
collected at the door for the talk by the non-Panther.
The issue was not resolved but the real Panthers were
certain to be heard from again in that regard.

cop41el 
t6ww
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. s W-6 i- *son for not joining the Panthers
is that he is "afraid to pick up the Gun", a requisite for
a good Panther.

()
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UNITED STATES *ARNMENT

Memorandum
TO :

SUBJECT:

of an anon

letter but
action bec

s f Ann& A

DIRECTOR, FBI (100w448006)

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-601)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM.
BLACK NATIONALIST w HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

DATE: 3/12/70

Re New Haven letter 2/27/10 suggesting forwarding
ymous letter to National Headquarters of BPP.

San Francisco has no objection to the recommended
it is not believed that BPP will initiate any
cause of a member's alleged sex relations with
the Caucasian race.

I

Ie *t'
*is Buea C14 * ;qe**'. e

di/* Bureau (RMH)
1 - New Haven (167*785) (RN)
2 *1 S an ciso

MAR t; WOL

I
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1.
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- UNITED STATE OvERNMENT

Memorandum
/:DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 3/13/70

FRoM :. , )FTSBURGH (100-15780) (P)

sagJE' T INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLA K NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Bureau airtel to Albanydted 3/4/68; and
Pittsburgh letter to the Bureau dated 12/10/69.

1. Operations Under Consideration

a Pittsburgh Black militant leader,
who has in the past been involved in a gun battle with
Pittsburgh Police Officers, continues to be employed as

,*a-time instructor at the University of Pittsburgh.
was recently sentenced to two years probation as a

TIiT of charges 'arising out of this gun battle. This
Office is considering appropriate counterintelligence steps
to publicize his employment at the University of Pittsburgh,
as well as his militant activities in an effort to have him
removed from this position.

This Office has recently received & copirsof the
news letter, "Another Side," which is published by an
organization of the same name. Another Side is an organization/)
of conservative moderate Negroes, and information concerning f
this organization has been furnished to the Bureau under the
caption of the group. The news letters are being reviewed
and analyzed by Pittsburgh for any possible utilization in
the counterintelligence program.

2. Operations Dciio Effected

Nilint'cd at thc, a Qr~akmhic

Bookstore in Pittuburgh. This C raph.cn] Tour," which

(..-- Bureau (RMi)-*
1 - Pittsburgh

MAR 16570
LMIC/sr
(3)

Bahy U.S. Saiqs Bend; Regular& oxn :& Payroll Sauwp Peuw
"so,- - IIN -a

I I



PG 100-15780 ..

relates to a purported plot by the White muan to continue
- * of Blacks, has been discontinued at the bookstore.'

requested, however, that the editor maintain
contact at the bookstore, and if the tour is reinstituted,
that appropriate steps be considered to publicize the
fraudulent matter of the tour.

has used extreme caution in this
matter in orer onot disclose any Bureau interests in
this matter.).

3. Tangible Hesults

There have been no tangible results realized
under Counterintelligence Program during the current

-a period.

S4. Developments of Counterintelligence laterest

Referenced Pittsburgh letter set out that the
Republic of New Africa (RNA) had been recently established
in Pittsburgh, and is considered to become active in the
area. As a result of dissension within the ranks of the
Pittsburgh flNA, the group was disbanded here, and to date,
there has been no attempt to reorganize it.

There have been no further significant changes
in the overall Black Nationalist Movement in Pitt..burgh
since the submission ofrerndlte.

A



UNITED STATES VERNMENT

Memo r dum
TO FBI (

vaou : AC, SANFRANCI

SUBJECr: COUNTERINTELLIG

£9

DAMr: 3/18/70(100-448006)

SCO (167-601)

ENCE PROGRAM

* I

I

BLACK NATIONALIST * HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

Re San Diego airtel. 2//70.

San Diego is requested to furnish San Francisco
with ten copies of each of the three cartoons. UACB, mailing
in this Division will be limited to BPP offices and "pads."

San Francisco is of the opinion that nailing of
these cartoons to sources outside the BPP would have little
counterintelligence effect and would only move the BPP to
charge that they are being further repressed.

V 

Bureau (RM).
2 - San Diego (100*14192) (RM),
2 * San Francisco
LSB/sgc

le

. I.

qnvqa~pw & w - .
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UNITED) KIi'TES Gwt-NMENT

Memora.ndun
To :DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DAT:.2/28/70

WaoM C9 SPRINGFIELD (157-802) P -

StDJE:CO INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLA K NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

ReBuairtel to Albany dated 3/4/68 and Springfield
letter to Bureau dated 12/2/69.

The speech by now-deceased FRED HAMPTON, Chairman
of the Illinois Black Panther Party (BPP) at Illinois State
University (ISU) on 10/29/69, at which attendees were required
to submit to comprehensive searches of their person, received
unfavorable press coverage in the "Vidette", ISU, Normal,
Illinois, student newspaper, and the "Daily Pantagraph",
daily newspaper of Bloomington, Illinois.

On 11/14/69 HAMPTON again spoke, this time at Southern
Illinois University (SIU), Carbondale, Illinois, where attendeos
were not subjected to any type of search.

After these incidents, agents of this Division working
with the BPP made the suggestion that when a BPP leader is
scheduled to speak at a college or university, that the college
administration be shown the text of the last address as well as
leaking to the press that everyone was or is searched that attends.
these speeches and any other unfavorable information regardin/0.,

*A the organization.

On 1/27/70 BOBBY RUSH, BPP leader from Chicago,
Illinois, made a speech at-Western Illinois University (WIU),
Maoomb, Illinois. Prior to his appearance this office furnished
copies of newspaper clippings, showing the BPP in an unfavorable
light, on a confidential basis to the "Nlacomb Daily Journal",
daily newspaper of Macomb, Illinois.

171970

0 4p .

On 1/20/7* 'Macomb Daily
Journal", advised that would not'ise the newspaperclippings
furnished hie. ie stated that the "'Macomb Daily Journal" would
not acknowledge or give any publicity whatsoever to RUSH's -.
apearancessince even unfavorable information might tend to Increase

le popularity of his appearance and add to contributions received.
- Bureau (100-448006)(RM) / *, .', - - I1

2 - Springfield (157-802) 62"" ?.If
VRTAmr 1 1AR 190.

i(4) IS =z 10
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~~7RU~i~fl IN NXELI.A

SAC,-Minneapolis (157-438)

Director, FBI (100-448006) ./7/ j

EX-103 REC-128
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

3-18-70

ef

'I-

Reurlet 3-10-70.

Minneapolis is authorized to send the anonymous
letter set out in relet. The usual precautions to prevent
this letter from being traced to this Bureau should be
taken.

San Francisco should be alert for any results
of this mailing. The letter being sent encloses a
newspaper clipping regarding "Panthers" robbing an
elderly couple in St. Paul, Minnesota. The anonymous
letter forwarding this clipping to Black Panther Party
(BPP) headquarters complains that the Panthers are
supposed to help the community, not rob them. Minneapolis
fools this letter might cause further distrust of local
black militants by BPP headquarters.

2 - San Francisco

Ca ' JD:mba
, C-- ~(6)

OTE:

There is no BPP chapter in Minneapolis-St. Paul,
although various individuals have contacted BPP headquarters
about the possibility of starting a chapter It appears,
however, that BPP headquarters does not trust local black
j militantsand this letter should help further any distrust.
Since the letter in anonymous, there is no possibility of
any embarrassment to the Bureau.

Casper .. l....

cvered

T j1e.RPAD
Go*d MAIL RDOM TELETYPC UNIT=
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

w -Memorandum
TO D rector, FBI (100-448006)

nom 1 SAC, Minneapolis (157-438) (P)

IDATE 3/10/70

sunjzcr: COUNEBRINrELLIGECE.PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - RATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

To date9 as the Bureau is aware, there has been
no local chapter of the Black Panther Party (BPP) set up
in this Division although from time to time correspondence
has taken place between Individuals in both Minneapolis
and St. Paul and BPP headquarters relative to a possible
local chapter. It is further inferred from Information
furnished by San Francisco informants that BPP headquarters
does not particularly trust any of the local militant
Negroes In Minneapolis-St. Paul.

Attached is a Xerox copy of an article from the
March 4, 1970, issue of the "Minneapolis Star," a newspaper
of general circulation.

.1
I

'I

I

I:
Va'

~ B

Ak

"To Black Panther Officers

"I read a couple times your paper in which
you tell how your going to help our community in
city and how you is again robbin by the Panthers
again the Poor.

"This clipping I'm sending ain't goin to help
us poor blacks one bit and it I.ever catch one of
your guys sellin papers round here again watch out.

"Dislusioned"

It is felt this letter may help to cause further
mistrust by BPP headquarters with local militant Negroes
and deter the establishing of a BPP hea arters here.

i - Bureau (Ene. 1) (RM) .
1 - Minneapolls " e MAR -.. ;,t)

XRS:CK
(m)

AWthFPaul

F

fyi')

Bureau authority is requested to attach the orig-
Inal clipping to the tolowing handwritten letter on lined
paper and mail it to BPP headquarters:

(

I f I
-I i

I
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ST. PAUL

TPaniges
.rob couple
in breah-i,
Two armed bandits w

told their elderly victims
tell police they were robb
by black panthers took $
a watch and fur cap fr
Mr. and Mrs. Paul J. P
tremko. 997 Hague Av..I
Paul. the couple told polio
Tuesday afternoon.

The victims reportedly th
the pair broke Into thir hon
at about I a.m. Mrs. P
tremko said one bandit w
armed with a knife and t
other with a gun. The latte
she said, threatened to shi
them if they didn't tell t
bandits where their mon
was.

The house was ransack
and the phone wire cut b
the bandits, police said.

Police said CarolineNe
son. 70, 828 Selby Av.. S
Paul, was treated at S
Paul-Ramsey Hospital Tue
day for hip and knee injurle
received when she w
knocked down at Grotto S
a.d Hague Av. at 11 a.m. b
a teen-ager who took h
purse containing a dollarI
change.
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TD-3s (no. .*z2&4

FBI

Date: 3/5/70

Transmit the Idilowing In
(TYpe In plaauuat or code)

AIRTEL
I
e

"f '* ""J I
------------------ ---------------- L----------

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, ALEXANDRIA (157-38) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM,
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK UNITED FRONT)

696

446
Re Alexandria airtel to the Bureau dated 1/12/70,

and Bureau airtel to Alexandria dated 1/19/70.

Referenced Bureau airtel ranted authority to fur-
l infor-

on concerning Me 1/7U, conviction o
isa ah. s m.ug@Iyga I....W & i uc UL a. & vc&

K)

U,
f/f,

contact
nation.
the attent
had handle

Ilil!! _!!!!!_!__!_:confidentially

r d furnished him instant infor-
se that he would bring the matter to

who
t er in gc ha rgSe.

on 3/5/70,1
as recontactea ana avisea tnat ee starry,

convict on coor abusive language had
bished toIreference

24/69, suspended sentence for loiterlng"'
C ' . I MAR 6 1970
Bureau (100-448006) *A*

. - Alexandria (157-88);-; ..
JHL:kma
(4) iI

sgjio,'~inmCharge.
Sent

A 9?

Via

nish
matic

"'Ooor

" F14o
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A$ 157-38

stated that had continued the matter and has not
taken any action on it to ded that
he had contacted oncerni
the 1/5/70, convi on ous ausve
language and had mentione o m that while had
c ed the above offense he had been in ps uniform.

advisedtha stated he would take appropriate
aCt n agains ted that subsequent to that
Wa s fire th for conduct
unbecoming a postal employee and reflecting unfavorably on
the postal service during his probation period.

verified through

I

I
p

- .,.~.v..
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UNITED STATES G MENT

Memorandum
o : ;DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 3/6/70

on : AC9 LOS ANGELES (.157--1751) (P*) .

uBJEacr: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE

Re Los Angeles letter to Bureau dated 12/1/69.

For information concerning the counterintelligence
, program directed against the Black Panther Party (BPP) the

Bureau's attention is directed to Los Angeles letters dated
12/5/69, 12/26/69, 1/15/70, 2/3/70, and 2/17/10. In
accordance with Bureau's instructions, the counterintelligence
operations against the BPP are not being set forth in this.
letter. The next quarterly letter will contain this infor-
mation in accordance with instructions contained in Bureau *
letter dated 2/27/70, captioned "BLACK PANTRER PARTY!, RACIAL
HATTERS".

1. Operations Under Consideration

The Los Angeles Office continues to follow
violations of the antiriot and gun control laws by black
nationalists for possible prosecution of these individuals
under Federal and State statutes.

Telephone toll calls of various black nationalist
leaders are continually reviewed under existing Bureau policy
to determine what counterintelligence programs might be placed
into effect.

2. Operations Being Effected

The interview programt-ilan 1e black nationaltat
movement continues to cause some concern and disruption
among the members. This program is being continued with
regularity. E / 1

Bureau (RM)
2 - San Diego (Info.) (RM) .;IAM11970
I - Los Angeles
LS/ge w

~' MAR 231970D 100;P~yd
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LA 157-1751

3. Tangible Results

The Los Angeles Office has received no information
from informants indicating any reaction to the counter-
intelligence programs against black nationalist groups by
the San Diego Office.

4. Developments of Counterintelligence Interest

The Los Angeles Office continues to furnish on a
daily basis information concerning the activities of the black
nationalist groups to the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Office
Intelligence Division and the Los Angeles Police Department
Intelligence and Criminal Conspiracy Divisions in the
anticipation-that such information might lead to the arrest
of these militants.

G2O
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3-6*70

Airtel

To: SAC, San Diego (100-14192)

From: Director, #j1(100 -4 48006 )" /
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST * HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BPP).-blI

*1"'
:8

.4

a

Reurairtel 2-24-70.

- I, 'TJ/W1

;

of becomingjTHIelocalBlack Panther Party Captain, is a police
informant. It is not felt that utilization of an informant
in such an operation is advisable.

You are, however, authorized to initiate the rumor
ough the use of anonymous notes mailed to selected individ-

ua s within the black community of San Diego. Make certain
;~t action taken cannot be traced to the Bureau.t. S:gas/hls

(6)
: The BPP does not exist at the present time in San Diego,

California. Informants advise that the group was disbanded
primarily because of police arrests of members, suspicion between

/ individual members that everyone else was an informant or a police
r 4 agent, and iffi ver funds. a ow been received

Mah,
meif the rou is ever reor anized.

( ~ ~ ~ ~ s bli4Q ......oet a
s being paid as a polce ntormant. sucn a rumor cou-d

* possibly neu ralize any efforts to reorganize the BPP at San Diego
and the sam -purpose can be achieved through the anonymous notes

* without Inylving one of our informants.

c"M MAR-LISA'lOI.CTYPrEUIc=



rinb3e (in. 6 -22-413(

FBI

Date: 2/24/70

Transmit the following in
[Type in plaintexl or codel

Via AIRTEL AIR MAIL - REGISTERED

----------------------------------- A----------------

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006)

FROM: SAC, SAN DIEGO (100-14192)(P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - BATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BPP)

For the information of the Bureau, informants have
** if the BPP in San Diego Is ever reorganized,

would like to be the local Captain. Although
ere a indicationn at the present ti that any

reorganization'attempts are being made, is
"politicking" for the position if it shou ever become
available.

In view of the possibility that the BPP should
r-- attempt to reorganize in San Diego, Bureau approval is requested
r to institute t rou hout the black community in

San Diego that s currently operating and being
C paid as a police norman . t is felt that spreading such

rumr t his time would preclude any possibility of
Ing at all effective In any reorganization attea t

o e o If a proyal1Vt

is no felt that the sprea dng c a rumor by
would in any way jeopardize the future security an or
effectiveness of this informant.

2 - Bureau (AM)(REGISTERED) / )5 J- i (Q2 6 / /
2 - San Diego

RLB:bef to 1970

-4))10,1970

Approved: Sent ._ _ Per

* I..

Special Agent in Charge



ROUTE % 4NVELOPE

-8AC, Minneapolis (157-438)
I

Director, FBI (100-448006) f '1

EC 12 asnt
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE
(BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

-p

3/17/70

/ I?

* Reurlet 3/5/70.

Minneapolis is authorized to send the anonymous
letter set out in referenced letter with its enclosure
to Black Panther Party (BPP) headquarters in California.
Precautions should be taken to Insure this letter cannot
be traced to this Bureau,

Since it Is unlikely that the writer of this
letter would have access to a Xerox machine, the enclosure
should be the original document and not a Xerox copy.

For the information of Chicago and
San Francisco, Minneapolis suggested sending an anonymous
letter to BPP headquarters complaining about BPP security
and enclosing a letter from four individuals interested in
starting a BPP chapter in Minneapolis. This letter was
found in a local department store and turned over to the
Minneapolis Office. The anonymous letter will merely
enclose the document and say it was found In a local
department store. The document Is apparently addressed to
the Chicago chapter of the DPP asking fcr assistance in
organizing a Minneapolis chapter. San Francisco and Chicago
should be alert for any results of this operation and
should advise the Bureau and Minnoapolia.

WAR 171970
CoLJr SEE NOTE PAGE TWO
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Letter to SAC, Minneapolis
1B: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

BLACK NATIONALIST - BATE GROUPS

NOTE:

Sinceteletter to BPP leaders is anonymous, there
is no chance for embarrassment to the Bureau and this
technique might prevent the formation of another chapter
of this black extremist and violence-prone organization.
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UNITED WrATE*OERMMENT9

Memorah-dum
TO -- Dia -T0R, Fi (100 -448006) DATI: 3/5/70

mRom IITW"VL~IS(157-438) (P)

smjwr: ~c:PMOGfAI
'3L %C1%r:: IO 0! ALI T- IhAT;: OIOP
RACIAL INi TLiG1:1=

R~e hinneapoliss letter to flureau dated 12/1/69;
* Xinneapolis letter to Bureau dated 3/2/70.

To date there has still been no Black Panther P.-rty
(1111) chapter estribljshcd in the Minneapoli s Divir-ion. There

*i are a few individuals now securing D1111 newspapcrs for resuile.
In connection writhi the possible establishment of a chatpter of
the nPPT. t-he Linni 'ol, Off ice..reeived f rom

Flower Shop of
,"More Company.
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19U V.L.;. L&U. IA-,-IOUI~ Olthe fLoor in the
the down town main store of Dayton's8 Department
This Letter is enclosed.

The following contemplated lette.-r vwill be sent by
Uinnenpolis anonymnously to 3.11P Uendquarters in Cnliforutiri in
an effort to thwart the inctivity of the individuals~ referred
to in the enclosed letter:

"Black Panther Party Headquarters:

i hrve nl':nys hadh an interest in the freedom
of my people and have been particularly ite rested
in tia activities of the OAMCP and rioot rccently
that of tfac 1fllacl: i'anther Party., Hovevcrt I found
the excloserl letter on the floor of ni store in
?inneapoli s 'AUch certainly doesn' t npenul: well of
your securi ty operations nd frotii xeaicii I 1,eLieve
the people involvedl ore tx-jingr to takte over nnidrun
operation or. their owm here. 11w, 1I Jmow soine

oCf the;a boys and jt's m~y conclusion they are
dr'ingUnt; junt to collect sooraie motiey for tiiirc.:lve.."

- BurcR u (&!-c )(M-1)

-JinaIl EC 109/
-(4) M.3 AR 4 S70I-- -

s-u-uI.
Bxuy U.S. Sainp Boxd.,Rep~larl, onthe Pairel1 SwiaepPlaUn
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MP! 157-438

It is felt by sending the handwritten letter of the
type set forth above, alon4 with R xerox-trnced copy of the
enclosed letter, we (the Hlinneapolis Divi on) maiy be Able to
thwart the .ctivities on the part of % t ! t, who have
been endeavorin" to get a BPP operation o e ground in the
Twin Cities area, particularly in St. Paul.

The Dureau is requested to approve the hand writing
of a Letter such as set forth above and the inclusion of the Letter
enclosed with instant letter to BPP Headquarters.
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